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TREE-RING DATING OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES IN THE 
CHACO CANYON REGION, NEW MEXICO

by

Bryant Bannister

PREFACE

When the National Geographic Society started excavation in the 

Chaco Canyon in 1921, one of the chief matters of speculation was the 

age of Pueblo Bonito, the largest of the Chaco ruins. To answer this 

question, A. E. Douglass, then Director of the Steward Observatory 

at the University of Arizona, was asked to apply his newly formulated 

technique of tree-ring analysis to the ancient timbers of Pueblo Bonito. 

Douglass consented to try, although aware that it was first necessary to 

build up an extensive collection of archaeological tree-ring specimens
- . . .  i -

and to establish a tree-ring chronology which would extend from modern 

tim es back to the period when Pueblo Bonito was constructed. To carry 

out such a program, the National Geographic Society sponsored three 

wood collection expeditions, their purpose to gather tree-ring samples 

from archaeological sites throughout the Southwest. Finally, on June 

22, 1929, Douglass succeeded in dating the Pueblo Bonito specimens



and in the process was able to state the age of beams from over 40 other 

major ruins as well. The story of this im pressive piece of work, re 

sulting from an ingeniously conceived archaeological-dendrochronological 

research project, is  told by Douglass in Dating Pueblo Bonito and Other 

Ruins of the Southwest (1935). It is  appropriate, therefore, that this 

study be concerned with the tree-ring dates of the Chaco Canyon region—  

a region which, in a manner of speaking, has contributed much to the 

development of the science of dendrochronology.

It is  a pleasure to acknowledge the many people who have helped 

me in the preparation of this dissertation. I am especially indebted to

A. E. Douglass, the late Edmund Schulman, Ter ah L. Smiley, and 

Marvin A. Stokes, my colleagues in the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Re

search at the University of Arizona. They not only gave freely of their 

time in helping me with the innumerable problems that arose, but also  

put the results of their own research efforts at my disposal.

Guidance in both the planning and writing of this paper was re

ceived from the members of my dissertation committee— Emil W.

Haury, Chairman, Ter ah L. Smiley, and Raymond H. Thompson. I 

am particularly grateful to Herbert D. Rhodes, Dean of the Graduate 

School at the University of Arizona, for the encouragement he gave to 

me at a time when it was most needed.

An important part of the dendr©chronological process is  having

i i i



one's dating work checked by other qualified personnel. For this service  

I wish to thank C. W. Ferguson of the A partm ent of Watershed Manage

ment at the University of Arizona and A. E. Douglass, Terah L. Smiley, 

and Marvin A. Stokes of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research. Par

ticular credit is  due Don P. Morris, a student at the University of 

Arizona, who independently confirmed the dates on the Chetro Ketl 

specimens for which I am responsible, and who contributed many ideas 

to the formulation of the special manner in which these dates are pre

sented. ' .

Technical assistance was obtained from George W. Glick, J r ., 

who prepared the map shown in Figure 1 and from Carol Jenkins who 

not only typed this manuscript but while doing so also served as editor.

Although it may be trite to say that this work could not have 

been completed without the aid of Gordon Vivian, Supervisory Archaeol

ogist of the National Park S erv ices  Southwest Archaeological Center at 

Globe, Arizona, such a claim is  hardly an overstatement of fact. The 

Vivians— Gordon, his wife Myrtle, and their son Gwinn, gave unstint- 

ingly of their time, shared their unsurpassed knowledge of the Chaco 

Canyon region, and, most importantly, bestowed their friendship upon 

me. From Gordon Vivian I received the maps shown in Figures 2 and 

3 and all of the photographs and ground plans credited to the National 

Park Service, as well as those taken from other publications. In addi

tion, he contributed a critical and valuable appraisal of Chapter HI,
iv



and, as a result of innumerable discussions and quantities of correspond

ence, I have gained from him whatever limited knowledge of the Chaco 

Canyon I might possess. To Gwinn Vivian, currently a graduate student 

at the University of New Mexico, I am indebted for the photographs and 

ground plans of the CM sites. Nor could the discussion of the periods 

following the abandonment of the Classic Chaco pueblos have been written 

without his aid. Furthermore, both Gordon and Gwinn Vivian are re

sponsible for the collection of many of the tree-ring specimens whose 

dates form the basis of this report. To Gordon Vivian and his family, 

therefore, I am deeply grateful.

My wife Betty shared with me the burden of work from beginning 

to end. Her contributions need not be described in detail, for in many 

ways this dissertation is  as much the result of her efforts as it is  of my 

own.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The rich archaeological remains in and about the Chaco Can

yon of northwestern New Mexico (Fig. 1) have made the region a center 

of interest ever since Lieut. James H. Simpson first published notes 

and sketches pertaining to the major ruins in 1852 (Simpson 1852).

Starting with the first scientific excavation in 1896, carried out by the 

Hyde Expedition for Explorations in the Southwest, and continuing until 

the present day, Chaco Canyon has been the scene of some of the most 

intensive archaeological investigations in the United States. A major 

reason for the steady increase of archaeological knowledge of prehistoric 

culture in the Chaco Canyon (and in the Southwest in general) has been 

the use of the tree-ring method, developed by A. E. Douglass of the 

University of Arizona, for dating ancient timbers. Historically, the 

two fields of archaeology and dendrochronology have been intimately 

connected, and this thesis represents a continuation of that trend.

The principal aim of this report is to provide a temporal foun

dation based on tree-ring analysis for the reconstruction of the prehistory 

of the Chaco Canyon region of New Mexico. Although a great many sites  

have been dug in the area, comparatively few have been adequately r e 

ported upon, and no one has yet attempted to prepare a definitive



FIGURE 1

Map of northwestern New Mexico. The outlined 

portion in the center of the map indicates the ap

proximate boundaries of the Chaco Canyon region 

shown in detail in Figure 2.
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FIGURE 2

Landform map of the Chaco Canyon region show

ing the three areas of site concentration: Chaco 

Canyon (from Penasco Blanco to Pueblo Pintado), 

Chacra Mesa, and Sisnathyel Mesa. North is  at 

the top of the map, and there is  considerable 

foreshortening along the north-south axis.
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archaeological synthesis. Some day, perhaps, such a work will be under- 

taken, and when it is , a thorough compilation of all Chaco tree-ring dates 

accompanied by specific archaeological data pertaining to the specimens 

will be essential. In 1953 the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research at the 

University of Arizona published the first in a proposed series of reports 

that were to present an areal summary of tree-ring dates accompanied 

by associated archaeological proveniences (Smiley, Stubbs, and Bannister 

1953). The present paper is  the second of that series.

Traditionally, the role of the dendrochronologist is  to date 

submitted tree-ring specimens and leave interpretation to the archaeol

ogist. This practice is  based on sound experience; yet occasions arise, 

nevertheless, when the dendrochronologist, as a result of working with 

the tree-ring specimens, p ossesses information that is  difficult, if not 

impossible, to fully transmit to the archaeologist. As an experiment, 

therefore, a secondary aim of this thesis is  to utilize the tree-ring data 

in making archaeological interpretations based on tree-ring evidence alone. 

It is  fully recognized that this approach is  somewhat one-dimensional, 

and it is  to be expected that the archaeologist familiar with all the other 

ramifications of his data will question some of the interpretations made 

herein. As justification for using this approach, it can be pointed out 

that two worthwhile objectives are achieved. First, by drawing inferences 

from tree-ring data alone a chronological framework is  established which 

serves as an independent control for the usually more complicated
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interpretations based on archaeological considerations. It is  to be as

sumed, of course, that ultimately the results of both processes will be 

merged and modified into a consistent evaluation. Surprisingly, appli

cation of this approach in the present paper has produced evidence of 

unsuspected archaeological manifestations at Chetro Ketl that presum

ably would not have been revealed had not the tree-ring data been criti

cally examined as a separate and independent unit. Second, the archae

ological interpretations presented in this paper serve as a mechanism 

for clarifying the theoretical problems connected with the interpretation 

of tree-ring dates. Each ’'Discussion” that accompanies the dated sites 

listed in Chapter HI can be considered a practical example of the theory 

expounded in Chapter n .

Unlike the two main summaries of tree-ring dates that have 

previously appeared (Smiley 1951; Smiley, Stubbs, and Bannister 1953), 

this compilation of dates is  not restricted to those specimens which have 

been either checked or dated by some member of the Laboratory of Tree 

Ring Research staff. On the contrary, every effort has been made to 

assemble all Chaco Canyon area tree-ring dates that have appeared in 

print or are recorded in specimen collection files. Actually, with the 

exception of a few cases in which the name of the person who did the 

dating is  unrecorded, the majority of the dates are the work of the Lab

oratory of Tree-Ring Research. The people primarily responsible for 

the Laboratory*s contribution are A. E. Douglass, Florence.M. Hawley,
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Ter ah L. Smiley, and the writer. Approximately one-third of the total 

number of dates listed were derived by the writer in connection with the 

preparation of this report. The dendrochronologists associated with the 

Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research have employed the so-called ’’Douglass 

System" in obtaining dated. This system has been adequately described 

in the literature and will not be explained here (see Douglass 1919, 1928; 

Clock 1937; Bannister and Smiley 1955; Schulman .1956; Smiley and 

Stokes, in press). A significant minority of the dates, however, were 

produced at Gila Pueblo in Globe, Arizona, mainly by Deric O'Bryan. 

These dates were.derived by the "Gladwin System" as described by 

Gladwin (1940a, 1940b). Even though the Gila Pueblo tree-ring collect 

tions are now housed in Tucson, Arizona, at the Laboratory of Tree- 

Ring Research, the Laboratory cannot assume responsibility for the 

validity of the Gila Pueblo dates.

The geographic region treated in this report can be divided 

into one minor and two major areas, namely, Sisnathyel Mesa, Chacra 

Mesa, and Chaco Canyon, respectively (Fig. 2). The first area, 

Sisnathyel Mesa, has five dated Navajo sites associated with it. These 

sites were recorded and collected from by the Navajo Land Claim Survey 

of the Navajo Tribe, and as yet there has been ho publication concerning 

this work. The Chacra Mesa contains numerous small sites which have 

been surveyed by Gwinn and Gordon Vivian, and the bulk of the dated 

specimens from this area were collected by the Vivians. Again, there
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is  no archaeological literature pertaining to the Chacra Mesa, although 

a report by Gwinn Vivian is  currently in preparation. The Chaco Can

yon area is  usually meant to include not only the canyon proper but also  

the wider region delineated by the large, outlying, Chaco-type pueblos. 

Thus Penasco Blanco defines the western edge of the region, while 19 

m iles upstream Pueblo Pintado marks the eastern. Some 30 m iles to 

the south lies  Kin Ya-a, with Kin Bineola and Kin Klizhin closer to the 

canyon. Altogether, there are 14 large masonry pueblos within the 

area and an uncounted number of smaller sites. Of the larger ruins, 

Pueblo Alto is  the only one without a tree-ring date. :

There have been innumerable publications relating to the 

Chaco Canyon area, but relatively few are of much research value. An 

excellent general bibliography pertaining to various phases of Chaco 

Canyon research has been published by Donald D. Brand (Brand, Hawley, 

Hibben, et al. 1937:120-33) with addenda supplied by Clyde Kluckhohn 

(Kluckhohn and Reiter 1939:175-6). Accounts of the history of research  

in the area are to be found in Hawley (1934:9710); Hewett (1936:150-3); 

Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al. (1937:18-29); and Judd (1954: 6-9). The 

natural setting is  described by Hawley (1934:7-8); Hewett (1936:11-8); 

Brand (Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al. 1937:39-65); and Dutton (1938: 

9-10). Two accounts dealing mainly with Chaco Canyon tree-ring studies 

are Hawley (1934) and Douglass (1935).

In addition, a variety of special problems have been discussed
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in the literature of the area. Some of the more significant are: the geo 

graphic factors that influenced the aboriginal population (Fisher 1934); 

the role of climate in Chaco prehistory (Hawley 1934: 65-75); the prob

lem of prehistoric forests in the area (Douglass 1935:45-7; Judd 1954: 

2-6); a history of studies in geology, geography, and biology, plus an 

account of surveys, maps, and place names (Brand, Hawley, Hibben, 

et al. 1937:29-37); the question of water and agriculture (Hewett 1939: 

123-7; Judd 1954:9-14); the geology of the area in relation to the pre

historic peoples of Pueblo Bonito (Bryan 1954); and Navajo notes and 

recollections (Judd 1954: 343-54). Also, in Kluckhohn and Reiter (1939: 

54-150) can be found distributional studies of rocks and minerals 

(Osborne); ground and pecked stone artifacts (Woodbury); arrow-shaft 

tools (Toulouse); projectile points and chipped implements (Bohannon); 

perishable materials (Tschopik); artifacts of bone, antler, and shell 

(Whittemore); and subsistence remains (Kluckhohn). Additional site  

reports limited to archaeological accounts, as well as sections of many 

of the works cited above, are referred to in the site analyses presented 

in Chapter HI.



CHAPTER n

THE INTERPRETATION OF TREE-RING DATES

When archaeological interpretations are made on the basis of 

tree-ring dates it is  always necessary to proceed with caution. This is  

true, not because the specimens may be misdated (although that, too, is  

sometimes a problem), but because a tree-ring date can only be applied 

with absolute authority to the specimen itself, and the same date may or 

may not be directly related to the specimen's associated archaeological 

context. The basic problem, therefore, is  the time relationship that 

exists between the date of the specimen and the archaeological manifes

tation being dated. A further complication is  introduced when the condi

tion of the outside of the specimen indicates that exterior rings have been 

lost because of wear, rot, burning, or for some other reason.

The Basic Problem of Time Relationship 

The Four Types of Error

Leaving aside, for the moment, the matter of lost exterior 

rings, the dangers involved in the time relationship problem can be 

simply stated: the tree-ring date may be too early for the particular 

item being dated, or it may be too late. In each case there are two

9
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general types of error that can occur, depending upon whether the dated 

specimen is  or is  not in direct association with the item being dated.

The four possibilities are as follows:

Type 1. The association between the dated tree«ring speci
men and the archaeological manifestation being dated is  direct, but the 
specimen itself came from a tree that died or was cut prior to its use 
in the situation in question.

Type 2. The association between the dated tree-ring speci
men and the archaeological manifestation being dated is  not direct, the 
specimen having been used prior to the feature being dated.

Type 3.. The association between the dated tree-ring speci
men and the archaeological manifestation being dated is  direct, but the 
specimen itself represents a later incorporation into an already existing 
feature.

Type 4. The association between the dated tree-ring speci
men and the archaeological manifestation being dated is  not direct, the 
specimen having been used later than the feature being dated.

These four main types of chronological error can occur either 

independently or in combination with each other, and in the latter case 

the amount of error involved will either be increased or will tend to 

cancel out. There is  a fifth type of general error, actually a variety of 

Types 2 and 4, which stem s from the presence of intrusive specimens 

in unrelated archaeological environments. Since this problem is  strictly  

an archaeological matter (although its solution is  sometimes amenable 

to the same procedures used with the four main types of time relation

ship error), it will not be discussed here.
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Type 1. Association direct, dating early

The most common type of error encountered in the interpreta

tion of tree-ring dates is  caused by the presence of reused beams. Con

sidering the labor involved in felling a tree with a stone axe and in trans

porting it by brute manpower, it is  hardly surprising that aboriginal 

builders salvaged logs from nearby abandoned ruins whenever feasible. 

Obviously, the reuse of timbers in later structures can result in erro

neous interpretation. The tree-ring date itself may be correct, but its 

application to the structure from which the specimen came would produce 

an earlier date than the time of construction. In an area such as the 

Chaco Canyon where there were people building and abandoning dwellings 

for centuries, the problem of reused timbers assumes special impor

tance. At Aztec Ruin in New Mexico, on the other hand, a pueblo which 

was built in comparative isolation, the reused beam problem is  not so 

critical.* Douglass (1929:754) documents one case in which a 14th cen

tury log was probably reused continually until it was discovered in 1929 

in a recently abandoned section of Oraibi.

Deadwood or wind-fallen trees were probably infrequently used 

and do not present as serious a problem as do reused timbers (Haury 

1953:103-4). It may be, however, that a direct correlation between the 

aboriginal use of deadwood and the introduction of the stone axe can be 

established (O* Bryan 1949), in which case the problem of deadwood dates
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becomes a function of material culture.

It is  entirely conceivable that in preMstoric times artifacts 

of wood might eventually have assumed the status of family heirlooms, 

and, consequently, tree-ring dates derived from them could lead to 

fallacious interpretations. Even the process of shaping the artifact 

could contribute to the magnitude of the error. Also, the practice of 

stockpiling timbers, either for convenience or for seasoning purposes, 

would produce dates that preceded the time of the specim ens actual use. 

At Chetro Ketl, for example, there is  some evidence that stockpiling did 

take place, but the number of years involved is  relatively small, and the 

error introduced is  of minor importance.

Tree-ring dates from any of the four types of specimens just 

discussed— reused timber, deadwood trees, wooden artifacts, and 

stockpiled logs— are likely to be earlier than their associated contexts, 

but because of the frequency of occurrence and possible magnitude of 

the error, only reused timbers present a really serious problem.

Type 2: Association not direct, dating early

This type of error chiefly occurs as a result of the dating of 

artifacts within a room through the application of tree-ring dates derived 

from logs used in the construction of the room. The problem is  basically 

archaeological in nature and resolves itself into the question of the tem

poral relationship between a room and its included contents. In short
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occupation sites, such as pithouses and small masonry structures, this 

problem may be of only minor significance; whereas in sites of long oc

cupation the problem can become critical. Pueblo Bonito, for instance, 

a site occupied for hundreds of years, contains rooms built in the early 

10th century which were later used as dumping areas for 11th century 

trash (Judd 1954; 21-9). Furthermore, the mere fact that a room was 

not used as a dump but is  found to contain such floor-contact artifacts 

as complete vessels does not prove that the room and its contents are 

contemporaneous. It is  entirely possible that the room was abandoned 

and.then later cleared out and reoccupied after an unknown period of 

time.

It is  seen, then, that the Type 2 error usually results from 

applying construction dates to non-construction archaeological manifes

tations. Theoretically, the reverse situation could also take place, that 

is, the erroneous use of non-construction tree-ring dates derived from 

specimens in old trash and applied to later construction features.

Type 3: Association direct, dating late

In the course of time as structural timbers became weakened 

or old rooms and houses were reoccupied and remodeled, fresh logs 

were sometimes used by prehistoric peoples to make repairs. Tree

ring dates derived from repair timbers are misleading if applied to the 

original construction, but, if the remodeling job is  architecturally
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distinct, the repair log dates may turn the problem into a solution by 

indicating the time of remodeling or by helping to delimit an occupation 

period.

Type 4: Association not direct, dating late

The Type 4 error is  prone to occur when dates from non

construction specimens are applied to construction features. Firepit 

charcoal and wood or charcoal specimens found in room fill or trash 

mounds could conceivably give far more recent dates than the architec

tural features they are loosely associated with. On the other hand, non

construction dates used judiciously with construction dates from a single 

ruin may well indicate at least a minimum period of occupation (Haury 

1935:104; Bannister and.Smiley 1955:189-90). Usually the position of 

a specimen within a structure and the shape and condition of the sample 

are enough to identify construction pieces, but in a burned and collapsed 

room it may be difficult to segregate burned and fragmented structural 

timbers from fireplace charcoal.

The Two Methods of Solution

Although the usual errors.of interpretation can be identified 

with one or more of the four general types of error enumerated, it is  

not to be supposed that the error -producing situations mentioned are 

all that can be encountered. Each dating problem presents its own
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unique set of circumstances, and an understanding of both the dendro- 

chronological and archaeological conditions involved is  necessary for 

a satisfactory solution. Generally speaking, however, there are two 

main ways of solving time relationship problems, namely, the cluster

ing of tree-ring dates and the clustering of archaeological traits.

Clustering of dates

Errors of the Type 1 and Type 3 varieties are particularly 

amenable to correction through the use of tree-ring date clusters, 

providing that there are enough dates available with which to work.

The fundamental premise is  that if there are a number of tree-ring • 

dates from a single structure or architectural feature which cluster 

about a single point in time, then dates that deviate from the cluster 

represent reused or repair timbers, depending upon whether they are 

earlier or later than the majority (Haury 1935:104-5; Bannister and 

Smiley 1955:190-1). The same reasoning, with modification, would 

apply to groups of non-construction dates. The clustering technique 

is  a powerful tool, and when carefully used it can indicate different 

building periods, intensity of building activity, and on occasion (as at 

Chetro Ketl) remodeling projects which have not left visible archaeolog

ical evidence. The technique can be extended in application from a 

single room to a large pueblo or even to an entire group of sites through 

out an area. But if only a few dates are available, or there exists only



a heterogeneous collection of dates with no clustering tendency, then 

the method is  not applicable.

Clustering of traits

The clustering of archaeological traits or characteristics is  

particularly useful when dealing with errors of the Type 2 and Type 4 

varieties. In both cases the key problem is  the temporal relationship 

between a room and its contents, and again group data become the de

cisive factor. A practical example of the use of this method, based on 

the Canyon Creek cliff ruin of Arizona, is offered by Haury (1935:105). 

From a total of about 60 rooms, 18 yielded dated specimens. The dated 

rooms were scattered throughout the ruin and represented both first and 

second stories. Since the artifacts from all rooms were uniformly of 

the same generic kind, and since the range of tree-ring dates was con

fined to a period of 22 years, Haury concluded that the construction dates 

could be applied to the material culture, and that, consequently, the 

rooms and their contents were of comparable age. It is  evident that 

both the clustering of dates and of archaeological traits were important 

in Haury*s reasoning, for if the material culture had shown period 

changes, or in other words, if there had been no clustering of traits, he 

could not have applied the construction dates to the later artifacts.

Together or singly, the clustering techniques offer the chief 

means of solving time relationship problems in the interpretation of

16
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tree-ring dates. But it must be mentioned that both methods depend 

upon group data or accumulative evidence and thereby suffer a major 

drawback since they are not applicable when only limited data are avail 

able.

The Problem of Outside Rings

Since a tree-ring date can be defined as the year in which the 

last ring present on a specimen.was formed, it is  important to realize  

that the date may or may not represent the year in which the parent tree 

died. Consequently, there are two fundamental types of tree-ring dates, 

namely, cutting dates and non-cutting dates. The term cutting date 

(sometimes called bark date) is  applied to specimens that show some 

evidence of possessing the last exterior ring which grew on the tree 

before it died, regardless of whether the tree was killed by human ac

tivity or died of natural causes. When a specimen is  thought to have 

lost exterior rings, or there is  no evidence to indicate otherwise, the 

tree-ring date is  referred to as a non-cutting date.

Generally speaking, cutting dates are to be preferred to non

cutting dates for interpretive purposes. Since the laboratory determina

tion of cutting dates is  based upon different types of evidence of varying 

degrees of objectivity, it behooves the archaeologist to have some under

standing of the processes involved and to be thoroughly familiar with the 

symbols used by the dendrochronologist in expressing his results.
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Similarly, non-cutting dates have often been published with accompany

ing estimated cutting dates or with symbols suggesting a probable num

ber of rings lost, and the archaeologist should be aware of both the 

meaning of the symbols and, if possible, the basis upon which the esti

mates were made.

Cutting Dates

To determine cutting dates is  not always an easy task; yet it 

is  the responsibility of the dendrochronologist to do so whenever pos

sible. The only conclusive way in which a cutting date may be proved 

is  to find bark or bark cells on the outside of the specimen. Since the 

presence of bark is  something of a rarity in archaeological specimens, 

several other reasonably objective methods have been devised for the 

determination of cutting dates. It is  generally conceded that if the out

side ring present on a specimen extends without break completely around 

the circumference of the specimen as seen in cross.section, then that 

ring represents the last one to be formed by the tree; for it is  highly 

unlikely that a specimen would erode evenly on its entire outside sur- v 

face without leaving remnants of other exterior rings. Another criterion 

of cutting dates is  the presence of beetle galleries on the exterior sur

face of a specimen. It is  believed that the beetles responsible attack a 

tree only when it is  dead or in the process of dying. By burrowing be

tween the bark and woody part of the tree they leave characteristic
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galleries which are visible on the surface after the bark is  removed. 

Since this particular type of beetle gallery is  never seen completely 

within the woody part of a specimen, it is  assumed, with justification, 

that the galleries indicate the true outside of the tree, at least within a 

year or two at the very most (Smiley and Stokes, in press).

In some groups of collected samples it is  possible to employ 

still another means of determining cutting dates. While studying a large 

number of sections taken from Chetro Ketl logs, the writer began to feel 

that many of the dated pieces which were being put into the non-cutting 

date category because they lacked bark, beetle galleries, or consistent 

outside rings were actually of the cutting date variety. As work pro

gressed, the writer became convinced that his feelings were more than 

a matter of intuition and, in fact, were based upon the presence of a 

characteristic surface condition present on the specimens in question. 

Examination showed that portions of the outer surface of these speci

mens possessed a distinctive smoothness of texture and were usually 

accompanied by an easily recognized color that differed from that of 

the rougher eroded parts of the pieces. As a working hypothesis it was 

assumed that the smoothness of surface indicated that the bark had been 

peeled away, and that the log had been used shortly thereafter under 

circumstances which prevented further erosion. The distinctive color 

associated with the smooth surface was assumed to be the result of a 

patina-like condition induced by long exposure to air and perhaps
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enhanced by smoke and fumes from cooking or heating fires. Some 

specimens, at least, which were originally roofing beams, exhibited a 

darker color on one side than on the other, a fact that suggests the darker 

portion represents the under side of the beam which was more directly 

exposed to smoke. In addition, very dark streaks and blotches were 

noticed on some of the smooth surfaces, and it is  believed that these 

may be remnants of inner bark.

To test the theory that surface smoothness accompanied by-a 

distinctive coloration could be used as a criterion for determining cutting 

dates, those samples which did not have consistent outside rings but which 

possessed the surface condition in question were compared with pieces 

that had already been assigned cutting dates on the basis of the usual 

forms of evidence. In all cases it was discovered that the outside sur

faces of the specimens known to represent cutting dates exhibited exactly 

the same characteristics common to the outside surfaces of the pieces 

being tested. Apparently, the only significant difference between the two 

groups of specimens was that one group represented logs which had sur

vived without being exposed to erosional forces and, consequently, had 

kept their original surfaces intact, while the other group, perhaps as a 

result of the collapse of a wall or a roof, represented logs which had 

only portions of their original surfaces intact, having lost rings in some 

areas around the circumference of the piece through exposure to the 

elements or by subjection to rot-inducing factors. It was concluded.
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therefore, that at least one distinctive type of surface-color condition 

can be used as evidence for cutting dates. As far as it is  known, this 

evidence for cutting dates has never before been described or indicated, 

but it is  strongly suspected that such a criterion has repeatedly been 

used by earlier tree-ring workers. Such an assumption was partially 

confirmed as a result of a recent review of a few Chaco Canyon pieces 

dated by Florence M. Hawley and determined by her to be cutting dates 

upon what must have been surface-color evidence.

In theory, the various methods for determining cutting dates 

can be ranked according to their degree of objectivity. The presence of 

bark is  the only conclusive method, and the other forms of evidence, 

namely, the outer ring constant about the circumference, the presence 

of beetle galleries, and the presence of a certain type of surface-color 

condition (with Chaco Canyon specimens at least) follow in approximately 

the order given.
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Non-cutting Dates

In the absence of evidence indicating cutting dates, the dendro- 

chronologist can either estimate the number of rings lost or state only 

that the date is  a non-cutting date. Gradually, there has been a change 

from the first of these alternatives to the second, occasioned by the 

growing realization that estimates of lost exterior rings are sometimes 

merely guesses or are based more upon archaeological considerations
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than upon strictly dendrochronological ones. In defense of the earlier 

tree-ring workers who customarily did make estimates, it should be 

pointed out that probably every experienced dendr ochr onologist who has 

handled collections of archaeological tree-ring specimens has felt, upon 

completion of his study, that he could make reasonably accurate estimates 

of the number of outside rings lost on most of the pieces. The difficulty 

is  not that the estimates may be proved wrong, but that they cannot be 

proved right since it is  theoretically possible that a specimen not showing 

bark could have any given number of rings lost. Consequently, a compara

tively young discipline in striving for scientific accuracy is  abandoning 

those practices which cannot be substantiated by tangible evidence.

In some instances, estimated cutting dates are based on con

siderably more than sheer intuition. Under favorable conditions it is  

possible to base estimates upon the relative position of the heartwood- 

sapwood line (Douglass 1939:3-6; Smiley, Stubbs, and Bannister 1953: 

10-11). This method depends upon the ratio between the number of 

heartwood rings and the number of outer sapwood rings. The inner 

heartwood can be distinguished by coloration in some species (charcoal 

excepted), and, if there are sapwood rings present bn the specimen, ap

plication of the ratio factor will permit a gross estimate of sapwood rings 

lost. This method, however, has only been used on a few occasions 

since the ratio involved is  a function of both species and locality. Esti

mates are also sometimes based upon a knowledge of the original diameter
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of the specimen and an extrapolation of the average ring thickness. Ap

proximate original diameter can be archaeologically determined by the 

size of the post or wall holes remaining after the specimen is  removed 

or by the space left between adjoining roofing poles, and, in some in

stances, the original diameter can be inferred from other specimens 

used in a similar fashion. For obvious reasons, estimates established 

by this method are somewhat suspect.

It is  not known, unfortunately, to what extent any of the methods 

enumerated, including intuition, were used in the establishment of the 

estimated cutting dates that apply to Chaco Canyon specimens. The 

critical user of these dates, therefore, may wish to work only with the 

date given to the outside ring on the specimen.

Clustering of dates

Even though it may not be provable that a given specimen has 

not lost a large number of outside rings, the actual situation is  rarely  

as bad as that fact may imply, since the tendency for tree-ring dates 

to cluster can be employed as a tool not only for solving errors en

countered in the basic problem of time relationship but also in dealing 

with non-cutting dates. The reasoning involved is  that if a number of 

non-cutting dates from a single archaeological feature cluster about a 

point in time, then those dates are probably close to being actual cutting 

dates. This is  based upon the assumption that the original trees from
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which the specimens came were cut and used within a short period of 

time. If they had then been subjected to severe erosional forces result

ing in the loss of many rings, it is  extremely doubtful that they would all 

lose approximately the same number of outside rings and preserve their 

clustering tendency. Hence, the very fact that clustering is  evident sug

gests that relatively few outside rings have been lost.

It frequently happens that out of a group of specimens from a 

single room one or two will be cutting dates and the rest non-cutting 

dates. When this occurs, experience has shown that the non-cutting 

dates will usually fall earlier than the cutting dates, and, if there are 

many non-cutting dates, they will tend to become more concentrated the 

nearer they approach the cutting dates. Thus, empirical evidence bears 

out the general theory of tree-ring date clusters.

Forms of Presentation

In the last three or four decades a number of different forms 

for the presentation of tree-ring dates have been developed by various 

dendrochronologists at several institutions. In large measure the changes 

in form of presentation reflect the change in philosophy regarding the 

degree of objectivity necessary for the determination of different types 

of dates. These changes have resulted in an expansion of the number of 

symbols used in describing kinds of evidence and have enabled the ar

chaeologist to discriminate, if he wishes, among cutting dates based on
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the presence of bark, beetle galleries, etc. In addition, there has been 

a tendency to drop direct pronouncements of estimated cutting dates in 

favor of symbols merely indicating the condition of the outside of the : 

specimen. Occasionally a form of presentation has been developed to 

fit a particular project in which the dates were intended for one specific 

u s e . ............................ ...... ........... ..................

Forms Used With Chaco Canyon Region Dates .

Although it is  not felt that this paper should include discussions 

of all the forms which have been used in the past, it is  essential that the 

forms of presentation employed in connection with tree-ring dates from  

the Chaco Canyon region be explained individually. For the sake of con

venience the six  forms used with Chaco dates are also summarized in 

Table 1.

Form 1

This form, developed at Gila Pueblo and used with all dates 

derived by that institution, is  the simplest of all the forms presented 

herein. Because of its simplicity, however, the user of the date cannot 

tell upon what basis cutting dates were determined. The year of the 

inner ring of the specimen is  given without a symbol if the pith ring is  

not present, / and the date is  preceded by the symbol ’’O” if it does rep

resent the pith ring. If the year of the outer ring on the specimen is  not
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FORMS OF PRESENTATION OF TREE-RING DATES

All symbols are used in conjunction with a given year. The number 
10 is  used as an example only. A fuller explanation of the 

various forms is  given in the accompanying text.

TABLE 1

_____________ Form___________
Meaning_____________ 1 2 3 4 5

Inner Ring

No pith ring present.

Pith ring present.

Pith ring present, center rings 
not readable.

Outer Rings

Outer rings crowded, probably 
some absent in series.

Outer rings very crowded, ring 
count made, probably many 
absent in series.

Outside Condition

Outside shows erosion, last ring 
variable around circumference.
If no other symbol, unknown num
ber of rings lost.

Outside shows extreme erosion, 
last ring very variable around 
circumference. If no other sym
bol, unknown number of rings lost.

Outer Ring

year year year year year year 

Q year year p p p

±P ±P ±P

+ +  +

++

v

vv

Last ring variable around circum
ference, probably several rings 
lost. v
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Meaning
Form

1  2 5™ 4 5 W ~

Last ring very variable around . 
circumference, probably many 
rings lost. w

Last ring on specimen.
vV." : '

year year

Last ring on specimen, unknown 
number of rings lost. (Form 2, 
separate column.) + +x year

Estimated cutting date. (Form 2, 
separate column.)

year
+10

Estimated number of rings lost 
from outside. (Form 3, separate 
column.)

1-10 
" 10 : 

ca. 10
■■ ' ' • : far .:

near
end . ::

Last year on specimen, cutting 
date. year

Last ring constant around cir
cumference, probable cutting 
date, c c c

Bark present, definite cutting 
date. B B B

Beetle galleries present on sur
face, probably very near cutting 
date. .. G G

Probable cutting date. (Presence 
of distinctive surface-color condi
tion with Chaco Canyon region 
specim ens.) L
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thought to be a cutting date, it is  followed by a indicating that an 

unknown number of rings may be lost. This "+" is  not to be confused 

with the sim ilar symbol used in Forms 4, 5, and 6 which has an entirely 

different meaning. Cutting dates are designated by underlining the year 

of the last ring on the specimen.

Form 2

Chaco Canyon dates derived by A. E. Douglass were all originally 

put in Form 2, although a number of these dates have since been changed 

to Form 4. No special symbol is  used to indicate the pith ring and, thus, 

it is  impossible to tell from the date if the pith is  or is  not present on 

the specimen. The overwhelming majority of Chaco pieces dated by 

Douglass, however, were taken from construction beams that contained 

original centers, and so most of the inner ring dates actually are pith 

ring dates. The outer ring of the specimen is  simply given as the year 

without addition of symbols. In a separate column headed "Estimated 

Cutting Date" the year of the outside ring alone is  given if that year is  

thought to be a cutting date. Also in the separate column the year of the 

outside ring with the symbol "+x" is  used if a large, undetermined num

ber of rings is  believed to be lost, and the year of the outside ring with 

the symbol "+10" (the number 10 is  used as an example only) is  added to 

indicate the estimated cutting date. Again, the "+" symbol is  not to be 

confused with the.”+" of Forms 4, 5, and 6, nor should the "+10" be
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taken to represent a span of ten years on either side of the given date. 

Thus, an estimated cutting date of 1000+10 means it is  thought that the

original outside was probably between 1000 and 1010, and not between
•  . . - ' . ,

990 and 1010.

In some of the tables accompanying the dated sites listed in 

Chapter HI the dates are presented in both Form 2 and Form 4. No 

confusion will result if it is  remembered that Form 2 dates have an 

entry exclusively and invariably in the separate "Estimated Cutting 

Date" column.

Form 3

Form 3 was devised by Florence M. Hawley for the presenta

tion of tree-ring data in her monograph The Significance of the Dated 

Prehistory of Chetro Ketl, Chaco Canyon, New Mexico (1934). The 

form is  similar to Form 2 in all respects except that the separate column 

is  headed "From End", rather than "Estimated Cutting Date", and all 

entries under this column are given in one of the following ways: "1-10" 

(the number 10 is  used as an example only), "10", "ca. 10", "far", 

"near", "end". Only the use of the term "end" is  an indication of an 

actual cutting date.

A variation of this form was used by Hawley for specimens 

from the Chetro Ketl East Dump. An explanation of this special form  

is  given in the caption of Table 7.
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Form 4

For many years the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research has 

used this form, which was originally developed by Edmund Schulman 

(1946:18). The inner ring is  listed simply as the year if the pith ring 

is  missing from the specimen, or the year is followed by a "p" if the 

pith ring is  present. On some pieces the rings next to the pith are ex

tremely crowded or discolored, and only an estimate of the pith date 

can be made. In such cases the symbol "+p" is  used. Occasionally, 

when a specimen ends in a particularly critical period of growing sea

sons, and especially if the ring series has exhibited a tendency for 

missing or microscopic rings, it may be impossible to determine with 

certainty all cases of missing rings in the last few years because of the 

absence of crossdating checks. In such instances, the symbol "+ "  is  

used to indicate that the true date of the outside ring may be a few years 

later than the date given. The ’V ’ and "w" symbols were introduced by 

Schulman as a substitute for the earlier "Estimated Cutting Date" usage 

of Form 2. If the outer ring on the specimen is  variable in its consist

ency about the circumference of the specimen, then the "v" is  used; and 

if the outer ring is  very variable, "w" is  employed. In addition to these 

purely descriptive meanings, however, the "v" was also used to indicate 

that possibly several rings were lost, and the "w" was assumed to in

dicate that probably many rings were lost. In spite of the fact that the
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latter meanings might be correct in many cases if there were any way 

in which they could be checked, the writer feels that this usage of "v” 

and "w ” merely perpetuates the objections associated with attempting 

to estimate cutting dates when no evidence of the original last ring on a 

specimen is  apparent. For this reason certain modifications of "v" and 

t’yytt are introduced in Form 6. The "c" label appears when the outside 

ring on a specimen can be traced completely around its circuit, and it 

generally can be assumed that that ring is  probably the original outside 

of the specimen and, hence, represents a cutting date. If bark or bark 

cells are present on the specimen, the date of the last ring is  followed 

by a "B", and a cutting date is  definitely proved.

Form 5

Form 5 is  an example of a presentation form developed especially 

for a particular problem. All of the dates in connection with Form 5 

were derived by the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research for the Navajo 

Land Claim Project sponsored by the.Navajo Tribe (Smiley and Stokes, 

in press). Because of the legal aspects associated with the primary use 

of the dates, an attempt was made to keep symbols to a minimum and to 

employ only those which could be completely objectively determined and 

explained. The use of symbols with the inner ring and the designations 

"+", "c", and "B" are the same as in Form 4. In addition, however, if 

a specimen has beetle galleries on its outside surface, the symbol "G"
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is  used, the implication being that the date of the outer ring is  very near 

a cutting date (at most within one or two years). When no evidence is  

found to indicate a cutting date, the year of the last ring is  given with

out a symbol, and this can be taken to mean that an unknown number of 

rings may be lost from the outside.

Form 6

This form is  basically a modification of Form 4 and was de

veloped by the writer in connection with the present study. It retains 

the. same Form 4 usage of the ' V ,  "c”, "B", and inner ring symbols, 

as well as the,MG" of Form 5. The first innovation is  the use of 

to describe the outer ring series of the specimen. As described under 

Form 4, the indicates a congested ring series ending in a critical 

period of growing seasons, which increases the possibility that a few 

rings may be missing near the end of the ring chronology. A compar

able situation, distinguished only by degree, sometimes arises in speci

mens with a large number of compressed rings in its outer portion. In 

such cases it may be possible to follow the chronology only through the 

first half or so of the ring series with the outer rings completely un- , 

readable as far as chronology is  concerned. This makes it necessary  

to simply count the number of compressed rings without regard for 

missing rings that would ordinarily be established by crossdating. This 

ring count, then, is  added on to the year of the last ring which can be
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determined with accuracy, and the symbol "++" is  used to show that a 

ring count was involved and that, therefore, the true date of the outside 

ring is  probably many years in advance of the one given. Under Forms 

4 and 5 such a situation was sometimes mentioned in the text, but no 

special symbol was used.

An important difference between Forms 4 and 6 is  in the use of 

the "v" and ”w " symbols. The writer feels that the earlier usage with 

its hint of estimated rings lost is  inherently dangerous since in actual 

practice there is  a tendency to base the "vM and "w" assignments upon 

the clustering of dates from the collection being studied rather than upon 

the condition of the outside ring alone. In effect, then, the dendrochron- 

ologist is  using the archaeological interpretation of dates as a tool in 

presenting supposedly objective and completely dendrochronological evi

dence. To remedy this situation, the "v" and " w ” are redefined to 

mean only the condition of the outside ring— a condition which can be 

determined before the specimens are even dated. Thus, "v" means 

only that the outside ring is  variable in its consistency about the circum

ference of the specimen, while "w" means that the outer ring is  very 

variable. In turn, this condition gives a measure of the amount of ero

sion that the specimen has been subjected to, and, generally speaking, 

the more erosion that has taken place, the greater the possibility for a 

large number of outside rings to be lost. That this is  not necessarily  

always the case, however, is  borne out by the large number of Chetro
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Ketl specimens which carry the "v" and "w" designations, but which 

are still thought to represent cutting dates.

Another symbol peculiar to Form 6 is  the ML" used to designate 

a characteristic surface-color condition on the exterior of a specimen 

which is  believed to be evidence of the original outside and, hence, a 

cutting date. This phenomenon has so far been observed only with 

Chaco Canyon region pieces, but it is  quite possible that the same cr i

terion may be used with specimens from other areas now that the con

dition is  recognized.

In some respects the usage of Form 6 symbols differs from the 

usual practice employed with Form 4. Treatment accorded the inner 

ring symbols is  the same in both forms, and the ”+" and "++" designa

tions are used whenever the situation warrants, but unlike Form 4, all 

terminal dates in Form 6 are accompanied by either a "v", "w", or "c". 

In addition, a "B", "G", or "L" is  also applied to the terminal date in 

Form 6 whenever the evidence that those letters symbolize is  present on 

the specimen. The only exception is  that with the Chaco Canyon region 

pieces the "c” in all cases implies the existence of the surface-color 

criterion for cutting dates, and, consequently, the "L” is  not used since 

it would be superfluous. A hypothetical terminal date, therefore, could 

be recorded as 1000 ++wLGB. With this system  it is  possible for the 

archaeologist to be informed not only of the approximate condition of 

the outside of the specimen, as suggested by the ,,vM, "w", and "c"
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symbols, but also, if a "c", "L", ’’G”, or "B” is  used, to be fully aware 

of the type or types of evidence indicating a cutting date.



CHAPTER HI

1

DATED SITES IN THE CHACO CANYON REGION
'

There are 46 sites in the Chaco Canyon region which have 

yielded dated tree-ring specimens. Although a few of these, such as 

Ackerly House, Hyde Kitchen, Tanner rs Garage, and Wether ill* s Block 

House, cannot be classed as strictly archaeological sites, the specimens 

taken from them are thought to have been originally used in nearby Pueb

lo Bonito, and thus they are definitely archaeological pieces. The two 

dated structures at Shabik*eshchee Village— Pithouse H and the Great 

Kiva— are listed together under that site; whereas the Tri-Wall Unit 

associated with Pueblo del Arroyo is  handled individually since the two 

ruins can be considered as archaeologically distinct.

Since all Chaco Canyon region tree-ring dates are anno Domini, 

thus precluding any possibility of confusion, the abbreviation MA. D. ” 

has been omitted throughout the remainder of this paper.

Method of Presentation

The sites are presented in alphabetical order in a standardized 

form used throughout.

36
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Name

Many of the Chaco Canyon sites are known by a variety of 

names. In such instances either the variant names are discussed, or 

reference is  made to Donald D* Brand1 s summary of Chaco Canyon 

place names (Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al. 1937:33-7). If only one 

common name is  applied to the site, this category is  omitted.

Location

Whenever possible, sites in the Chaco Canyon area are located 

in term s of distance and direction from Pueblo Bonito, and sites on the 

Chacra Mesa are located relative to Pueblo Pintado (Fig. 3). The loca

tion of Pueblo Pintado is  related to Pueblo Bonito which, in turn, is  

described with respect to township, range, section, and quarter section. 

The exact locations of sites in the Sisnathyel Mesa area are unavailable 

at the present time. When appropriate, reference to the included maps 

is  made.

Description

The site descriptions are purposely brief and are intended only 

to give the reader some idea of type of site, approximate number of 

rooms, stories, etc. In addition, figures are given where population 

estimates have been made.



FIGURE 3

Detail map of Chaco Canyon and Chacra Mesa 

showing the location of major sites.
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Excavation

For those sites which have been excavated, a brief historical 

account is  presented, and reference is  made to pertinent reports.

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

The majority of Chaco Canyon region tree-ring specimens have 

been collected by the following persons or groups: (1) between 1922 and 

1927 Neil M. Judd collected the bulk of the JPB series of specimens, 

most of them taken in 1922 from Pueblo Bonito and Pueblo del Arroyo; 

(2) on a trip to the Canyon in 1922 A. E. Douglass visited several major 

ruins and took samples for the DPB series of specimens; (3) the First 

Beam Expedition, under the joint leadership of J. A. Jeancon andO.

G. Ricketson, collected the BE?s in 1923; (4) as a result of a carefully 

planned sampling program, Florence M. Hawley, assisted by Roy 

Lassetter, visited many of the major Chaco Canyon ruins and collected 

specimens in the early 1930rs; (5) Deric 0*Bryan in 1940 and 1946 col

lected the GP series for Gila Pueblo at Globe, Arizona; (6) the Navajo 

Land Claim Survey, working in the Chacra Mesa and Sisnathyel Mesa 

areas, compiled the NLC series, mainly from Navajo sites, in 1953 

and 1956; (7) a survey of the Chacra M esa by Gwinn and Gordon Vivian 

in 1957 and 1958 yielded the CHM series of specimens; and (8) in the 

last decade or so Gordon Vivian collected numerous pieces as part of
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the National Park Service program of repair and stabilization work in 

the Chaco Canyon. Additional specimens were recovered during the 

course of excavation of several ruins, and a few pieces were taken by 

various visitors to the area or by unknown parties. An account of the 

collectors of the dated specimens is  given for each site, and the present 

location of the pieces is  stated.

Dating

Whenever possible, mention is  made of the individual who dated 

the specimens and the person responsible for checking them.

Dates

If information, such as the year of the inside ring, the speci

men number, species, type specimen, e tc ., is  not available, the dated 

specimens are discussed under this heading. Otherwise this category 

is  omitted, and the tree-ring dates are presented in tables accompany

ing the text.

Tables

Many of the tables of dated specimens from one site are divided 

into parts in order to distinguish different series of specimen numbers 

and to separate dates presented in varying forms. Tables are used even 

if there is  only one dated sample from a site, provided that full data on
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the specimen are available. The information given in the column headed 

"Remarks” is  taken directly from specimen tags and file cards whenever 

possible. All dated pieces are of wood unless otherwise stated.

Abbreviations used in tables

The abbreviations used in the tables and their explanations are 

as follows:

Cot — cottonwood ch — charcoal
DF - -  Douglas fir frag — fragment
Jun — juniper rad —  radial
Pnn — pinyon pine rot — rotted
PP — ponderosa pine \ sec — section ,

VC —— V—cut

Symbols used with dates are explained in Table 1.

Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

Since many of the dates have been previously published, and 

not always in a consistent fashion, an effort has been made to list all 

pertinent references.

Discussion

With each dated site a discussion of the tree-ring dates and 

their relation to the chronological placement of the site is  given. For 

the most part, any interpretations made are on the basis of tree-ring

data alone.
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Be 50 

Name

The name of this site is  frequently given as Tseh So (Brand, 

Hawley, Hibben, et al. 1937), and it is  sometimes seen as Tseh Tso 

(Senter 1938:7; Smiley 1951:19).

Location

The rincon which contains the excavated ruins of Be 50, Be 51, 

Be 53, Be 57, Be 58, Be 59, and Casa Rinconada is  situated almost 

directly opposite Pueblo Bonito on the south side of Chaco Canyon. This 

small area, within one-half mile to the south of Pueblo Bonito, repre

sents the densest concentration of small masonry sites in the Canyon 

and was the scene of very intensive excavation by the University of New 

Mexico. The twin mounds Be 50 and Be 51 are about 100 feet apart, 

with the westernmost one being designated Be 50 (Fig. 3).

Description

Be 50 is  a small house ruin composed of 26 ground floor rooms 

and four kivas (Figs. 4, 5). In addition, it shows evidence of possibly 

six  second story rooms (Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al. 1937:71).



FIGURE 4

General view of Be 50, looking west. 

National Park Service.

Courtesy
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FIGURE 5

Ground plan of Be 50. North is at the top of the 

plan, and the long axis of the ruin is  approximately 

85 feet. Courtesy National Park Service.
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Excavation ,  ̂ :>

The excavation of Be 50 was carried out in 1936 by the Univer

sity of New Mexico General Field Session under the direction of Donald 

D. Brand. An exceptionally comprehensive site report on Be 50 has 

been published (Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al. 1937).

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

All of the tree-ring specimens from Be 50 were recovered 

during the course of the 1936 excavation. The specimens are now in 

the collections of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research. ,

Dating

Florence M. Hawley derived one date (Table 2) which was 

checked by A. E. Douglass.

TABLE 2

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMEN FROM Be 50

Exact provenience of the specimen is  unknown.
The date is  presented in Form 3 (see Table 1).

Specimen Date A. D. From Species Type
Number Inner-Outer End Specimen

Bo 50-35 819-922 10-20 PP rot frag
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Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

The Be 50 date was first published by Hawley in the excavation 

report of the site (Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al. 1937:115). A year 

later it was again given by Hawley— this time with the associated mason

ry type (Senter 1938: 7). Smiley (1951:19) gave two dates for Be 50, but 

only one (922 in Smiley) was confirmed by Douglass and used by Hawley.

Discussion

The one tree-ring date from Be 50 has unquestionably been the 

most discussed date from the Chaco Canyon region. This discussion 

stems from the fact that Harold S. Gladwin seized upon the date and its 

assumed influence on the interpretation of Chaco Canyon prehistory as 

an example of the way in which tree-ring dating can lead archaeologists 

astray. Since Gladwints  thesis has been propounded at length in his 

book The Chaco Branch: Excavations at White Mound and in the Red 

Mesa VaHey (1945: 78-130), it will be merely summarized here. In 

essence, Gladwin feels that Be 50 is  an early Pueblo HI site of his postu

lated Hosta Butte Phase (1010-1080), and that it was contemporaneous 

with those sections of Pueblo Bonito, Chetro Ketl, and other great pueblos 

in the Chaco Canyon which were built during that period. To reinforce 

his argument, Gladwin cites the similarity between Be 50, Be 51, and 

Talus Unit No. 1. Be 51 produced two dates, 1043 and 1077+10, and
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Talus Unit No. 1 was occupied, according to Gladwin, from 1010 to 1080. 

Therefore, Gladwin takes exception to statements by Hawley and Clyde 

Kluckhohn that Be 50 and Be 51 represent Pueblo H structures (Brand, 

Hawley, Hibben, et al. 1937:115; Kluckhohn and Reiter 1939:156). In 

Gladwin1 s mind Hawley and Kluckhohn, in assigning Be 50 and Be 51 to 

the Pueblo H classification, have ignored the archaeological evidence 

and have been unduly influenced by the 922 tree-ring date from Be 50. 

They have, in effect, violated Gladwin's cardinal principle of tree-ring  

dating, that is , archaeological evidence is always to be preferred to 

tree-ring evidence, and, if there is  conflict, the tree-ring dates should 

be ignored or changed. The fundamental flaw in Gladwin's reasoning, 

as summarized above, is  the assumption, based on his own subjective 

interpretation, that Hawley and Kluckhohn were primarily influenced by 

the Be 50 date in making their Pueblo H assignation. Admittedly,

Gladwin presents a strong case to the effect that they were so swayed, 

but a reading of the Be 50 and Be 51 site reports indicates that Hawley 

and Kluckhohn, who participated in the excavation of the two sites, were 

equally aware of the archaeological evidence and cognizant of the v ic is

situdes involved in interpreting tree-ring dates.

Turning to the Be 50 date itself, there is  a strong implication 

throughout Gladwin's discussion that the date was incorrectly determined 

by Hawley and by Douglass. At one point, however, Gladwin admits of
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alternate possibilities and suggests that one or all of the following three 

reasons could be responsible for the fact that (in Gladwin*s words) "there 

is  therefore something obviously wrong with the date of 922+ for Tseh 

So— a site of the same size and character as Be 51 and Talus Unit No,

1" (Gladwin 1945:94). Gladwin postulates: (1) that the date may be 

wrong because of a mistaken correlation, and it should be confirmed or 

corrected; (2) that the specimen may have come from the earlier occupa

tion said to underlie the main site, or it might have been a reused beam; 

and (3) that Hawley could have been mistaken in her estimate that only 10 

to 20 rings had decayed and been lost from the outside of the specimen. 

The present writer does not agree that the date is  "obviously wrong" 

Simply because it does not fall where one person thinks it should, but, in 

fairness to Gladwin*s challenge, the specimen was re-examined in 1959 

and found to be correctly dated. Gladwin is  absolutely correct in stating 

that the specimen may represent a reused beam. The same can be said 

about any specimen found in an archaeological context. That Hawley was 

mistaken in her association of the specimen with the main superstructure 

of Be 50 is  certainly a possibility but a very remote one. It is  true that 

in describing the date Hawley was not as specific about provenience of 

the specimen as she might have been. In Hawley* s words, "Pueblo H 

(as represented by the upper structure of Mound Be 50, Tseh So) dates 

922 plus between ten to twenty years, the rings for which had decayed 

from the exterior of the dated specimen" (Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et ah
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1937:115). In spite of the possible vagueness of Hawley^s statement, 

the present writer feels that there could hardly be any question con

cerning Hawley*s certainty that the specimen was associated with the 

upper structure. Finally, as Gladwin states, Hawley could be mistaken 

about the number of rings lost from the outside of the specimen. It is  

precisely because of criticism s of this type that present-day workers 

in tree-ring analysis avoid estimates of rings lost unless there is  sup

porting evidence. It may be, however, that Hawley possessed unrecorded 

evidence that did substantiate her estimate, such as post moulds, size of 

adjacent poles, etc. In any case, the 922 date is  the only one from Be 

50, and it is  the archaeologists prerogative to make whatever use of it 

he so desires.

A final comment on Gladwin*s discussion deserves to be made. 

Gladwin (1945:119-20) is  justifiably disturbed by the custom of dating an 

important ruin on the evidence of a single specimen. Whether or not he 

is  correct in assuming that this was done in the case of Be 50 is  another 

matter, but the fact remains that this has been done in other situations, 

and Gladwin was the first to point out the fallacy of such a practice.

When Hawley republished the Be 50 date she described the as

sociated masonry as "small spalled blocks without core” (Senter 1938:

7), a type which she has dated at ?-950 (Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al.

1937: 88-9). The Be 50 date agrees well with Hawley*s masonry period,
• ;

but it is  only fair to say that the masonry period was probably defined
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on the basis of the date.

Be 51 

Location

Within one-half mile to the south of Pueblo Bonito lie the twin 

mounds of Be 50 and Be 51 on the south side of Chaco Canyon. These 

two mounds are about 100 feet apart with the easternmost being desig

nated as Be 51 (see "Location" under Be 50 and Fig. 3).

Description

Be 51 is  a small house ruin with at least 45 rooms and six  

kivas (Figs. 6, 7).

Excavation

The principal excavation of Be 51 was carried out in 1937 by 

the University of New Mexico General Field Session under the direction 

of Clyde Kluckhohn. A site report with unusually comprehensive distri

butional studies has been published (Kluckhohn and Reiter 1939).

X

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

A number of tree-ring specimens were recovered during the 

course of excavation in 1937. The present location of the Be 51 speci

mens is  unknown.



FIGURE 6

General view of Be 51, looking north. 

National Park Service.

Courtesy





FIGURE 7

Ground plan of Be 51. The long axis of the ruin 

runs approximately in a north-south direction 

with Kiva 6 (K-6) at the north end. Courtesy 

National Park Service.
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Dating

Two dates were derived by Florence M. Hawley and checked by 

Emil W. Haury (Kluckhohn and Reiter 1939:43).

Dates

The dates are: (1) a cutting date of 1043 and (2) 1077 plus from 

one to ten outside rings. Both specimens are beams from Room 7 of 

Be 51. Although the species of the specimens are not explicitly men

tioned, they are probably of pinyon (Kluckhohn and Reiter 1939:33). In

formation concerning specimen number and inside rings is  not available.

Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

The dates from Be 51 were published by Kluckhohn (Kluckhohn 

and Reiter 1939:43).

Discussion

The Be 51 dates figure prominently in the discussion by Gladwin 

(1945:78-130) of Chaco Canyon prehistory and tree-ring dates. Since 

Gladwin* s thesis is  summarized under the Be 50 "Discussion", it will 

not be repeated here. Gladwin feels, however, that the dates of 1043 

and 1077 justify the placing of Be 51 in his Hosta Butte Phase (early 

Pueblo in , 1010-1080) along with Be 50 and Talus Unit,No. 1. It is
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precisely because Be 50 and Be 51 are so similar architecturally and in 

pottery associations that Gladwin (1945:94) terms the Be 50 date of 922 

as ’’obviously wrong”. There is  one piece of evidence, however, that 

Gladwin does not elaborate upon— the fact that the two Be 51 specimens 

were from Room 7 in which two walls showed refacing on the interior in 

masonry of the ’’narrow banded with core” type (Kluckhohn and Reiter 

1939:43). Hawley has dated this type of masonry at 1030-1070 (Brand, 

Hawley, Hibben, et al. 1937:88-9), and in her opinion the 1077 date in

dicates when the room was repaired (Kluckhohn and Reiter 1939:43). .

Also, Kluckhohn points out that both dates may represent merely the 

reoccupation of a single room in Be 51 by persons from across the can

yon (Kluckhohn and Reiter 1939:156). Whatever the true relationship 

between Be 50, Be 51, and the other Chaco Canyon pueblos, it is  ap

parent that the problem cannot be resolved by tree-ring evidence alone. 

With only two dates from a repaired room in Be 51 and one date from an 

eroded specimen in Be 50, simply not enough tree-ring data exist upon 

which solid conclusions can be based.

Be 59 

Location

The site is  situated on the south side of Chaco Canyon in a rincon 

le ss  than one-half mile south of Pueblo Bonito (see "Location” under Be 

50 and Fig. 3).
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Description

The excavated portion, which is nearly the entire ruin, con

tains 16 rooms and five kivas (Figs. 8, 9). The site has several periods 

of construction exposed, and all indications are that the ruin represents 

a long, but not necessarily continuous, period of occupation. Masonry 

and construction are sim ilar to that of Be 50 and Be 51, although none 

of Hawley*s faced or veneered masonry types are present (Gordon 

Vivian, personal communication).

Excavation

Be 59 was excavated by the University of New Mexico Field 

School in the summer of 1947 under the general direction of Paul Reiter 

and the specific direction of Tom W. Mathews. In 1950 the site came 

under the jurisdiction of the National Park Service, and in that and the 

following year it was stabilized for interpretive use. No excavation rex

port is  presently available.

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

A number of specimens from Be 59 was collected by Gordon 

Vivian in 1951 while he was doing repair work on the kivas associated 

with the ruin. The specimens are now in the collections of the Labora

tory of Tree-Ring Research.



FIGURE 8

General view of Be 59 and Casa Rinconada, looking 

north. Be 59 is  the small ruin in the lower right 

hand corner of the picture with Casa Rinconada seen  

in the background. Courtesy National Park Service.
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FIGURE 9

Ground plan of Be 59. Courtesy National Park

Service.
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'Dating . ■ /

Three dates (Table 3) were derived by Bannister and checked 

by Ter ah L. Smiley.

TABLE 3

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMENS FROM Be 59

All of the specimens are from the subfloor ventilator shaft 
of the upper distinct level of Kiva 2. The dates are 

presented in Form 6 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

1050p-1110c PP sec

Bc | 5 - 2 1074p-1110c PP sec

B c ^ i - 3
4

1084p-1110c Pine? sec

Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

None.

Discussion

Kiva 2 of Be 59 is  composed of two distinct kivas, an upper and 

a lower. The dated specimens were all next to one another in the venti

lator shaft of the upper kiva, and thus it is  not surprising that all three 

pieces were cut the same year. The dates apparently indicate that the
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upper kiva of Kiva 2 was constructed or repaired during the year 1110 

or shortly thereafter.

Casa Chiquita 

Name

This site is  also known as Ruin No. 9, after Simpson (1852: 30- 

48, 131-3).

Location

Casa Chiquita is situated on the north side of Chaco Canyon, 

northwest of Pueblo Bonito and one mile downstream from it (Fig. 3).

Description

Hawley (1934: 8) describes Casa Chiquita as one of the smaller 

Chaco Canyon pueblos (Fig. 10). It is  said by Hewett (1936:37) to be a 

small house that never got beyond the beginning stages of development, 

although the restoration drawing by Coffin (in Hewett 1936:178) shows a 

structure four stories high. Fisher.(in Hewett 1936:159) estimates an 

aboriginal population of 100 people.

Excavation

There has been no reported excavation at Casa Chiquita.



FIGURE 10

General view of Casa Chiquita, looking south. 

Courtesy National Park Service.
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Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

One specimen was collected from Casa Chiquita by Gordon 

Vivian in 1951. It is  now in the collections of the Laboratory of Tree- 

Ring Research.

Dating

The specimen was dated by Bannister (Table 4) and checked by 

Ter ah L. Smiley.

TABLE 4

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMEN FROM CASA CHIQUITA

The specimen was a north-south viga between the first and second 
story of the sixth room from the southwest corner of the 

site in the south (outside) row. The date is  
presented in Form 6 (see Table 1).

Specimen Date A. D. Species Type
Number Inner-Outer Spec.

CCh-1 944p-1060+c PP sec

Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

None.
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Discussion

With a structure as large as Casa Chiquita it is  almost impos

sible to draw meaningful inferences upon the basis of a single tree-ring  

date. It can be said, however, that the CCh date falls well within the 

range of the first story construction dates from Kin KLetso, the neigh

boring ruin which is  presumably contemporaneous with Casa Chiquita.

Casa Rinconada 

Location

The site is  located in a rincon le ss  than one-half mile to the 

south of Pueblo Bonito on the south side of Chaco Canyon (see ”Location" 

under Be 50 and Fig. 3).

Description

Casa Rinconada is  a great kiva, approximately 64 feet in diam

eter, which is  isolated from any large pueblo (Figs. 8, 11). It probably 

served as a religious center for several of the contemporaneous pueblos 

in the general vicinity. The structure has a single antechamber at the 

south and a north antechamber unit containing three to six  rooms (Fig. 

12). There are also indications of three peripheral rooms not connected

with the antechambers.



FIGURE 11

The great kiva of Casa Rinconada, looking north. 

A general view of the excavated ruin is  seen in 

the background of Figure 8. Courtesy National

Park Service.
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FIGURE 12

Ground plan of Casa Rinconada. Additional rooms 

mentioned in text are not on this plan. Courtesy 

National Park Service.
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Excavation

The ruin was excavated by the State Museum of the University 

of New Mexico in 1931. A complete report of the excavation is  to be 

published shortly (Vivian and Reiter, in press).

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens 

\
The Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research has two boxes of char

coal fragments and two log sections (one of them oak) from Casa Rincon- 

ada that are thought to have been collected by Florence M. Hawley in 

1930.

Dating

The one specimen dated (Table 5) is  by Hawley.

TABLE 5

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMEN FROM CASA RINCONADA

The specimen was the southwest corner post of the great kiva. 
The date is  presented in Form 3 (see Table 1).

Specimen Date A. D. From Species Type
Number Inner-Outer End Spec.

None 866-919 1 20 PP 1/2 sei

1. Tentative date. S e e ’’Discussion” under Casa Rinconada.
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Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

None.

Discussion

Since the Casa Rinconada date was never published by Hawley, 

and since there is  no evidence that it was ever checked by Douglass, it 

is  quite possible that Hawley considered it to be strictly tentative. Never

theless, the specimen tag and file  card both carry the date as given in 

Table 5 and for that reason it is  reproduced here. The reader is  warned, 

however, that the Casa Rinconada date should be used only with caution.

Chetro Ketl

Name

For variant names see Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al. (1937:

34). ;■ , . '

Location

;V Chetro Ketl is  situated on the north side of Chaco Canyon le ss  

than one-half mile due east and upstream from Pueblo Bonito (Fig. 3).

Description

Chetro Ketl, a ruin which once contained over 500 rooms, is
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termed by Hawley (1934: 7-8) one of the six  most extensive Chaco Canyon 

pueblos (Fig. 13). The ground plan of the ruin indicates at least 14 kivas 

(Fig. 14), and both Hawley and Coffin postulate five stories for the orig

inal structure (Hawley 1934: 7; Coffin in Hewett 1936:168). Fisher (in 

Hewett 1936:159) estimates that 1200 people once lived in Chetro Ketl, 

while Hawley (1934: 7) puts the figure even higher at 1500 people.

Excavation

ControHed excavation of Chetro Ketl was inaugurated in 1919 

and continued in 1920 and 1921 by the School of American Research 

under the field directorship of E. L. Hewett. Although work was dis

continued during the period when Pueblo Bonito was being excavated 

by Neil M. Judd for the National Geographic Society, it was resumed at 

Chetro Ketl in 1929 by the School of American Research and the Univer

sity of New Mexico, again directed by E. L. Hewett until 1934. Numer

ous collateral studies at Chetro Ketl were undertaken during this period 

(see Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al. 1937:25-7), including Hawley1 s study 

of the dated prehistory of the ruin based principally on tree-ring analysis 

(Hawley 1934). There are numerous reports on the archaeology of Chetro 

Ketl, and for those who seek them, the excellent bibliographies of Brand 

(Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al. 1937:120-33) and Kluckhohn (Kluckhohn 

and Reiter 1939:175-6) are recommended. The main reports dealing 

with the 1919-1921 excavation are Bloom (1921) and Hewett (1921). For
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an account of the 1929-1934 excavations the principal works are Hawley 

(1934) and Hewett (1936), It is  worth mentioning, however, that in 1937 

Donald D. Brand stated that no complete report had yet been published 

on any School of American Research excavation in the Chaco Canyon 

(Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al. 1937:27), and, as far as Chetro Ketl 

is  concerned, the situation remains the same.

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

A few samples for the JPB series were taken from Chetro Ketl 

by Judd in 1922 and 1925. Florence M. Hawley and Roy Lassetter made 

an extensive collection (the CK series through CK-559) in 1930 and 1931, 

and several pieces (CK-A*s) are thought to have been collected by Paul 

Reiter at about the same time. In 1940 Deric O*Bryan visited the ruin 

for Gila Pueblo and obtained the GPfs. GP-2437 through -2445, how

ever, were actually collected during the course of the School o f  American

Research excavations and turned over to CPBryan. A flash flood in 1947,
«

emanating from the rincon behind Chetro Ketl, did considerable damage 

to the rear (north) wall of the ruin. In the repair and salvage work that 

followed, Gordon Vivian collected all of the logs that had been washed 

out. This series, CK-700 through -959, represents one of the most ex

tensive collections of construction beams from a limited area that is  

available from any ruin in the Southwest. Most, but not all, of the 

specimens are now in the collections of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring

Research.
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Dating

The five JPB specimens (Table 6A) were dated by A. E.

Douglass. It is  not known for certain who did the dating on the three 

CK-A pieces (Table 6B), although it is  known that Douglass checked 

them, and quite possibly either Hawley or Lassetter derived the dates. 

Hawley obtained 143 dates (Table 6C) on the CK series (up to CK-559), 

and her results were confirmed by Douglass. The 27 GP specimens 

(Table 6D) were dated by 0 $Bryan at Gila Pueblo. Bannister derived 

201 dates (Table 6e ), representing the CK series from CK-700 on, and 

these were checked by Don P. Morris and C. W. Ferguson.

TABLE 6

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMENS FROM CRETRO KETL

A. The dates are presented in Forms 2 and 4 (see Table 1).

Specimen Date A. D. Estimated Species Type Remarks
Number Inner-Outer Cut. Date _______ Spec.___________________

JPB-56a 995-1072v PP sec Provenience un
known.

JPB-140 932p-1069+c PP l /3  sec Roof SE section.
(Hewett scrap p ile .)

JPB-141 965p-1066v PP 1/3 sec Roof SE section.
(Hewett scrap p ile .)

JPB-143 985-1053 1053+3 PP frag Log NE quarter.

PP sec Log middle E side.JPB-144 944-1044 1044+x
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B. The provenience of the specimens is  unknown. 
The dates are presented in Form 2 (see Table 1).

TABLE 6— continued

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Estimated 
Cut. Date

Species Type
Spec.

CK-A-10 994-1033 1033 PP frag

CK-A-11 973-1024 1024+10 PP frag

CK-A-12 958-1024 1024+2 PP frag

C. The dates are presented in Form 3 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

From
End

Type
Spec.

Remarks
Room Floor

CK-1 965-1053 10-15 1/4  sec 4 2

CK-2 1012-1059 10-15 sec 4 2

CK-5 1035-1062 10-15 sec 4 2

CK-9 986-1072 1-5 1/4  sec 4 2

CK-10 986-1068 1-5 sec 8a 1

CK-13 1030-1070 1-5 sec Kiva A

CK-14 961-1070 1-5 sec Kiva A

CK-24 966-1067 1-5 1/4 sec Kiva A

CK-25 1007-1069 1-5 1/2 sec Kiva A

CK-2 7 1035-1074 end sec 8 1

CK-30 1001-1061 5-10 core 8 1

CK-33 1011-1051 1-5 sec 40 3
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TABLE 6C— continued

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

From
End

Type
Spec.

Remarks
Room Floor

CK-34 -1052 1-5 sec 40 3

CK-36 820-937 far broken sec 43 3

CK-37 940-1049 1-5 sec 44 3

CK-40 1019-1052 end sec 43 3

CK-42 965-1057 1-10 1/4  sec 43 3

CK-53 960-1103 end core Kiva G, buttress

CK-54 977-1100 end core Kiva G, buttress

CK-55 947-1035 end core Kiva G, buttress

CK-56 1008-1052 end core Kiva G, buttress

CK-57 1057-1099 end core Kiva G, buttress

CK-58 1062-1099 end core Kiva G, buttress

CK-61 960-1100 end core Kiva G, buttress

CK-63 975-1051 end core Kiva G, buttress

CK-64 991-1037 end core 2 2

CK-65 915-1038 end core 44 3

CK-66 927-1050 end sec 2 2

CK-67 990-1053 end sec 40 3

CK-68 950-1039 end sec 2 1

CK-70 1037-1075 end sec Kiva G, buttress

CK-72 940-1050 end sec Kiva G, buttress
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Specimen Date A. D. From Type Remarks
Number Inner-Outer End Spec. Room_____________Floor

l /8  sec 48 3

TABLE 6C— continued

CK-73 991-1059 end

CK-75 976-1038 end

CK-76 1025-1052 end

CK-80 -1053 end

CK-81 1023-1053 end

CK-82 923-1053 end

CK-83 998-1039 end

CK-84 961-1053 end

CK-85 972-1052 end

CK-89 —1053 end

CK-94 962-1061 end

CK-95 -1033 end

CK-96 1002-1063 end

CK-99 -1037 end

CK-101 —1043 end

CK-102 969-1041 end

CK-103 960-1052 end

CK-104 964-1059 end

CK-105 900-1007 end

CK-107 956-1008 end

1/2 sec 48 2

sec 48 2

48 2

sec 48 2

1/3 sec 48 2

sec 48 2

sec 48 2

sec 48 2

sec 46 3

sec 46 3

sec 46 3

sec 46 3

core 43 2

l / 2  sec 46 2

1/4  sec 46 2

sec 44 3

1/2 sec 44 -  3

sec 44 3

1 /4  sec 44 3
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TABLE 6C— continued

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
^aier-Outer

From
End

Type
Spec.

Remarks
Room Floor

CK-109 -1009 end sec 44 3

CK-110 983-1009 end sec 44 3

CK-111 946-1009 end sec 44 3

CK-112 938-1000 end sec 44 3

CK-113 959-1000 end sec 44 3

CK-115 957-1009 end sec 44 3

CK-116 951-1002 end sec 44 3

CK-117 957-1047 end sec 44 3

CK-118 918-1020 end sec 44 3

CK-121 979-1048 end sec 44 3

CK-123 1004-1038 end sec 44 3

CK-126 990-1049 end sec KivaG, buttress

CK-128 993-1061 end core 8a 1

CK-129 1048-1063 end sec 1 1

CK-131 1Q61-1102 end core 1 1

CK-132 960-1052 end core 1 1

CK-135 955-1038 end sec 1 1

CK-136 951-1048 end core Kiva G, buttress

CK-137 957-1097 end core Kiva G, buttress

CK-138 956-1066 end sec Kiva G, buttress
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TABLE 6C— continued

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

From
End

Type
Spec.

Remarks
Room Floor

CK-139 -1049 Kiva G, buttress

CK-140 920-1049 end broken sec 101 2

CK-143 1003-1066/ 1-5 sec 42 3

CK-144 955-1038 end core 48 2

CK-146 972-1029 1-5 sec 43 2

CK-147 987-1029 end sec 43 2

CK-148 987-1031 1-5 1/2 sec 31 2

CK-149 955-1042 end core 53 2

CK-150 997-1063 1-2 sec 53 2

CK-151 996-1040 end sec 53 2

CK-153 1002-1047
1

1-5 sec 53 ' 2

CK-154 1013-1040 end sec 53 2

CK-155 1013-1051 end sec 53 3

CK-1^6 926-1038 end core 47 3

CK-157 974-1043 end core 44 3

CK-158 938-1040 end core 44 3

CK-159 978-1028 5-15 core 42 2

CK-160 947-994 far sec 48 2

CK-163 940-1053 1-5 sec 48 2

CK-163a -1003 far 1/4  sec 48 2
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TABLE 6C— continued

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

From
End

Type
Spec.

Remarks
Room Floor

CK-164 967-1024 1-5 sec 48

CK-165 966-1037 1-5 sec 47 3

CK-166 952-1038 end 1/4 sec 42 2

CK-167 1005-1038 end 1/4  sec 49 2

CK-168 -1098 1-5 1/2 sec Kiva G, buttress

CK-169 1056-1064 far sec K iva l

CK-170 1061-1083 far sec Kiva I

CK-171 1051-1086 far sec Kiva I

CK-173 1053-1074 far sec Kiva I

CK-174 888-1054 end l /2  sec 40 3

CK-175 952-1033 end core 43 2

CK-301 1049-1102 end 1/2 sec 27 2

CK-302 1053-1102 end sec 27 2

CK-303 1027-1116 end 1/4 sec 27 2 (repair)

CK-306 999-1092 1-5 sec 27 2

CK-308 975-1060 1-5 core 27 2

CK-309 996-1099 1-5 core 27 2

CK-310 987-1067 far sec 35 2

CK-313 916-1080 5-15 broken sec 35 2

CK-314 1035-1103 end sec 35 2
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TABLE 6C— continued

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

From
End

type
Spec.

Remarks
Room Floor

CK-316 847-911 ca. 200 core Kiva G, pilaster support

CK-319 999-1099 1-5 core KivaK

CK-321 998-1057 5-10 sec 35 1

CK-322 996-1068 end sec 35 1

CK-323 1026-1102 end sec 38 1

CK-324 1000-1073 end sec 38 2

CK-325 864-925 far sec 103 2

CK-326 954-1018 1-5 sec 103 2

CK-327 952-1026 far core 101, 102 2

CK-330 898-931 ca. 200 sec Kiva H

CK-331 643-953 ca. 150 1/2  sec Kiva G, pilaster support

CK-332 1061-1102 end pieces 27 2

CK-335 944-1037 end core 40 2

CK-336 960-1051 end core 39 2

CK-337 990-1038 end core 40 2

CK-341 983-1054 end sec 48, 50 2

CK-347 974-1028 far 1/2 sec 37 3

CK-348 989-1051 end sec 57 3

CK-353 942-1040 end core 58 2

995-1050 ca. 10 1/2  sec 54CK-355 3
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TABLE 6C— continued

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

From
End

Type
Spec.

Remarks
Room Floor

CK-356 981-1043 end 1/2 sec 53 2

CK-357 936-1048 end broken sec 59 2

CK-361 1017-1060 end sec 59 3

CK-362 900-945 end sec 59 3

CK-369 960-1056 10-50 sec 4 2

CK-521 834-1002 ca. 100 sec Kiva G

CK-522 771-1039 far sec K ivaJ ' ■ -

CK-531 970-1072 end core 64 4

CK-533 998-1038 end core 64 1

CK-534 970-1038 end core 64 1

CK-559 925-1020 5,-15 sec 55 1

D. The dates are presented in Form 1 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A.D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Type 
Spec.

Remarks

GP-2194 ©945-1045 core Viga in N wall, room NE 
of Tower Kiva.

GP-2195 861-1048 core 1st viga from N in W wall 
of Room NE of Tower Kiva.

GP-2196 844-1053 core 2nd viga from N in W wall 
of Room NE of Tower Kiva.

GP-2197 822-1046 core S viga.
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TABLE 6D— continued

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

Remarks

GP-2198 0927-1062 sec Loose beam in Room, E of 
Tower Kiva.

GP-2199 0997-1061 core Embedded in wall of Room 
E of Tower Kiva.

GP-2200 0964-1039 core Viga in situ, next to outside 
Room NEE of Tower Kiva.

GP-2201 905-1045 core Viga in situ, outside Room 
E of Tower Kiva.

GP-2202 ©864-1041 core Viga in situ, outside Room 
NEE ol Tower Kiva.

GP-2203 01022-1074? core Rafter over shelf, outside 
Room NEE of Tower Kiva.

GP-2205 0982-1043 sec Viga in situ outside Room, 
2nd Room S of GP-2200.

GP-2206 941-1060+ Pine core NE pilaster foundation, 2nd 
kiva S of Tower Kiva.

GP-2207 0945-1052+ sec Rafter in situ in Room S of 
2nd kiva S of Tower Kiva.

GP-2208 0939-1052 Pine sec Viga in situ, 2nd Room from 
outside, SE corner of site.

GP-2209 754-948+ sec 8 (superposed) upper kiva, 
NE pilaster foundation.

GP-2210 1018-1053 sec Viga in situ, 3rd Room from 
outside, SE corner of site.

GP-2211 0989-1061 core SW corner of site, 2nd Room 
from outside (in situ).

GP-2212 0994-1059+ core SW corner of site, corner 
outside room. 1st of 3 
lintels.
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Specimen Date A. D. Species Type ~ Remarks

TABLE 6D— continued

Number Inner-Outer Spec.

3P-2437 ©964-1035 sec Exact provenience unknown

3P-2438 ©990-1033 sec Same as above.

3P-2439 0982-1006? sec Same as above/

3P-2440 ©1002-1046 sec Same as above.

GrP-2441 ©979-1034 sec Same as above.

SP-2442 ©1019-1045 ch sec Same as above.

GP-2443 ©997-1034 sec Same as above.

GP-2444 ©967-1034 ch sec Same as above.

GP-2445 1013-1043+? rot frag Same as above.

E. Specimens given as Species "X" are probably either Abies 
concolor or Picea glauca. In the Remarks column two room 

numbers separated by a slash indicate specimen came 
from mutually common wall. The dates are 

presented in Form 6 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

Room Remarks

CK-700 1010p-1038c PP sec 57
(roof).

CK-701 918p-1039vL PP sec 44

CK-702 949-1040+vL X sec 54

CK-703 995p-1049c PP sec 55

CK-704 953p-1039v DF sec 55
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TABLE 6E— continued

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. i
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

Room Remarks

CK-705 962p-1067+vL X sec 44

CK-706 976p-1039vL X sec 44

CK-707 ' lOOOp-1042c PP sec 54

CK-708 973p-1046vL PP sec 53

CK-710 982p-1038vL X sec 44

CK-711 952p-1051wL PP sec 59

CK-712 ' 957p-1033vL PP sec 58

CK-713 807p-1045vL PP sec NW corner room, unnum
bered. 1st ceiling level.

CK-714 957p-1021c PP sec From base of 3 story wall. 
Room 60/61 19 ft. pole.

CK-718 983p-1051wL X sec 45/43A/49 (E wall).

CK-720 1000p-1039c X sec 45/43A/49 (E wall).

CK-721 995p,1036c PP sec 60/61.

CK-723 - 1003p-1040vL X sec 58

CK-724 1026p-1045c DF sec 60/61.

CK-726 996p-1038wL DF sec 58

CK-729 1014p-1039c PP sec 49/50.

CK-733 1018p-1050vL X sec General.

CK-734 969p-1008vL PP sec 65

CK-735 997+p-1038vL PP sec 58
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\

TABLE 6E— continued

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

Room Remarks

CK-737 1022p-I043c DF sec 60/61.

CK-738 993p-1039vL X sec 58

CK-739 989p-1039vL X sec 58

CK-740 997p-1040c PP sec 58

CK-741 982p-1028vL PP sec 47/52.

CK-743 1009p-1044vL PP sec 58

CK-744 1014p-1039vL PP sec 58/59.

CK-745 975p-1008vL X sec 46

CK-746 994p-1036+vL PP sec 57 (roof).

CK-748 985p-1040c DF sec 45/43A/49 (E wall).

CK-752 970p-1051vL PP sec 45/43A/49 (E wall).

CK-753 948p-1039wL PP 3/4 sec 45/43A/49 (E wall).

CK-755 972p-1038wL X 1/2 sec General.

CK-758 897+p-1023v PP 3/4 sec 58/59.

CK-759 947p-1040+vL PP sec General.

CK-760 961p-1039vL PP sec 47/52.

CK-761 984-1051vL X 1/2 sec General.

CK-766 1013-1039C X sec 60/61.

CK-769 975p-1039vL DF sec 49/50.

CK-771 1026p-1045c X sec 65
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Specimen Date A. D. Species Type Room Remarks 
Number Inner-Outer_________ Spec.______ ________________

TABLE 6E— continued

CK-772 1008p-1039vL X sec 49/50.

CK-773 985p-1036c PP sec 47/52.

CK-774 949p-1034wL PP sec 58

CK-775 1011p-1051c PP sec 47/52.

CK-776 1012p-1039vL DF sec 58

CK-777 1026-1045C DF sec 58/59.

CK-778 971p-1036+vL PP sec 47/52-.

CK-779 997p-1039vL DF sec 57 (roof)

CK-781 1013p-1047vL PP sec 60/61.

CK-782 1011p-1038+vL PP sec 47/52.

CK-783 990p-1009vL PP sec 65

CK-784 1017p-1051c PP sec 47/52.

CK-785 987p-1039c PP sec 43 A

CK-786 1027p-1047c X sec 60/61.

CK-789 1011p-1039c X sec 60/61.

CK-791 988p-1024wL PP sec 58/59.

CK-796 994p-1038+vL PP sec 58

CK-797 10l0p-1039+vL X sec 49/50.

CK-800 1018p-1045c PP sec General.

CK-802 1003p-1045vL PP sec 43 A
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TABLE 6E— continued

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. Species
Inner-Outer

Type
Spec.

Room Remarks

CK-804 953p-1050+vL X sec 45/43A/49 (E wall).

CK-805 957p-1026wL PP 3/4 sec 47/52.

CK-806 1019p-1038c PP sec 58/59.

CK-808 987+p-1038c PP sec 49/50.

CK-809 1002p-1033vL PP sec 58

CK-810 996p-1038+wL PP 1/2 sec 47/52.

CK-811 987p-1029wL PP sec 47/52.

CK-812 980p-1029c PP sec General.

CK-813 969p-1047vL X sec General.

CK-814 964p-1034wL PP 1/2 sec 45/43A/49 (E wall).

CK-815 1007p-1045vL PP sec 48

CK-816 1015p-1039c X sec 58

CK-817 1014p-1038c PP sec 45/43A/49 (E wall).

CK-819 987p—1038c PP sec General.

CK-821 1025p-1046c PP sec 58/59.

CK-823 1020p-1046vL PP sec General.

CK-824 1017p-1045c PP sec General.

CK-825 988p-1021c PP sec 58

CK-826 979p-1040wL PP sec 60/61.

CK-827 940p-1028w PP sec General.
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TABLE 6E— continued

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. Species
Inner-Outer

Type
Spec.

Room Remarks

CK-828 1008p-1037vL PP sec 58/59.

CK-829 964p-1043+vL PP sec 65

CK-831 1010p-1047wL X sec 58

CK-832 1008p-1046vv PP sec 60/61.

CK-833 1013p-1046vvL PP sec 46

CK-834 851+p-1026c Jun sec 58

CK-835 989p-1040vL X sec General.

CK-836 963p-1026vL PP sec 47/52.

CK-838 1000p-1040vL X sec 57 (roof).

CK-839 988p-1042c PP sec 45/43A/49 (E wall).

CK-840 974p,1028c PP sec General.

CK-841 996+p-1046vvL PP sec General.

CK-842 976p-1015c PP sec 58/59.

CK-843 989p-1044vL PP sec 58

CK-844 1004p-1039c X sec 58/59.

CK-846 952p-1036+vL PP sec 45

CK-847 968p—1036c PP sec 57 (roof).

CK-848 985p-1046vvL PP sec 60/61.

CK-849 947-1044+vL PP sec 65

CK-850 967p-1018vL PP sec 58/59.
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Specimen Date A. D. Species Type Room Remarks
Number Inner-Outer___________Spec.______________________

TABLE 6E— continued

CK-852 883p-1038+c PP sec General (bored).

CK-853 928p-1043c PP sec 47/52.

CK-853a 984p-1039vL X sec General.

CK-854 976p-1044c PP sec 47/52.

.CK-855 891+p-1000+vL PP sec 47/52.

CK-856 975p-1046wL PP sec General.

CK-857 931p-1047c X sec 60/61.

CK-858 943p-1028vL PP sec General.

CK-859 967p-1046vL X sec 60/61.

CK-861 1000p-1046vL PP sec 60/61.

CK-862 975p-1020c PP sec 58/59.

CK-864 1021p-1046c PP sec General.'

CK-865 972p-1045wL PP sec 43A

CK-866 972p-1043vvL PP 1/2 sec 60/61.

CK-867 999p-1046vL PP sec General.

CK-868 990p-1046wL X sec 65

CK-869 968p-1039+vL DF sec 60/61.

CK-870 977p-1042vL DF sec 43A

CK-871 1008p-1040c PP sec General.

CK-872 999p-1037+vL PP sec 43A
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TABLE 6E— continued

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

^ e c ie s  Type 
Spec..

Room Remarks

CK-873 936p-1032-H-vL PP sec General.

CK-874 1001p-1043c PP sec General.

CK-875 966p-1049c X sec 57 (roof).

CK-876 1005p-1039c PP sec 57 (roof).

CK-877 994p-1039c X sec 58

CK-878 894p-990vL PP sec 58

CK-879 956p-1030c PP sec 47/52.

CK-880 952p-1040c PP sec 47/52.

CK-881 966p-1038+vL PP sec 58 (bored).

CK-882 944p-1041c X sec 60/61.

CK-883 938+p-994vL PP sec 58

CK-884 1016p-1046c PP sec 60/61.

CK-885 993+p-1046c PP sec General (bored).

CK-886 927p-1020vL PP sec 58/59.

CK-887 995p~1043wL PP sec 65

CK-889 959p-1026vL PP sec 47/52.

CK-890 971p-1029c PP sec 58

CK-891 977p-1043c X sec 47/52.

CK-892 968p-1020c PP sec 60/61.

CK-893 975p-1021c PP sec 60/61.
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TABLE 6E— continued

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. Species
Inner-Outer

Type
Spec.

Room Remarks

CK-894 966p-1039vL PP sec 55

CK-895 926p-1037c PP sec 55

CK-898 968p—1043c X sec 55

CK-900 873p-1034++vL PP sec 55

CK-901 968p-1021yL PP sec 58/59.

CK-902 987p-1038vL X sec 55

CK-903 915+p-1021c PP sec 55 .

CK-904 995p-1039c X sec 43

CK-905 999p-1038c PP sec 57 (roof)..

CK-906 944p-1016-H-vLB PP sec 57 (roof).

CK-907 929p-995+vL PP sec 45/43A/49 (E wall).

CK-908 939p-1034-H-v X sec 45

CK-909 993p-1038c PP sec 57 (roof).

CK-910 974c-1038c PP sec 57 (roof).

CK-911 988p-1038vL X sec 57 (roof).

CK-912 995p-1036+c PP sec 57 (roof).

CK-913 977p-1044c X sec 45/43A/49 (E wall).

CK-914 983p-1037+c PP sec 48

CK-916 989p-1020vL PP sec 58

CK-917 990p-1037+c PP sec 57 (roof).
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TABLE 6E— continued

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Type 
%*ec.

Room Remarks

CK-918 988p-1037c PP sec 47/52.

CK-919 991p-1037c PP sec 58/59.

CK-920 988p-1037+vL PP sec 57 (roof).

CK-921 943p-1037+vL PP 3/4 sec 46

CK-923 916p-989vL PP sec 58/59.

CK-924 1009p-1038c pp sec 45/43A/49 (E wall).

CK-926 994p-1021vL PP sec 60/61.

CK-927 l000p-1038vL PP sec 58/59.

CK-928 959p-1039c PP sec 57 (roof).

CK-929 986p-1039c PP sec 57 (roof).

CK-930 996p-1038c PP sec 43A

CK-931 980p-1034c PP sec 47/52.

CK-933 905p-I043+vL PP sec 45

CK-934 987p-1038+vL PP sec 57 (roof).

CK-935 98I+p-1044c PP sec 57 (roof).

CK-936 996p-1047wL PP sec 60/61.

CK-937 934p-1020vL PP sec 58

CK-938 985p-1037+vL PP sec 57 (roof).

CK-939 933p-1032+c PP sec General.

CK-940 988p-1021vL PP sec General.
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TABLE 6E— continued

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. Species
Inner-Outer

Type
Spec.

Room Remarks

CK-941 947p-1038c PP sec General.

CK-942 1008p-1039c PP sec General.

CK-943 989p-1040vL PP sec General.

CK-944 939p-1006+vL PP sec General.

CK-945 1007p-1039c PP sec General.

CK-946 1004p-1024c PP sec General.

CK-947 987p-1036+wL PP sec General.

CK-949 984p-1037+c PP sec General.

CK-950 1002p-1039vL PP sec General.

CK-951 1007p-1039c PP sec General.

CK-952 1002p-1036+c PP sec General.

CK-953 1004p-1045c PP sec General.

CK-954 1024p-1046c PP sec General.

CK-955 1002p-1039c PP sec General.

CK-956 940p-1028c PP sec General.

CK-9581 996p-1045vL X sec General.

CK-959 994p-1040vL PP sec General.
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Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

Douglass (1935: 51) listed five dates for Chetro Ketl, and, al

though the dates are not identified individually by specimen number, 

there is  no doubt that they represent the JPB series. The range of 

these five dates was again given by Douglass (1938:13). The differ

ences between the dates given by Douglass and the listings presented 

in Table 6A are a result of a later modification and review of the speci

mens by Bannister and Smiley. Hawley (1934, Protocol 1) published 

the CK series, up to CK-559, along with their proveniences and associ

ated masonry types and later (Senter 1938: 6) gave the range of the same 

specimens in four groups according to different masonry types. For 

some unexplained reason there is  one more specimen cited in Hawley1 s 

(Senter) 1938 article than in her 1934 publication. Smiley (1951:19) gave 

the range of 150 Chetro Ketl dates. Smiley®s list evidently included four 

of the JPB®s, plus the 144 dated CK®s listed by Hawley in 1938, and the 

two dated specimens from the Talus Rock Shelter. The GP series, and 

the CK group dated by Bannister, have not been previously published.

Discussion

With a total of 379 dates Chetro Ketl has yielded far more dated 

specimens than any other ruin in the Chaco Canyon region. As a direct 

result both of the large quantity of specimens and of the specificity of
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their stated proveniences, the building periods of Chetro Ketl are the 

best known of the great Chaco pueblos. On the basis of 143 dated speci

mens and their associated masonry types Hawley (1934) published a de

tailed account of the various Chetro Ketl building periods. Since her 

conclusions (Hawley 1934:77-8) have relevancy far beyond the situation 

at Chetro Ketl alone, they will be given here:

Briefly summarized, Chetro Ketl history is  found to 
divide itself into three periods, of which the first and at 
present the least known is  the longest. We recognize the 
existence of this period through discovery of timbers the 
cutting dates of which fall between the years of 945 and 
1030. These beams were subsequently re-used in walls 
of later construction. No walls of the first period have 
yet been uncovered at Chetro Ketl, as deep excavation is  
only begun, but logs of the same dates are found to come, 
consistently, from walls of crude masonry I [’’unfaced 
slab", 945-1030 (Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al. 1937:88- 
9)] in other Chaco pueblos. The pottery of the period, 
known from sherds thrown out with fireplace charcoal 
and other refuse which was later moved onto the east 
dump, consisted principally of three types of black on 
white and of corrugated wares. Of the black on white 
wares, the semi-polished was prevalent. The polished 
ware, second in proportion, was probably a recent de
velopment at that time, for it became the most common 
type during the second period.

The second period, 1030-1090, was marked by rapid 
pueblo growth. Masonry was excellent. Between 1030 
and 1070 the masonry was that described as type H ["nar
row banded with core", 1030-1070 (Brand, Hawley,
Hibben, et al. 1937:88-9)]. Pottery contemporary with 
it in this pueblo is  unknown; it is  not represented by any 
stratum of that section of the east dump which was studied. 
Another dump or another portion of the east dump was evi
dently used for deposition during this time.

By 1062 masonry HI ['fine wide banded with core",
1062-1090; "inferior wide banded with core", 1100-1116
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(Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al. 1937:88-9)]was already 
in use. Between 1062 and 1070 both types H and IH were 
employed for construction; after that time masonry n  was 
dropped and masonry HI continued. Between 1060 and 
1090 extensive re-modeling, re-building, and new addi
tions resulted in the growth of Chetro Ketl on the ground 
plan as we know it today, with the exception of the few 
additions made in the following period, Polished black 
on white ware was prevalent, although the semi-polished  
and the unpolished were still made. The entire 60 year 
period appears to have been the most prosperous and 
flourishing of Chetro Ketl history*

The third and last main period, 1099-1116+, was 
brief, a period marked by architectural degeneration.
(Although we yet have no dates between 1090 and 1099, 
it is  presumed that the building was carried consecutively 
from the one period to the other and that further work will 
yield dates within those years.) Three types of masonry 
were used in the third period [’’inferior wide banded with 
core”, 1100-1116; ’’spalled blocks with core”, 1100-1116;
’’fine unbanded with core”, 1100-1116 (Brand, Hawley,
Hibben, et al. 1937:88-9)] , but workmanship was not 
equal to that of the second period, , Polished black on 
white pottery remained prevalent, the other types still 
being made. Chetro Ketl was probably deserted about 
1020 [s ic ]; we now have no beam dated after 1116 from 
its walls. Re-occupation of the abandoned village by 
some sm all migrating group may be indicated by the 
last stonework raised, masonry IV[”crude rubble with
out core”, 1116+ (Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al. 1937:
88-9)], which bears little resemblance to typical Chaco 
masonry types. It is  conceivable that this masonry may 
represent only the degenerate work of a small native group 
who lingered on in their old home, but the fact that the 
Great Sanctuary bench was finally re-lined in this style 
rather suggests the work of new-comers.

The inconsistency seen in the assignment of the ’’inferior wide 

banded with core” type masonry, dated at 1100-1116, to Hawley7s second 

period of 1030-1090 is  the result of a later boosting of the dates of the 

masonry period (Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al. 1937:88-9). This is  in
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contrast to her earlier work which indicates the masonry to have been 

used from 1061-1099 (Hawley 1934, Table H).

On the whole, Hawleyi s conclusions require little modification 

in the light of new tree-ring dates. Only refinement is  indicated. Per

haps the greatest changes would come in her first period, from 945 to 

1030. Hawley assumes, for instance, that this was a period of "unfaced 

slab" masonry because the pre-1030 dates from Chetro Ketl match the 

dated timbers from this type of masonry in other Chaco pueblos. An a- 

nalysis of the tree-ring dates, however, shows that Hawley is  in error.

In the first place, none of the 31 dated specimens definitely associated 

with "unfaced slab" masonry in Chaco Canyon ruins date later than 950 

(see "Discussion" under Kin Bineola, Pueblo Bonito, Una Vida, and 

particularly, Penasco Blanco). As a group, these early dates range 

from 828 to 950, with the majority of the cutting dates near the upper 

end of the range. This evidence strongly suggests that.the "unfaced 

slab" masonry was used during the period extending from before 900 to 

about 950.

Turning to Chetro Ketl, and considering all of the pre-1030 

cutting dates, the following data can be assembled (figures in parentheses 

indicate number of specimens; the "+" and "++" symbols are of the Form 

6 type [Table l]):
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945 1006? 1018
989 1006+ 1020 (6)
990 1007 1021 (7)
994 1008 (3) 1024 (2)
995+ 1009 (5) 1026 (4 )

1000 (2) 1015 1028 (4 )
1000+
1002

1016++ 1029 (4 )

It is  evident that the one 945 date stands apart from the main 

group, and this single date can hardly be considered justification for 

assuming that the ’’unfaced slab” masonry was used until 1030. The 

few pre-1030 non-cutting dates with an estimated small number of rings 

lost tend to reinforce the clusters apparent in the dates listed. Signifi

cantly, all of the dates, witk the exception of 1006? (GP-2439), are 

known to have come from the north part of the north block of the num

bered Chetro Ketl rooms (Fig. 14). Five distinct clusters of dates can 

be distinguished, with the later ones the strongest. These clusters are: 

989-995+, 1000-1002, 1006-1009, 1020-1021, and 1024-1029. That the 

last is  not an artificial cluster is  attested to by the fact that there is  

only one Chetro Ketl cutting date at 1030 and only a slight sprinkling of 

dates in the early 1030*8. Another feature of importance is  that all of 

the pre-1030 cutting dates were derived from reused timbers, since in 

every case the early specimens were found associated with greater num

bers of pieces that dated later. The weight of evidence, then, would in

dicate the earlier existence of a structure (or structures) which was 

built intermittently from the 990*s through 1029. Its location may have
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been under or close by the present north portion of Chetro Ketl, and, 

although the masonry used is  unknown, in all likelihood it was not of 

the ”unfaced slab" type; hence, either an unnamed masonry type or a 

backward extension of Hawley?s "narrow banded with core" type (1030- 

1070) is  indicated. It may be that this hypothetical structure was sim 

ilar to some of the smaller house units on the south side of the canyon. 

Granting the existence of such a structure, it was probably razed around 

1038 or 1039; no archaeological evidence of it has yet been found in the 

Chetro Ketl excavations.

Hawley?s second building period is  given as 1030-1090, although 

on the basis of masonry usage two overlapping divisions within this period 

are discernible. The first division, 1030-1070, is  the period of "nar

row banded with core" masonry, whereas the second division, 1062-1090, 

is  associated with "inferior wide banded with core" masonry. It is  

Hawleyrs  1030-1070 period that requires modification in the light of new 

dates from Chetro Ketl. As far as can be determined, the bulk of 

Hawley* s dates for this period came from specimens incorporated into 

the block of numbered rooms north of Kivas I and J (Fig. 14), and it is  

from this same area that all of the 201 specimens dated by Bannister 

originated. Considering only cutting dates of 1030 or later from this 

section of Chetro Ketl, the following lis t  can be compiled (figures in 

parentheses indicate number of specimens; the "+" and "++" symbols 

are of the Form 6 type [Table l] ):
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1030
1032+ 1040 (13) 

1040+ (2)
1041 (3)
1042 (4)
1043 (10) 
1043+(2)
1044 (5) 
1044+

1039+ 1048 (2)
1049 (2)
10501033 (4)

1034 (3) 
1034++
1036 (3) 
1036+ (5)
1037 (6) 
1037+ (7)
1038 (31) 
1038+(3)
1039 (32)

1045 (11)
1046 (15)
1047 (7)

1050+
1051
1052
1053 (6)
1054 (2)
1059 (2)
1060
1061
1063
1067+

Analysis of the lis t  reveals one major and two minor clusters: 

1036-1040, 1043-1047, and 1051-1053. The first cluster, 1036-1040, 

is  comprised of over 100 specimens from throughout the north block of 

rooms. Since most of the dates come from timbers of primary usage, 

that is , they are not from reused or repair timbers, it appears that the 

1036-1040 interval represents the first major building period of. the 

presently visible Chetro Ketl pueblo. Although it cannot be definitely 

proved, an analysis of the data suggests that construction in the north 

block of rooms probably started in 1038 or 1039, and that, if a former 

structure did exist in the immediate vicinity, it was torn down at that 

time, and the earlier logs reused. The two later clusters of 1043-1047 

and 1051-1053 indicate continued building activity which was probably 

concentrated in the upper stories. By 1054 construction in this part of 

the ruin seem s to have been essentially completed, and the scattering 

of dates between 1059 and 1067+ probably represents repair work. A 

few of Hawley* s  specimens from Rooms 101 and 103 and from the wall
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between Rooms 101 and 102 were also found in ’’narrow banded with 

core" masonry. Although Figure 14 shows these rooms to be in the 

northern section of Chetro Ketl, Hawley (1934:25j Table I) refers to 

them as being in the east wing of the pueblo. In any event, the dates 

of these pieces fall within the^range of dates from the other north block 

specimens. Judging from tree-ring evidence alone, then, it would seem  

that the Chetro Ketl building period confined to "narrow banded with 

core" masonry started about 1038 and continued through three waves.of 

activity until about 1054.

No other new dates of significance have become available since 

Hawley published her 1934 report. No attempt will be made, therefore, 

to reinterpret the old tree-ring dates as they bear upon Hawley*s re

maining Chetro Ketl building periods. As for her first major building 

period and the first part of her second, it can be said in summary that 

an analysis of the new dates suggests the existence of an undiscovered 

structure (or structures) perhaps located near or under the present 

northern part of Chetro Ketl. It was probably built between 990 and 

1029 and torn down around 1038 in order to make way for the intense 

building activity in the north part of the pueblo which lasted from 1038 

to about 1054.

The subject of Chetro Ketl building periods can not be concluded,

however, without mentioning the remarkable theory presented by Harold 

S. Gladwin (1954:122-30). Gladwin hypothesizes that the great Chaco
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Canyon pueblos of his Bonito Phase were built after 1080. By 1080, ac

cording to Gladwin, most of the trees in the Chaco Canyon had already 

been felled and used in the smaller Hosta Butte Phase pueblos, such as 

Be 50, Be 51, and Talus Unit No. 1. Thus, the builders of Pueblo 

Bonito, Chetro Ketl, and the other large pueblos were forced to reuse 

the beams from the smaller Hosta Butte Phase sites on the south side 

of the canyon, and only the few scattered cutting dates in the early llOCPs 

give any real indication of when the great pueblos were actually built.

To reinforce his argument, Gladwin takes all of the Chetro 

Ketl cutting dates as given in Hawley*s 1934 publication and groups 

them by floor level. He then computes the average date for each floor 

and obtains the following results: 11 logs from Floor 1 with an average 

date of 1061, 35 logs from Floor 2 with an average date of 1053, and 32 

logs from Floor 3 with an average date of 1032. Since the beams from 

Floor 3 average 30 years earlier than those from Floor 1, Gladwin con

cludes that the few trees remaining in Chaco Canyon after 1080 were cut 

and used in the construction of Floor 1, and by the time Floor 3 was under 

way the timbers were all reused logs from earlier structures. P re

sumably, the only alternate interpretation is  that Chetro Ketl was built 

from the top down.

There are two vital factors that Gladwin fails to point out in 

his discussion. First, there is  reason to believe that Hawley's floor 

numbering was in part based upon depth of excavation, which varied
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considerably throughout the ruin, and, consequently, her numbered 

floors do not necessarily have horizontal correspondence. It m aybe  

that Gladwin was not aware of this possibility. Second, by indiscrimi

nately lumping together dates of beams from one assumed floor level, 

the obvious effect on the data of a late, single storied wing attached to 

the main body of the pueblo is  completely ignored. That Gladwin was 

aware of such an effect, however, is  borne out by his accompanying 

discussion of Aztec ruin in which the tree-ring dates are carefully seg

regated both by floor level and by north, south, and west wings of the 

pueblo (Gladwin 1954:126-7).

The best answer to Gladwin*s theory is  simply to re-present 

in slightly different form the same data that he used. As determined 

by Hawley (1934, Protocol 1), tree-ring dates from all cases of dem

onstrated superposition occurring in Chetro Ketl are listed as follows 

(parenthetical inclusions indicate the number of rings believed to be lost 

from the original outside of the specimen):

Room 2 Floor 1 Floor 2
1039 1050

1037

Room 35 Floor 1 Floor 2
1068 1103
1057 1080 (5-15) 

1067 (far)

Room 38 Floor 1 Floor 2
1102 1073
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Room 40 Floor 2 
1038 
1037

Floor 3
1054 1052 (1-5)
1053 1051 (1-5)

Room 42 Floor 2 
1038
1028 (5-15) ' ■ ;

Floor 3 
1066 (1-5)

Room 43 Floor 2 
1037 
1033
1029 (1-5) 
1029

Floor 3 
1057 (1-10) 
1052

937 (far)

Room 46 Floor 2 
1043 
1041

Floor 3 
1063 
1061 
1053 
1033

Room 48 Floor 2
1053 (1-5) 1052 
1053 1039
1053 1038

: 1053 1038
1053 1003 (far)
1052 994 (far)

Floor 3 
1059

Room 53 Floor 2 
1043 
1042 
1040 
1040

Floor 3 
1063 (1-2) 
1051
1047 (1-5)

Room 59 Floor 2 
1048

Floor 3 
1060 

945

Room 64 Floor 1 
1038 
1038

Floor 4 
1072

In 10 out of 11 cases the tree-ring dates clearly show that 

beams used in the knfrer floors were cut prior to the beams in the upper
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stories. Perhaps it is  significant that the exception is  the one example 

where there are only two dates involved— one from each floor. The 

present writer, therefore, can see no tree-ring evidence whatsoever 

for the support of Gladwin8s theory of Chaco Canyon building periods.

One additional aspect revealed by an analysis of the Chetro 

Ketl tree-ring dates concerns the question of whether aboriginal builders
s

stockpiled construction timbers before use, either for the sake of con

venience or for seasoning purposes. Although it is  known that stock

piling is  sometimes done in modern pueblos, no archaeological evidence 

of the practice has heretofore come to the attention of the writer. In a 

number of the Chetro Ketl rooms there is  a definite tendency for the 

cutting dates to build up gradually to a peak cluster and then to taper off 

sharply. This phenomenon suggests that stockpiling was practiced, but 

the evidence is  not strong enough to support a definite assertion to that 

effect. Nevertheless, in one Chetro Ketl room the tree-ring dates do 

suggest such a custom. Twenty specimens were collected from one 

buried roof in Room 57; since this was a flood damaged room, however, 

there is  the distinct possibility that a few of the pieces may not have been 

directly associated with the roof but were washed in from the walls above 

(Gordon Vivian, personal communication). The cutting dates from Room 

57 are as follows (the ’V  and " + + "  symbols are of the Form 6 type [Table 

1] ) :  ■ ■ " ' ■
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1016++ 1037+ 1038 1039
1036 1037+ 1038 1039
1036+ 1038 1038+ 1040
1036+ 1038 1039 1044
1037+ 1038 . 1039 1049

Since the above dates presumably represent adjoining roofing 

poles, a reasonable prediction would be that they are all of approximately 

the same diameter. A check of the diameters, however, reveals that, 

whereas 19 of the pieces range from three and one-quarter inches to 

four inches, the specimen dated 1049 is  noticeably larger than the rest 

with a diameter of five inches. From this fact it i s  concluded that the 

1049 piece was not incorporated in the roof but was washed down from  

the collapsed walls above. The specimen dated 1044 could sim ilarly be 

unassociated with the roof, or it may represent a repair pole. The other 

18 samples exhibit a tight cluster from 1036 to 1040, with the exception 

of one reused piece dating at 1016++. The outside ring on the 1040 

specimen is  represented by only a few rows of new growth cells, which 

indicates that it was cut early in the spring of 1040. On the other hand, 

the four 1039 pieces all have complete outside rings, which means that 

they could have been cut any time between the cessation of growth at the 

end of the 1039 summer and the beginning of the 1040 spring growing 

season. Thus, the five specimens may have been cut within a week or 

so of each other. The clustering of dates, therefore, indicates that the 

roof of Room 57 was constructed in 1040, perhaps during the spring or 

summer, and since it is  hardly credible that four or five years were
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required for such an undertaking, the inference is  that the 1036, 1037, 

and 1038 specimens had been previously cut and stored. Although alter

nate interpretations are: certainly possible, the writer considers this ex

ample the best evidence yet produced to indicate aboriginal stockpiling.

Chetro Ketl East Dump 

Location

This refuse mound is  located about 150 feet east of the main 

ruin of Chetro Ketl (see Chetro Ketl, Fig. 3).

Description

The Chetro Ketl East Dump is  described by Hawley (1934:31) 

as one of the largest trash p iles ever found in connection with south

western pueblo sites. It is  roughly oval in shape and approximately 20 

feet deep at the center of the mound.

Excavation

Two trenches were run through the mound in 1922, and a test 

pit was sunk in 1929, but the materials recovered from these two ex

cavations were never studied in detail (Hawley 1934:31). Starting in 

1930, however, Anna Shepard and Florence M. Hawley carried out ex

tensive stratigraphic testing of the mound as a part of the Chaco Canyon
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archaeological program sponsored by the School of American Research 

and the University of New Mexico. Hawley (1934:31-63) has published 

a comprehensive report on the work accomplished.

; Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

All of the specimens, consisting mostly of small charcoal frag

ments, were recovered by Hawley during the course of excavation. With 

the exception of five or six  pieces, the dated specimens are now in the 

collections of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research.

Dating

Fifty-five dates (Table 7) were derived by Hawley and checked
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ - - . " ;  1 •

by A. E. Douglass.

TABLE 7

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMENS FROM CHETRO KETL
EAST DUMP

The specimens are arranged according to descending dates in de
scending levels rather than by serial specimen number. All of 
the terminal dates represent the last ring on the specimen and 

have not been corrected for burned off exteriors, while the 
dates in parentheses are Hawley's estimates of the approx
imate year of strata deposition (Hawley 1934, Protocol 2, 

Footnote). The dated pieces are all small charcoal 
. fragments. •

Specimen Date A. D. Species Section Remarks Stratum
Number Inner-Outer Level

CK-427 877-939 Pnn 5 5 4 E Trench
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TABLE 7— continued

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Section Remarks
Level

Stratum

CK-413 910-973 Pnn 8 6 4 E Trench

CK-412 886-960 Pnn 8 6 4 E Trench

CK-445 871-923 Pnn 6 8 4 E Trench

CK-453 875-933 Pnn 7 8 4 E Trench

CK-434 895-965 Pnn 1 9 4 E Trench

CK-440 840-932 Pnn 6 9 4 E Trench

CK-447 884-932 Pnn 1 9 4 E Trench

CK-448 844-921 Pnn 7 9 4 E Trench

CK-233 ca. 1010-1054 Pnn 5 9 4 E Trench

CK-244 970-1047 Pnn 6 13 3 W Trench

CK-227 996-1037 Pnn 5 17 3 W Trench

GK-228 975-1084 Pnn 5 18 3 W Trench
(1090)

CK-239 988-1039 Pnn 6 18 3 W Trench

CK-260 933-1077 Pnn 2 2 3 W Cent. Pit

CK-280 994-1058 Pnn 2 2 3 W Cent. Pit

CK-203 994-1055 Pnn 2 2 3 W Cent. Pit

CK-282 979-1049 Pnn 2 2 3 W Cent. Pit

CK-281 990-1044 Pnn 2 2 3 W Cent. Pit

CK-254 939-1050 Pnn 2 3 3 W Cent. Pit

CK-261 991-1047 Pnn 2 3 3 W Cent. Pit
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TABLE 7— continued

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Section Remarks
Level

Stratum

CK-214 958-942 Pnn 2 9 3 W Cent. Pit

CK-265 975-1067
(1090)

Pnn 2 26 3 W Cent. Pit

CK-463 847-945 Pnn 9 8 3 E Trench

CK-446 884-934 Pnn 6 8 3 E Trench

CK-466 972-929 (sic) Pine 9 8 3 E Trench

CK-488 1011-1099
(1119)

Pnn 4 11 3 E Trench

CK-481 983-1081 Pnn 5 11 3 E Trench

CK4-479 983-1075 Pnn 8 11 3 E Trench

CK-469 1006-1050 Pnn 8 11 3 E Trench

CK-452 985-1050 Pnn 5 11 3 E Trench

CK-433 958-1009 Pnn 7 11 3 E Trench

CK-461 1032-1064 Pnn 7 12 3 E Trench

CK-458 858—930 Pnn 6 12 3 E Trench

CK-460 1002-1048 Pnn 6 13 3 E Trench

CK-407 1025-1071 Pine 4 14 3 E Trench

CK-406 1008-1045 Pnn 4 14 3 E Trench

CK-405 983-1006 Pnn 5 14 3 E Trench

CK-464 1017-1106
(1110)

Pnn 8 15 3 E Trench

CK-465 979-1067 Pnn 8 15 3 E Trench
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Specimen Date A. D. Species Section Remarks Stratum 
Number Inner-Outer Level

TABLE 7— continued

7 15 3 E TrenchCK-414 1001-1066 Pnn

CK-417 889-933 Pnn

CK-408 960-1047 Pnn

CK-430 870-938 Pnn

CK-402 1053-1105 Pnn

CK-507 990-1090 Pnn

CK-508 998-1063 Pnn

CK-500 1001-1091 Pnn

CK-497 953-1064 Pnn

CK-496 950-1060 Pnn

CK-505 1013-1065 Pnn

CK-504 1003-1054 Pnn

CK-511 1026-1051 DF

OK-493 1002-1048 Pnn

CK-490 948-1060
(1090)

Pnn

7 15 3 E Trench

6 16 3 E Trench

5 16 3 E Trench

4 17 3 E Trench

5 20 3 E Trench

5 20 3 E Trench

5 21 3 E Trench

5 23 3 E Trench

5 23 3 E Trench

5 24 3 E Trench

5 24 3 E Trench

5 26 3 E Trench

5 26 3 E Trench

5 27 2 E Trench

Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

The dates were first published individually along with specimen 

proveniences by Hawley (1934, Protocol 2). The range of dates in each
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stratum was later given by Hawley (Seater 1938:6).

Discussion

The Chetro Ketl East Dump and Kin Kletso are the only two 

Chaco Canyon sites amenable.to tree-ring interpretation based on a 

comparison of construction vs. non-construction dates (also see "Dis

cussion" under Kin Kletso). The East Dump specimens, however, 

represent daily sweepings throughout the life of Chetro Ketl and give 

only a tenuous indication of continued occupation of the pueblo after the 

last construction date. The principal value of the analysis of the East 

Dump specimens, therefore, is  the contribution this analysis has made 

toward a better understanding of the succession of Chaco Canyon pottery 

types. ■ : - ' ; "■■■ /

The stratigraphy of the East Dump is  complicated by apparent 

inversions of various strata, and, consequently, the interpretation of 

the tree-ring data is  difficult. Hawley (1934:31-63) has given a long 

and detailed discussion of the problems involved and conclusions reached. 

The reader, therefore, is  referred to Hawley’s account for details, and 

only a brief summary of her results will be presented here. In order to 

clarify the subheadings in Table 7, however, it should be mentioned that 

the excavation of the East Dump was executed in three distinct parts, 

namely, a West Trench, a West Central Pit, and an East Trench— all 

three sections aligned west to east but not connected. Four strata were
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encountered in the trenching, and these were numbered from the bottom 

upward, Number 1 being the stratum first laid down and Number 4 being 

the last. It can be seen from Table 7 that the earliest group of dates 

appears in Stratum 4, the uppermost on the dump. In Hawley*s opinion. 

Stratum 4 represents early debris that was originally deposited some

where in Chetro Ketl, but which at a relatively late date was removed 

from the pueblo and redeposited on the top of the East Dump.

Although working chiefly with small charcoal fragments from 

which the exteriors had been burned off (most of the pieces are pinyon 

branches thought to have been burned in household fireplaces), Hawley 

has attempted to correlate the estimated cutting dates of the tree-ring  

specimens with the associated pottery types in the different strata. Her 

results are summarized as follows (Hawley 1934:63):

These various pieces of evidence [sherd counts, masonry 
types, and one burial] strengthen the dump data leading to the 
conclusion that the fine polished black on white ware was the 
most popular type during the last years of Chetro Ketl occupa
tion. Semi-polished and unpolished black on white wares ap
pear to have been made at the same time, but according to the 
potsherd contents of the dated dump strata, they were more 
prevalent before polished black on white gained the ascendancy.
It is  possible that the three types were actually successive in 
evolutionary conception, but no data are yet available to sub
stantiate such a theory. The hold-over of the cruder wares 
into the period succeeding that of their predominance is  iUus- 
trated by the dump material. The semi-polished black on 
white ware was prevalent at the end of the 10th century, as 
illustrated by the material of stratum 4. The polished black 
on white is  predominant from about 1084 when stratum 1 was 
begun, to about 1122, when stratum 4 was completed. How 
long before or after these dates this pottery may have been 
made, we cannot yet say.
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The latest construction specimen from Chetro Ketl is  a beam 

from the second story of Room 27 which yielded a cutting date of 1116,

and is  believed by Hawley to be a repair log. In contrast, CK-233 from
. ;

the East Dump has an outside ring of 1054 and an estimated 50 to 70 

rings lost from the outside, according to Hawley (1934: 57). This speci

men from Stratum 4 may be associated with a possibly intrusive burial, 

or it may have been deposited in daily sweepings thrown out at the time 

the older material in Stratum 4 was being transported. In either case, 

says Hawley, it evidently represents the period shortly before or after 

the dump was abandoned and before the abandonment of the pueblo, for 

the burial, accompanied by Chetro Ketl pottery, was without doubt that 

of a resident of the pueblo. If Hawley*s estimate of missing outside 

rings is  correct, then the non-construction specimen CK-233 indicates 

that the dump, and presumably Chetro Ketl, may have been used as late 

as 1124. It is  equally possible, of course, that Chetro Ketl may have 

been occupied considerably later than the construction date of 1116 and 

the non-construction date of 1124(7) indicate.

CM-4

Location

CM-4 is  situated on the Chacra Mesa south of the Chaco River, 

lying about 10 m iles east and south of Pueblo Bonito and about seven 

m iles west of Pueblo Pintado (Fig. 3).
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Description

The site consists of 12 masonry hogans and two forked stick 

hogans, all of Navajo origin (Figs. 15, 16). The masonry hogans av

erage a little more than nine feet in diameter, and most of them were 

built against the cliff edge or against large, detached, sandstone boul

ders. The floors of the forked stick hogans were excavated slightly 

into the sandy soil, and sandstone slabs were leaned against the butt 

end of the upright logs. A firepit and mealing bin were floor features 

of Forked Stick Hogan No. 11 (Fig. 17a, b). This hogan also yielded 

the two dated specimens.

Excavation

Forked Stick Hogan No. 11 and Masonry Hogan No. 12 were 

excavated in 1958 by Gwinn Vivian. No report has yet been published.

CoUection of Tree-Ring Specimens

Two specimens were collected by Gwinn Vivian in 1958. Both 

pieces are now in the collections of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Re

search.

Dating

Two dates (Table 8) were derived by Bannister and checked by

Marvin A. Stokes.



FIGURE 15

Ground plans of masonry hogans at CM-4. Addi

tional structures at CM-4 are shown in Figure 16. 

Courtesy Gwinn Vivian.
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FIGURE 16

Ground plans of masonry and forked stick hogans 

at CM-4. Additional structures at CM-4 are shown 

in Figure 15. Courtesy Gwinn Vivian.
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Fo r k e d  s t i c k  

OUTLI NED WITH SLABS



FIGURE 17

Forked Stick Hogan No. 11 at CM-4. a, hogaii 

before excavation; b, same hogan after excava

tion with firepit and mealing bin visible. Two 

dated specimens came from this structure. 

Courtesy Gwinn Vivian.
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DATED TREE-RING SPECIMENS FROM CM-4

Both dated specimens are from Forked Stick Hogan No. 11. 
The dates are presented in Form 6 (see Table 1).

TABLE 8

Specimen Date A.. D. Species Type
Number Inner-Outer Spec.

CHM-46 1599p-1773+vL Pnn sec

CHM-47 1641p-1779+w Pnn sec

Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

None.

Discussion

The two dates from the CM-4 hogan suggest only that the struc

ture was used after 1780. Since there is  no tight clustering of the dates, 

the actual time of construction of the hogan is  not indicated. CHM-46 is  

thought to be a cutting date, but the symbol indicates that the true 

outside ring may be a year or two in advance of the date given. Simi

larly, CHM-47, which shows more erosion than CHM-46, probably had 

an outside ring later than the given date.
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CM-18 

Location

CM-18 is  located on the Chacra Mesa on top of an isolated 

sandstone pinnacle about five m iles to the southeast of Pueblo Pintado 

(Fig. 3).

Description

The site is  a well-fortified, two-room, masonry structure of 

the Refugee Pueblo type (Fig. 18). The walls of the oval-shaped fort 

r ise  some five feet above the room fill to the roof and then continue up

ward another few feet to form a defensive parapet. Even the approach

way, across several logs spanning the gap between the ruin and the ad

joining mesa, is  defended by portholes. The dated specimens were 

collected from around the base of the butte.

Excavation

None.

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

Eight specimens were collected from CM-18 by Gwinn Vivian 

in 1958. All of the specimens are now in the collections of the Laboratory 

of Tree-Ring Research.



FIGURE 18

General view of the Refugee Pueblo ruin CM-18, 

looking east. Courtesy Gwinn Vivian.
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Dating

Three dates (Table 9) were derived by Bannister and checked 

by Marvin A. Stokes.

TABLE 9

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMENS FROM CM-18

All specimens were from fallen timbers. The dates are 
presented in Form 6 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A.D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

CHM-49 1442p-1634vv Pnn sec

CHM-52 1653p-1726vL Pnn sec

CHM-54 1428p-1745+v Pnn sec

Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

None.

Discussion

Only one of the three specimens (CHM-52) is  thought to repre

sent a cutting date. It is  possible that this date of 1726 approximates 

the construction of the pueblo, and that the 1745 date is  from a repair 

timber. An alternate interpretation is  that the structure was built 

sometime after 1745, and that CHM-52 is a reused beam. Specimen
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CHM-49 has an unknown number of rings lost from the outside, and, 

considering the amount of erosion that this specimen has been subjected 

to, it is  not at all impossible that 100 or more rings have been lost. 

With no tendency for clustering evident, the three dates show only that 

the pueblo was used after 1745.

CM-35

Location

CM-35 is  situated on an isolated knoll of the Chacra Mesa, 

three and one-half m iles west of Pueblo Pintado (Fig. 3).

Description

The site is  a fortified Mesa Verde pueblo which after abandon

ment was reoccupied by Navajo-Refugee Pueblo peoples (Fig. 19). The 

Mesa Verde ruin contains seven distinguishable rooms, a "keyhole” 

type kiva, and a ruin mound area with additional rooms indicated. The 

Navajo-Refugee Pueblo complex includes four masonry hogans at the 

north end of the site and a probable forked stick hogan (Fig. 20) built in 

the "keyhole" kiva depression at the south end of the site. At least three 

of the Mesa Verde rooms were reroofed sometime after they were origi

nally abandoned.



FIGURE 19

Ground plan of CM-35. Courtesy Gwinn Vivian.
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FIGURE 20

Collapsed forked stick hogan in abandoned kiva 

depression at CM-35. The dated specimens 

were taken from the logs seen in foreground. 

Reroofed Mesa Verde rooms can be seen in the 

background. Courtesy Gwinn Vivian.
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Excavation
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None.

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

A total of 10 specimens was collected'from CM-35 in 1954 and 

1957 by Gordon Vivian. All of the specimens are now in the collections 

of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research.

Dating

Seven dates (Table 10) were derived by Bannister and checked 

by Marvin A. Stokes and Ter ah L. Smiley.

TABLE 10

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMENS FROM CM-35

All specimens were from loose logs in the ’’keyhole” kiva 
depression. The dates are presented in Form 6 

(see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A: D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

CHM-1 1351p-1432w Pine sec

CHM-3 1379p-1469w Pine sec

CHM-4 1369p-1598++w Pnn sec

CHM-6 1300p-1350w Pine 1/2 sec

CHM-8 1313p-1572++v Pnn sec
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TABLE 10—•continued

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

CHM-9 1332-1552w Pine frag

CHM-10 1361p-1398w Pine frag

Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

None.

Discussion

The seven CM-35 dates present an unusually difficult problem 

of interpretation. First, the dates range from 1350 to later than 1598, 

a span of over 248 years. Second, none of the dates are cutting dates, 

and all of the specimens show considerable erosion. Third, taking the 

dates at face value, they appear to be much too late for the original 

Mesa Verde occupation at CM-35, and, judging from other dated sites  

in the Chaco Canyon region, they seem to be too early for the Navajo- 

Refugee Pueblo complex.

Since the exact original provenience of the dated specimens is  

of more than ordinary importance in this particular problem, the collec

tion notes are quoted directly (Gordon Vivian, personal communication):

I would say for collection of wood: The wood speci
mens came from that part of the site, the south end, where 
the collapsed forked-stick hogan and the associated, reused
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Mesa Verde rooms were in close conjunction and rep
resented a contemporaneous or nearly contemporaneous 
period and area of use. [ l]  felt certain that [I] was sam
pling only the material from the collapsed fork-stick  
hogan, though there remains the possibility that due to 
dislocation of walls, a piece from the reused Mesa 
Verde rooms was included. [ l ] f e l t  that this was of 
little consequence since this wood on the surface rep
resented a single period of occupation.

It should be further noted that it  was evident that 
a considerable period of erosion had occurred after 
the abandonment of the Mesa Verde rooms; the walls 
had been reduced in height to five feet or le ss . They 
would have made uncomfortable living quarters and it 
is  probable that they were reroofed either as shades, 
a form of ramada, or for storage. It is  not conceiv
able that any wood from this reroofed area could rep
resent original construction in the Mesa Verde period. 
Archaeological evidence indicates that all of the wood 
represents a post-M esa Verde period when the site was 
occupied by the builders of the large forked-stick hogan.

Granting that the dated pieces represent a temporally homoge

neous collection unit, the 248-year span exhibited in the range of dates

must still be accounted for. At first glance this large spread would 

seem to preclude the possibility of the specimens^ having been cut more 

or le ss  contemporaneously. A more detailed analysis, however, shows 

that this is  not necessarily the case. If the dates along with associated  

species are arranged chronologically, it is  seen that all of the pine 

specimens are earlier than the pinyon pieces, that is, 1350w — pine, 

1398w — pine, 1432w — pine, 1469w — pine, 1552w — pine, 1572++V 

pinyon, and 1598-h -w  — pinyon. The possible significance of this fact is  

that the pine pieces appear to be generally softer than the pinyon speci

mens, and, if all of the logs were exposed to the same conditions of
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erosion, it would be expected that the softer pine would wear away more 

quickly. In addition to the apparent difference in hardness between the 

pine and piny on, there is  also a noticeable grading of the pine specimens 

in term s of the average number of rings per radial inch. The 1350w  

and 1398w  specimens both have relatively open ring series; the other 

pine pieces have progressively more rings per inch, or tighter ring 

series, as the dates become later and later, with the 1552w pine speci

men having the tightest of all. Since it is  generally presumed that the 

tighter ring series are denser and more resistant to weathering, this 

fact, too, fits the hypothesis that the spread of dates is  a function of 

differential erosion rather than different periods of tree-felling. It 

must be emphasized, however, that the above possibility is  merely sug

gested and not proven. For one thing, hardness of woods is  not a non

mechanical physical property, and its determination can only be obtained 

through standardized stress tests employing specialized equipment (Brown, 

Panshin, and Forsaith 1949: 63). Approximate hardness of a wood, how

ever, can be found by testing with a thumbnail, and such a test was 

employed with the CM-35 specimens.

Even if the theory of differential erosion is  accepted as an ex

planation for the wide range of dates, it is  still difficult to imagine that 

the seven specimens were cut much after 1600. This would mean, then, 

that the forked-stick hogan was probably built sometime in the first half 

of the 17th century, a considerably earlier date than would be suggested
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by the similar archaeological manifestations dated at CM-18, CM-38, 

CM-150, and possibly Star Lake (see "Discussions" under these sites).
. t •

An alternate interpretation is  that the dated specimens repre

sent reused timbers from an unidentified source.and, in effect, give no 

indication of the time of building of the forked stick hogan other than 

that it was used sometime after 1600. This hypothesis would depend 

upon either the existence of a pre-Refugee Pueblo group in the area 

who presumably cut the logs and built a structure around 1600 (if the 

theory of differential erosion is  accepted), or the presence of several 

groups who felled trees intermittently throughout the 14th, 15th, and 

16th centuries (if the theory of differential erosion is  not accepted). 

There has, however, been no archaeological evidence yet discovered 

at CM-35 which would indicate that such postulated pre-Refugee Pueblo 

groups were once present.

CM-38

Name

CM-38 is  also known as E-C-UC-L in the system used by the 

Navajo Land Claim Survey.

Location

The site is  located on the Chacra M esa a little more than six
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m iles to the southeast of Pueblo Pintado (Fig. 3).

Description

CM-38 is  a Refugee Pueblo type structure of three rooms with 

an associated, but detached, single masonry room (Figs. 21, 22). The 

main ruin is  one and one-half stories high, the upper half-story serving 

as a defense wall with portholes. Four portholes were also built in 

strategic places in the bottom three rooms. The structure was probably 

built by Pueblo refugees, for there are a number of Pueblo characteristics 

in this building. They include a flat brush and viga roof, corner fire

place (which is  actually Spanish in origin), plastered and whitewashed 

walls, and the type of low doorway not common in hogans. The dated 

specimens came from the roof of the three-room building. The detached 

structure appears to be a masonry hogan which may or may not have 

been part of the Refugee Pueblo dwelling.

Excavation

None.

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

Several specimens were collected in 1956 by Maxwell Yazzie 

as part of the Navajo Land Claim Survey. In 1957 eight additional sec

tions of roof timbers were cut by Gwinn Vivian. All of the specimens



FIG URE 21

General view of CM-38, looking northeast. 

Courtesy Gwinn Vivian.
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FIGURE 22

Ground plan of CM-38. The dated specimens came 

from the three-room structure. Courtesy Gwinn

Vivian.
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are now in the collections of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research.

Dating

Two dates (Table 11 A) were obtained by Ter ah L. Smiley and 

checked by Marvin A. Stokes. Seven dates (Table 1 IB) were derived by 

Bannister, and these were also checked by Stokes.

TABLE 11

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMENS FROM CM-38 (E-C-UC-L) 

A. The dates are presented in Form 5 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A.D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

Remarks

NLC-1044 1645p-1739G Pnn sec East room-fork 
(fort)

NLC-10461 1674+p-1739 Pnn sec Middle room-fork 
(fort)

B. All specimens are from roof timbers of the main structure. 
The dates are presented in Form 6 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

CHM-19 1620p-1739vL Pnn sec

CHM-201 1673p-1739wL Pnn sec

CHM-21 1433+p—1600+v Pnn sec

CHM-22 1381p-1659+w Pnn sec

CHM-23 1421p-1730+w Pnn sec
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TABLE 11B—■continued

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

CHM-24 1706p-1738vLG DF sec

CHM-25 1676p-1738vLG DF sec

*NLC-1046 and CHM-20 are from one original log.

Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

None.

Discussion

Since NLC-1046 and CHM-20 are from one original log, there 

are actually only eight significant dates from CM-38. These dates exhibit 

a tight cluster from 1738 to 1739. All five specimens dating in that period 

show evidence of being cutting dates. CHM-21, -22, and -23 have con

gested rings in their outer portions, and, consequently, the symbol 

is  appended. Thus, it may be that CHM-23 was actually cut very close 

to the year 1738, and, if so, it would reinforce the principal cluster. 

Although it cannot be proved, there is  a possibility that the early dates 

of CHM-21 and -22 are purely a result of eroded exterior rings, and, 

if it is  assumed that the specimens were cut around 1738, then they would 

serve as an example of the number of rings that can be lost because of 

the vagaries of exposure encountered in a single small site. The strong
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clustering of the dates, therefore, indicates that the main ruin at CM- 

38 was built about 1739, and that the structure represents the most 

securely dated Refugee Pueblo site in the Chaco Canyon region.

The use of the word "fork" in the remarks associated with 

NLC-1044 and -1046 (Table 11 A) refers only to the presence of forked 

sticks used in roofing the rooms of the pueblo. It does not imply the 

existence of forked stick hogans in or about the ruin.

It is  of interest to note that the two Douglas fir pieces repre

sent the latest known archaeological use of this species in the Chaco 

Canyon region.

CM-100

Location

The site is  on the Chacra Mesa some ten and one-half m iles to 

the southeast of Pueblo Pintado (Fig. 3).

Description

CM-100 is  a Mesa Verde site with 13 kiva depressions and 

between 50 and 75 ground floor rooms (Fig. 23). The ruin mound in 

some areas appears to have been at least two stories high. An inner 

plaza, surrounded by rooms, was entered by a narrow passage on the 

east side, and a high wall with two openings enclosed the majority of



FIGURE 23

Ground plan of CM-100. Courtesy Gwinn and 

Gordon Vivian.
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the other rooms, forming two more plazas. The refuse mound lay to 

the east of the ruin, and a large borrow pit(?) was located to the south 

and east. Several rooms and one kiva also extended out to the south of 

the ruin. The dated specimen was in fallen wall rubble at the side of 

one of the kivas.

Excavation

None.

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

Two specimens were taken from the ruin in 1957 by Gordon 

Vivian. Both pieces are now in the collections of the Laboratory of 

Tree-Ring Research.

Dating

One date (Table 12) was derived by Bannister and checked by 

Terah L. Smiley.

TABLE 12

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMEN FROM CM-100 

The specimen was found in fallen wall rubble from the side of one
of the kivas and is  thought to be an original beam, 

date is  presented in Form 6 (see Table 1).
The

Specimen
Number

Date A. D% 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

CHM-18 859-1095+vv Pnn 3/4 sec
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Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

None.

Discussion

Unfortunately, the dated specimen is  not a cutting date but has 

a highly eroded exterior, suggesting the loss of a considerable number 

of outside rings. The only inference that can be made on the basis of 

the single dated construction piece is  that the pueblo was used or, more 

likely, built after 1095.

CM-150

Location

CM-150 is  situated on the Chacra Mesa four m iles due south 

of Pueblo Pintado (Fig. 3).

Description

The site consists of a fortified Mesa Verde pueblo which was 

later reoccupied by Navajo-Refugee Pueblo peoples (Fig. 24). The 

Mesa Verde complex included at least four rooms and one kiva (Fig. 

25). Remains of the Navajo-Refugee Pueblo reoccupation of the site  

included the reroofing and reuse of four of the Mesa Verde rooms, one 

masonry hogan, and two forked stick hogans. The.East Forked Stick



FIGURE 24

General view of CM-150, looking northeast. The 

main ruin can be seen on top of the rock formation 

to the right of the dark tree. Courtesy Gwinn

Vivian.
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FIGURE 25

Ground plan of CM-150. The structure labeled 

Forked Stick l ” is  the East Forked Stick Hogan 

from which the dated specimen was obtained. 

Courtesy Gwinn Vivian.
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Hogan (Fig. 26a, b), built in an abandoned Mesa Verde kiva, yielded the 

one dated specimen from the site. The hogans, both masonry and forked 

stick, are similar to those reported from CM-4.

Excavation

Two of the reoccupied Mesa Verde rooms and both forked stick 

hogans were excavated by Gwinn Vivian in 1958. In addition, the Mesa 

Verde kiva below the East Forked Stick Hogan was cleared, and trench

ing of the refuse area was carried out. No report of the work has yet 

been published.

CoHection of Tree-Ring.Specimens

Gwinn Vivian and Ed Dobson visited the ruin in 1958 and col

lected 18 tree-ring specimens. All of the pieces are now in the collec

tions of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research.

Dating

One date (Table 13) was obtained by Bannister and checked by

Marvin A. Stokes.



FIGURE 26

East Forked Stick Hogan at CM-150. a, general 

view looking north; b, ground plan of hogan show

ing firepit and mealing bin. The masonry distin

guishable in the immediate foreground of a is  as

sociated with the underlying Mesa Verde kiva.

One dated specimen came from this hogan. 

Courtesy Gwinn Vivian.
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DATED TREE-RING SPECIMEN FROM CM-150

The specimen is  from the East Forked Stick Hogan. 
The date is  presented in Form 6 (see Table 1).

T A B L E  13

Specimen Date A. D. Species type
Number Inner-Outer Spec.

CHM-28 1494p-1704+w Pnn sec

Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

None.

Discussion

Since the date is  a non-cutting date from a specimen that shows 

considerable erosion, there is  nothing to be said about the construction 

of the hogan other than that it was used after 1705.

E-C-UC-J

Location

The site is  located in the Sisnathyel (Wide Belt) Mesa area of 

the Upper Chaco River. Specific location is  unavailable at the present 

time (see Sisnathyel Mesa, Fig. 2).
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Description

The specimens came from a ceremonial Navajo hogan (Marvin 

A. Stokes, personal communication).

Excavation

None.

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

The specimens were collected by Richard F. van Valkenburgh 

in 1953 as part of the Navajo Land Claim Survey. All of the pieces are 

now in the collections of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research.

Dating

Four dates (Table 14) were derived by Ter ah L. Smiley and 

checked by Marvin A. Stokes.

TABLE 14

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMENS FROM E-C-UC-J

The dates are presented in Form 5 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

Remarks

NLC-1512 1677p-1849cG Pnn rad sec North fork

NLC-1514 1694p-1850cG Pnn sec Side pole

NLC-1515 1640p-1839 Pnn sec Side pole
\
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TABLE 14— continued

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

Remarks

NLC-1521 1681p-1849 Pnn sec Side pole

Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Bates

None.

Discussion

Since three of the four dates cluster at 1849-1850, and two of 

them are cutting dates, it appears that the ceremonial hogan was con

structed in 1850 or slightly later.

E-C-UC-L

Name

This site was independently named by the Chacra Mesa survey 

of Gwinn and Gordon Vivian and by the Navajo Land Claim Survey. Treat

ment of the site is  presented under CM-38.

E-C-UC-N

Location

The site is  said to be near Pueblo Pintado. Specific location is
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unavailable at the present time (see Pueblo Pintado, Fig, 3).

Description

The ruin is  described as a "fortified crag" or Refugee Pueblo 

site that had at least one forked stick hogan associated with it, and from 

which the dated specimen was obtained (Marvin A, Stokes, personal 

communication).

Excavation

None.

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

The specimen was collected by Maxwell Yazzie in 1956 as part 

of the Navajo Land Claim Survey. The piece is now in the collections 

of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research.

Dating

One date (Table 15) was derived by Ter ah L. Smiley and checked

by Marvin A, Stokes
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DATED TREE-RING SPECIMEN FROM E-C-UC-N

Provenience is  listed as Fork No. 1, cut 3. 
The date is  presented in Form 5 (see Table 1).

T A B L E  15

Specimen Date A. D. Species Type
Number Inner-Outer Spec.

NLC-1049 1652p-1725 Pnn sec

Previous Publication of Tree^Ring Dates

None.

Discussion

Since the date is  not a cutting date, and since there is  an un

known number of rings lost from the exterior of the specimen, the only 

conclusion to be made is  that the forked stick hogan was used after 1725.

E-C-UC-0

Location

The site is  located in the Sisnathyel (Wide Belt) Mesa area of 

the Upper Chaco River. Specific location is  unavailable at the present 

time (see Sisnathyel Mesa, Fig. 2).
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Description

The site is  a Navajo game corral (Marvin A. Stokes, personal 

communication).

Excavation

None.

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

The specimens were collected by Richard F. van Valkenburgh 

in 1953 as part of the Navajo Land Claim Survey. All of the pieces are 

now in the collections of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research.

Dating

Two dates (Table 16) were derived by Ter ah L. Smiley and 

checked by Marvin A. Stokes.

TABLE 16

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMENS FROM E-C-UC-O  

The dates are presented in Form 5 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

Remarks

NLC-1523 I619p-1840c Pnn sec Fence stringer

NLC-1525 1623p-1830 Pirn sec Catch pen
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Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Bates

None.

Discussion

The two dates indicate that the Navajo game corral was con

structed or, at lea st, repaired and used around 1840.

E-C-UC-T

Location

The site is  located in the Sisnathyel (Wide Belt) Mesa area of 

the Upper. Chaco River. Specific location is  unavailable at the present 

time (see Sisnathyel Mesa, Fig. 2).

Description

The site is  a group of Navajo hogans (Marvin A. Stokes, personal 

communication).

Excavation

None.

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens 

The specimens were collected by Richard F. van Valkenburgh
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in 1953 as part of the Navajo Land Claim Survey, All of the pieces are 

now in the collections of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research.

Dating

Two dates (Table 17) were derived by Ter ah L. Smiley and 

checked by Marvin A. Stokes.

TABLE 17

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMENS FROM E-C-UC-T  

The dates are presented in Form 5 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

Remarks

NLC-1537 1803p-1850c Pnn 1/2 sec Hogan No. 3

NLC-1543 1543p-1772G Pnn 1/2 sec Hogan No. 1, base 
beam

Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

None.

Discussion

With only one date from each of two hogans at E-C-UC-T there 

is  little that can be deduced from the tree-ring evidence. The difference 

of 78 years that exists between the two dates is  somewhat surprising, but 

there are four possibilities that would explain this unusual situation.
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Assuming that the dating is  correct, it is  theoretically possible (but very 

improbable) that the presence of beetle galleries on NLC-1543 does not 

indicate that the tree was cut about 1772. A second possibility is  that 

Hogan No. 1 was built about 1772, and that Hogan No. 3 was constructed 

some eight decades later in 1850, Another interpretation would be that 

the two hogans were built contemporaneously around 1772, and that Hogan 

No. 3 was repaired in 1850, without necessarily implying that there had been 

continuous occupation. Finally, there is  the possibility that NLC-1543 

represents a reused timber.

E-C-UC-'U

Location

The site is  located in the Sisnathyel (Wide Belt) Mesa area of 

the Upper Chaco River. Specific location is  unavailable at the present 

time (see Sisnathyel Mesa, Fig. 2).

Description

The dated specimen is  from a Navajo hogan (Marvin A. Stokes, 

personal communication).

Excavation

None.
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Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

The specimen was collected by Richard F. van Valkenburgh in 

1953 as part of the Navajo Land Claim Survey, The piece is  now in the 

collections of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research,

Dating

One date (Table 18) was derived by Ter ah L, Smiley and checked 

by Marvin A. Stokes.

TABLE 18

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMEN FROM E-C-UC-U

The specimen is  from Hogan No, 1 and the date is  presented
in Form 5 (see Table 1).

Specimen Date A. D. Species Type
Number Inner-Outer Spec.

NLC-1544 1710p-1798 Pnn rad sec

I

Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates
/

None.

Discussion

Since there is  only one non-cutting date from Hogan No. 1 at 

E-C-UC-U, the only conclusion that can be drawn from tree-ring evidence
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is  that the hogan was at least used after 1798.

E-C-UC-W

Location

The site is  located in the Sisnathyel (Wide Belt) Mesa area of 

the Upper Chaco River. Specific location is  unavailable at the present 

time (see Sisnathyel Mesa, Fig. 2).

Description

The specimens are from a Navajo hogan (Marvin A. Stokes, 

personal communication).

Excavation

None.

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

The specimens were collected by Richard F. van Valkenburgh 

in 1953 as part of the Navajo Land Claim Survey. All of the pieces are 

now in the collections of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research.

Dating

Five dates (Table 19) were derived by Ter ah L. Smiley and
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checked by Marvin A. Stokes.

TABLE 19
I

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMENS FROM E-C-UC-W

All specimens are from Hogan No. 1.. The dates are presented
in Form 5 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

Remarks

NLC-1516 1720p-1889cG Pnn 1/2 sec Main beam

NLC-1517 1673p-1889c Pnn sec Horizontal beam

NLC-1519 1726p—1880+ Pnn sec Main post

NLC-1520 1721p-1889cG Pnn sec Main post

NLC-1522 1738p-1884+G Pnn sec Side pole

Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

None.

Discussion

The five dates from Hogan No. 1 at E-C-UC-W show strong 

clustering at 1889, and even the two specimens NLC-1519 and -1522 

might well have been cut at about that time. That Hogan No. 1 was built 

in the year 1889, or shortly thereafter, is  strongly suggested by the tree

ring data.

Hogan No. 1 at E-C-UC-W  is  the latest dated site in the Chaco
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Canyon region.

Half House 

Location

Half House was situated in the south bank of the arroyo of the 

Chaco River, seven m iles upstream from Pueblo Bonito and to the south

east of it (Fig. 3). Its location is  directly below the mesa upon which 

Shabik* eshchee Village is  located.

Description

Half House was a single pithouse that had already been half 

washed away by erosion at the time excavation began.

Excavation

Excavation of the pithouse was accomplished under the direc

tion of Richard N. Adams during the summer of 1947 in connection with 

the Chaco Canyon Field Session of the University of New Mexico. Adams 

has published a site report of the project (1951).

CoHection of Tree-Ring Specimens

All specimens dated were recovered during the course of ex

cavation by Adams and sent to Gila Pueblo. An additional group of char

coal specimens from the exposed firepit was given to Florence M. Hawley,
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but none were ever dated (Adams 1951:273-4). The pieces received by 

Gila Pueblo are now in the collections of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring 

Research.

Dating

Eight dates (Table 20) were derived by Deric O'Bryan at Gila

Pueblo.

TABLE 20

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMENS FROM HALF HOUSE 

The dates are presented in Form 1 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

„ Remarks

GP-6599 0614-691 Pnn ch sec Floor level. Doubt
ful date.

GP-6603A 599-653+1 2 Pnn ch frag Stratum 5R3, red san 
above floor, "fill" 
layer.

GP-6603B 599-644+1 Pnn ch frag Same as above.

GP-6603C 597-653+1 Pnn ch frag Same as above.

GP-6604A 634-741+% ? ch frag Same as above.

GP-6604B 623-701+2 ? ch frag Same as above.

GP-6604C 651-748+2 ? ch frag Same as above.

GP-6604D 629-699+2 ? ch frag Same as above.

1At least two of these pieces are from the same original specimen.
2Three of these pieces are juniper from one original specimen. One 
piece is  pinyon.

X
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Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

The eight Hajf House dates derived by O'Bryan were published 

by Adams (1951, Table H), There are several discrepancies between the 

list as published by Adams and Table 20 herein. The specimens were 

not found at Gila Pueblo as stated in the Adams table, and GP-6599 is  

listed as a cutting date in the Gila Pueblo records, in contrast to Adams' 

statement that there were no cutting dates (Adams 1951:289). Differences 

in the identification of species will be discussed in the next section.

Discussion

At first glance. Half House with eight dates from two levels ap

pears to be the most conclusively dated of the Chaco Canyon pithouses 

and related structures which have yielded dateable tree-ring specimens 

(Half House, Shabik*eshchee Village, and Judd's Pithouse No. 2). More 

careful inspection, however, shows that this is  not necessarily so. GP- 

6599, the only specimen from floor level, is  described in the Gila Pueblo 

records as having extremely tight rings with some distortion, and the 

date is  listed as only of doubtful validity. O'Bryan, nevertheless, is 

quoted as saying: ”1 am quite sure that the date is  within a year or two 

of being right (allowing for missing rings, e tc .)" (Adams 1951, Table H, 

Footnote), Specimens GP-6603A, B, and C represent at the most only 

two original specimens. Examination of the pieces shows that two of
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them were originally one small fragment which has been broken in half.

Since the specimens are not tagged with the A, B, and C designations, 

it is  not known which pieces represent the given dates. In addition, an 

examination of specimens GP-6604A, B, C, and D shows that three of 

the four fragments are juniper, representing one original, and that the 

fourth piece is  pinyon. Again, there is  no identification on the speci

mens, and so it is  not known which date the pinyon piece represents.

The presence of the juniper fragments is  at odds with the statement by 

Adams (1951:289) that all of the dates are from pinyon specimens. At 

the very most, then, there are really only five dates from Half House, 

and one of them is  of doubtful validity, while another is  based on a juniper 

fragment.

It is  difficult to talk about any clustering of dates under the cir

cumstances described above. The one cutting date of 691 was in the 

’’Floor Level”, which designates a layer up to one foot above the floor, 

and which was filled with a walling and roofing clay (Adams 1951:277).

This fact suggests that the specimen, which was the only one that could 

be called a full section with pith ring present, might have been incorporated 

into the roof or wall and, consequently, would represent a construction 

date for Half House. If so, and if it is  agreed that there is  little likelihood 

of reused pinyon branches in pithouSe construction, then Adams’ estimate 

that the house was occupied sometime between 700 and 740 is  probably 

not far off (Adams 1951:291). Adams (1951:289), incidentally, was under
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the impression that GP-6599 was not a cutting date but was lacking, per

haps, 20 or 30 years.

The other specimens from Half House came from fill deposited 

after the house was abandoned. Adams7 illustration of the stratigraphy 

of the site indicates that these specimens were in a concave lens layer 

(5R3) about two feet above the floor of the pithouse (Adams 1951, Fig. 2).

In actuality, this layer is  said to continue in an undulating fashion beyond 

the lim its of the pithouse, and, consequently, has no direct association 

with Half House (Gordon Vivian, personal communication). Since there 

is  an unknown number of rings lost from the outside of each specimen, 

there is  no indication of a."capping" date for the abandonment of the pit- 

house. On the basis of tree-ring data alone there is  no evidence to indicate 

whether the house was used for one year or 100 years.

It is  interesting to note that three of the dates (representing, 

perhaps, two original specimens) in the fill above the floor level are 

earlier than the one cutting date associated with the floor. If the dating 

is  correct, this can mean either that earlier material was washed into 

the fill, or that a great many rings are gone from the outside of the fill 

specimens in question. There is  very little chance that the fill specimens 

were washed down from Shabik7eshchee Village on the mesa above.

In summary, then, it can be said that, rather than being the most 

conclusively dated of the Chaco Canyon pithouses. Half House is  the most 

tenuously dated, depending as it does upon only one date, which may or
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may not be a construction date, and which is  considered by the dater to 

be of doubtful validity.

Hungo Pavi 

Name

For variant names see Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al. (1937:34).

Location

Hungo Pavi is  situated on the north side of Chaco Canyon, a 

little le ss  than two m iles upstream from Pueblo Bonito and to the south

east of it (Fig. 3).

Description

Hawley (1934:8) refers to Hungo Pavi as one of the three 

medium-sized Chaco Canyon pueblos (Fig. 27). The sketch map in 

Hewett (1936:28) indicates two kivas and about 73 ground floor rooms 

(also see Fig. 28), and Coffufs restoration drawing of the pueblo (in 

Hewett 1936:182) shows five stories. Fisher (in Hewett 1936:159) esti

mates an aboriginal population of 700 people.

Excavation

There has been no reported excavation of Hungo Pavi.



FIGURE 27

General view of Hungo Pavi, looking north. Courtesy 

National Park Service.
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FIGURE 28

Ground plan of Hungo Pavl. Courtesy National Park 

Service.
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Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

In 1922, while on a visit to the Canyon, A. E. Douglass col

lected two specimens from Hungo Pavi for his DPB series. A year 

later the F irst Beam Expedition took five specimens from the ruin for 

the BE series. Florence M. Hawley, assisted by Roy Lassetter, col

lected HP-1 through -7 about 1931, and HP-10 through -13 were obtained 

by Gordon Vivian in 1957 while he was doing repair work on the ruin. The 

GP's were collected in 1940 by Deric O*Bryan of Gila Pueblo. All of the 

dated specimens, with the possible exception of HP-7, are in the col

lections of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research.

Dating

The DPB specimen (Table 21 A) and the three BE's (Table 2IB) 

were dated by Douglass, and Alfred.Peterson confirmed the dates on at 

least BE-90 and -94. HP-1 and -3 through -7 (Table 21C) were dated 

by Hawley and checked by Douglass. The GP dates (Table 2ID) are the 

results obtained by OrBryan at Gila Pueblo, and Bannister did the dating 

of HP-10 through -13 (Table 21E) with C. W. Ferguson confirming the

results.
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DATED TREE-RING SPECIMENS FROM HUNGO PA H  

A, The date is  presented in Form 2 (see Table 1).

T A B L E  21

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Estimated 
Cut. Date

Species Type
Spec.

Remarks

DPB-3 1047-1077 1077 PP sec Near rear wall,
3 or 4 rooms 
from NW corner.

B. The dates are presented in Form 2 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A.D. 
Inner-Outer

Estimated 
Cut. Date

Species Type
Spec.

Remarks

BE -90 846-942 942 PP sec N wall, NW cor
ner, 1st story.

B E -92 893-943 943 PP VC Same as above.

BE-94 938-1059 1059 PP VC NE quarter, 1st 
story, 2nd tier.

C. The dates are presented in Form 3 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

From End Species Type
Spec.

Remarks

HP-1 966-1004 end PP sec Wall of E central 
tower, Kiva E. 
Tie log.

HP-3 979-1048 far PP sec Beam from outer E 
wall, room about 
center of E sec.

HP-4 990-1064 end PP 1/4 sec N wall near W end,
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TABLE 21C— continued

Specimen
Number

Ite.teA.D.
Inner-Outer

From End Species Type Remarks
Spec.

HP-5 975-1053 end PP sec From 2nd wall in
2nd room from E.

HP-6 1005-1063 1-5 PP 1/2 sec Back wall, same 
room as HP-4.

HPt7 938-1059 1-5 1/2 sec Exact provenience 
unknown.

D. The dates are presented in Form 1 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Type
Spec.

Remarks

GP-2178 • ©988-1064 Viga in situ, NE part of site out- 
side room.

GP-2180 ©949-987 Stick in fallen wall, immediately 
S of center kiva.

GP-2181 ©947-986 Same as above.

GP-2182 ©965-1003 Same as above.

GP-2183 0939-1060 Viga in situ, SE corner of site.

GP-2185 ©968-996+ rot frag Stick in fallen wall, immediately 
S of center kiva.
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TABLE 21— continued

E. The dates are presented in Form 6 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

Remarks

HP-10 846p-942vL PP sec N wall, Rm. 1, 1st 
story viga. Previously 
sampled.

HP-11 888p—943c PP sec N wall, Rm. 1, 1st 
story viga. Next to 
HP-10. Previously 
sampled.

HP-12
X

982p-1064wL PP sec Buried in N wall of 
Rm. 24. Extends from 
Rm. 24 toward kiva but 
not incorporated in kiva 
wall. Probably 2nd 
story.

HP-13 812p-987wL PP sec N wall of Rm. 13, 1st 
story, present ground 
level.

Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

Four of the Hungo Pavi dates (942, 943, 1057, and 1077) were 

published by Douglass (1935; 51), and, although individual specimen num

bers were not mentioned, it is  certain that the 942 date applies to BE-90, 

the 943 date to BE -92, the 1057 date to BE-94, and the 1077 date to DPB- 

3. Also in 1935, Peterson (1935:24) published the dates of BE-90 and 

-94, but with the addition of two outside rings to BE-94 that had been 

overlooked by Douglass on first examination. The same four dates were
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again referred to by Douglass (1938:13) as having a range of 942-977.

The figure 977 is , undoubtedly, a misprint of 1077.

Hawley (1934, Protocol 1) published the individual dates of HP- 

1, -3 through -7 along with their associated masonry types and later 

(Senter 1938:-6) published the range of the same six specimens in two 

groups with associated masonry types. Smiley (1951:19) listed the 

range of ten Hungo Pavi specimens, which included DPB-3, the three 

BE*s, and the six  HP's that Hawley dated. The GP dates and the HP's 

dated by Bannister have not been previously published.

Discussion

Hungo Pavi ranks fifth in number of dated specimens from a 

Chaco Canyon pueblo. Although there are 20 dates listed, there is  a 

reasonable certainty that HP-10 and BE-90 are from one original log, 

as are HP-11 and BE-92. Terminal dates, species, provenience, and 

the notation on HP-10 and -11 that they had been previously sampled sug-l
gest this. Whereas an examination of two suspected duplicated specimens 

can easily reveal the fact that they are not from the same original, it is  

much more difficult to prove that they are duplicates. In the present 

case the ring chronologies in the two pairs of specimens in question ap

pear extremely similar; nevertheless, all four dates are given. Assuming 

that HP-11 and BE-92 are from one original piece, and that they were 

both cut off from the same end of the projecting viga, an interesting
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deduction can be made on the basis of inside rings. If 893 is  the pith

ring of BE-92, then it follows that the butt end of the log was at the end

opposite from which the samples were taken. Another inference to be

made from the tree-ring data alone is  that the presence of the cutting 
/

dates 942 and 943 suggests the existence of Hawley's "unfaced slab" 

type of masonry at Hungo Pavi (see "Discussion" under Penasco Blanco).

HP-1, according to Hawley (Senter 1938:6), was in "spalled 

blocks with core" type masonry which was believed to have been used 

during the period 1100-1116 (Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al. 1937:88-9). 

Although Hawley does not say so, a cutting date of 1004 must have come 

from a reused timber if her dating is  correct, if the masonry is  properly 

identified, and if her masonry period is to have reasonable validity. The 

specimens HP-3 through -7 were associated with "fine wide banded with 

core" type masonry (Senter 1938:6) which has been dated by Hawley at 

1062-1090 (Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al. 1937:88-9). Considering 

Hawleyts estimated number of rings missing from these specimens, the 

dates for the most part (HP-5 is  the exception) agree well with her ma

sonry period.

The four specimens GP-2180, -2181, -2182, -2185 all came 

from one fallen wall, and because of their noticeable clustering at 986- 

1003, a period of construction at Hungo Pavi during this interval is  

suggested (see "Discussion" under Chetro Ketl). HP-13 may also rep

resent such a period. The specimens not yet discussed, DPB-3, BE-94,
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GP-2178, GP-2183, and HP-12, all fall in the same time interval as 

the specimens from the "fine wide banded with core” masonry period.

Judcf s  Pithouse No. 2 

Name

This site is  also referred to occasionally as JudcPs Pithouse.

Location

Judd1 s  Pithouse No. 2 was situated in the north bank of the 

arroyo of the Chaco River, about one mile upstream from Pueblo Bonito 

and to the east and slightly to the south of it (Fig. 3).

Description

Nearly half of the structure had been eroded away before ex

cavation was begun, but the remaining portion indicated a circular pit- 

house with an approximate diameter of 13 feet.

Excavation

In 1922, under the direction of Neil M. Judd, Pithouse No. 2 

was excavated as part of the National Geographic Society's Pueblo Bonito 

Expedition. A r eport on this pithouse and another (Pithouse No. 1) is  

contained in the 1922 Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution (Judd 

1924).
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Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

Four specimens recovered during the course of excavation 

were submitted by Judd to A. E. Douglass for dating. The specimens 

are now in the collections of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research.

Dating

Two dates (Table 22) were derived by Douglass.

TABLE 22

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMENS FROM JUDEFS PITHOUSE NO. 2 

The dates are presented in Form 2.(see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Estimated 
Cut. Date

Species Type
Spec.

Remarks

JPB-11 730+-777 777+10 PP ch sec Buried roof.

JPB-13 635-720 720+x Jun ch sec From bench,
NE section.

Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

The two dates from Pithouse No. 2 have a long and interesting 

history of publication. Douglass (1935:51) first published the dates as 

777 and 777+10. A year later Douglass (1936:34) referred to the dates 

as 770+10 and 777+10. In 1938 Douglass again listed the two dates, but 

this time both were given as 777+10 (Douglass 1938:13). Finally, they
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appeared in Smiley's summary of Southwestern tree-ring dates as 720+ 

and 777 (Smiley 1951:19). The specimen tags and file cards in the 

Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research confirm Smiley's listing.

Discussion

According to Judd (1954:15), both specimens represent construc

tion pieces. The outside of JPB-11 shows erosion, and it is  obvious that 

some rings have been lost. Exactly how Douglass reached his estimate 

of up to ten rings gone from the outside is not known. JPB-13 is  similarly 

eroded and also has an undetermined number of rings lost, as signified 

by the symbol M+x". Although it cannot be proved, it is  doubtful that 

either specimen represents a repair or reused timber, and, consequently, 

the dates suggest only that the pithouse was constructed after 777. On the 

basis of the archaeology, however, this date appears to be too early 

(Gordon Vivian, personal communication).

Kin Bineola 

Name

For variant names see Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al. (1937:

35).

Location

Kin Bineola is  about ten m iles to the south and slightly to the
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west of Pueblo Bonito on a sm all tributary branch of the Chaco River 

(Fig. 2).

Description

Hawley (1934:8) lis ts  Kin Bineola as one of the six  most ex

tensive of the Chaco Canyon pueblos (Fig. 29). Figure 30 indicates ten 

kivas and an estimated 136 ground floor rooms, and Coffin*s restoration 

drawing of the pueblo (in Hewett 1936:182) shows four stories. Fisher 

(in Hewett 1936:159) estimates an aboriginal population of 800 people.

Excavation

No reported excavation has been carried out at Kin Bineola.

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

There have been two collection parties that have visited Kin 

Bineola for the purpose of obtaining tree-ring specimens. In 1923 the 

First Beam Expedition collected the BE series of specimens. Later, 

in 1932, Florence M. Hawley, assisted by Roy Lassetter, collected the 

KBrs (Hawley 1933:204-5). All of the dated specimens are in the collec 

tions of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research.

Dating

The BE specimens were dated by A. E. Douglass, and at least



FIGURE 29

Northeast end of Kin Bineola, looking northwest. 

Courtesy National Park Service.
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FIGURE 30

Sketch ground plan (not to scale) of Kin Bineola. 

After Hewett (1936:26).
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two of them, BE-96 and -98, were checked by Alfred Peterson (Table 

23A). The dating of the KB specimens (Table 23B) was done by Hawley, 

and Douglass checked her results.

TABLE 23

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMENS FROM KIN BINEOLA 

A. The dates are presented in Form 2 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Estimated 
Cut. Date

Species Type
Spec.

Remarks

BE-96 1070-1119 1119 PP VC 1st story, 2nd 
tier.

BE-97 1070-1119 1119 PP VC NW corner, 1st 
story, 1st tier.

BE-98 1058-1119 1119 PP VC 1st story, 1st 
tier.

B. The dates are presented in Form 3 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

From End Species Type
Spec.

Remarks

KB-2 1075-1119 end PP sec 1st floor, back 
wall.

KB-7 897-942 end PP sec 1st floor rm. on 
W side of central 
projection of pueblo, 
Ceiling pole.

KB-8 1056-1124 end PP sec S edge of plaza.

KB-17 898-941 end PP sec 1st floor rm. on
W side of central 
projection of pueblo. 
Ceiling pole.
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TABLE 23B— continued

Specimen
Number

Date A.D. 
Inner-Outer

From End Species Type
Spec.

Remarks

KB-18 913-941 end PP sec Same as above.

KB-21 910-943 end PP sec Same as above.

Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

The two specimens BE-96 and -98 were published by Peterson 

(1935:24) in the Tree-Ring Bulletin as having outside rings of 1119. In 

the same year Douglass (1935:51) listed the identical two specimens at 

1120, and later Douglass (1938:13) again gave these two dates as 1120. 

Apparently the third dated specimen, BE-97, has neva*before been pub

lished individually, although Smiley (1951:18) included it along with BE- 

96 and -98 in the group of nine Kin Bineola specimens cited. Specimen 

tags and file cards confirm the 1119 dating rather than 1120.

Hawley (1934, Protocol 1) published the dates of the individual 

KB specimens along with the associated masonry types and later (Senter 

1938:6) gave the range of the six  specimens in two groups, according to 

associated masonry types. The KB specimens make up six  of the dates 

reported in Smiley (1951:18).

Discussion

The Kin Bineola dates are significant in that they contain two
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well-defined clusters that represent the earliest and latest dated con

struction periods of the large Chaco Canyon pueblos. Along with a 

group of specimens from Penasco Blanco, Pueblo Bonito, and Una Vida, 

four of the Kin Bineola pieces (KB-7, -17, -18, and -21) were found in

corporated in a type of masonry described by Hawley as "unfaced slab" 

(Senter 1938:6) and dated by her at 945-1030 (Brand, Hawley, Hibben 

et al, 1937:88-9). According to the specimen tags, the four early Kin 

Bineola dates are from ceiling poles of one room on the west side of the 

central projection of the pueblo, and, since they were all determined by 

Hawley to be cutting dates, it appears that the roof of this room was con 

structed about 943 or slightly later. It is  not known how extensive this 

early portion pf the pueblo might be. The fact that the four early dates 

fall slightly before the beginning of Hawley's dated masonry period sug

gests a backward revision of the onset of her period, particularly when 

the early dates from Penasco Blanco, Pueblo Bonito, and Una Vida are 

considered. (See "Discussion" under Pueblo Bonito, Una Vida, and, 

particularly, Penasco Blanco.)

The other five dated specimens from Kin Bineola (BE-96, »97, 

x -98, KB-2 and -8) are apparently scattered with respect to original 

provenience, but exhibit a fairly tight cluster at 1119-1124. Two of 

them, KB-2 and -8, are said by Hawley (Senter 1938:6) to be from 

"spalled blocks with core" masonry, a type that she has dated at 1100- 

1116 (Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al. 1937:88-9). It is  not known what
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type masonry was associated with the BE specimens, but, considering 

the equivalence of dates, they were probably in the same kind of ma

sonry as the two late KBrs. Whether they were or not, all five late 

dates come after the close of Hawley* s masonry period, and, unless 

an inordinate amount of repair work is assumed, the obvious inference, 

based on the tree-ring data, is that the close of Hawley*s period should 

be extended in time.

Kin Chinde 

Name

There is  considerable confusion regarding the proper identifi

cation of Kin Chinde. The only published reference is  by Hawley in which 

"Kinchindi" is  said to be Small House Unit No. 26, according to Fisher's 

Chaco Canyon Survey (Senter 1938:7). Fisher's House Unit No, 26, how

ever, is  definitely the same as Leyit Kin, the site excavated by Bertha 

P. Button, and which, as far as can be determined, was never called 

Kin Chinde. Furthermore, a New Mexico State Museum lis t  of symbols 

for designating sites distinguishes C-26 (or Be 26) as "Dutton's site" 

(Leyit Kin) and C-21 as "Kin Chindee" (Gordon Vivian, personal com

munication). Thus, this lis t  would suggest that Kin Chinde is  not the 

same as Leyit Kin, but rather is  Mound No. 21 of Fisher's Survey. 

Additional confirmation that Kin Chinde and Fisher's Mound No. 21 are
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one and the same site comes from (1) Gordon Vivian who recalls Kin 

Chinde as being located on the ridge to the south of Casa Rinconada and 

close to the canyon wall and (2) the fact that Fisher7 s Survey map shows 

Mound NOo 21 to be in the same approximate location.

The situation becomes even more confused when it is  realized  

that in the same article in which Kin Chinde is  mis-identified as Fisher7 s  

Small House Unit No. 26, another dated site, Mound No. 20, is  said to 

be the same as Mound No. 21, according to Fisher's Chaco Canyon Sur

vey, and Mound No. 27, according to Wilson's Chaco Canyon Survey 

(Senter 1938:7). It would appear, then, that Kin Chinde, Mound No. 21 

in Fisher's Survey, Mound No. 27 in Wilson's Survey, and the site identi

fied simply as Mound No. 20 are all different names for one small ruin 

(see "Name" under Mound No. 20).

Nevertheless, since Florence M. Hawley, who originally dated 

the specimens, felt that Kin Chinde and Mound No. 20 were separate 

small pueblos, they are also treated individually in this report, even 

though the writer believes the two names apply to only one site.

Location

It is  believed that Kin Chinde is situated on the south side of 

Chaco Canyon about one-half m ile south of Pueblo Bonito. The location 

of Mound 20, which is  thought to be the same site, is  shown in Figure 3.
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Description

Kin Chinde is a small masonry ruin with probably not more than 

five rooms (Gordon Vivian, personal communication).

Excavation

There is  no reported excavation of Kin Chinde.

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

There is  no information available regarding the collection of 

tree-ring specimens from Kin Chinde, and the present location of the 

pieces is  unknown.

Dating

Two dates were derived by Hawley and checked by A. E. 

Douglass.

Dates

The two tree-ring dates are 1019 and 1042.

Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

The only previous reference to the Kin Chinde dates is  by Hawley 

(Senter 1938:7).
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Discussion

It is  not known whether the two dated Kin Chinde specimens 

represent cutting dates or whether there are rings gone from the out

side. The site is  described by Hawley as Pueblo m  (Senter 1938:7), 

and the dates as given fall well within the range of dates from other, 

and presumably contemporaneous, Chaco Canyon pueblos.

The four dates from Mound No. 20 range from 1039 to 1045 

and agree reasonably well with those from the Kin Chinde pieces.

Kin Kletso 

Name

For variant names see Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al. (1937: 

35).

Location

Kin Kletso is  situated on the north side of Chaco Canyon about 

one-half mile downstream from Pueblo Bonito and northwest of it (Fig. 

3).

Description

Hawley (1934:8) says that Kin Kletso is one of the smaller Chaco 

Canyon masonry pueblos (Fig. 31). There are, however, at least 55



FIGURE 31

General view of Kin Kletso, looking southwest. 

Courtesy National Park Service.
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ground floor rooms and five circular kivas (Fig. 32). Many of the re

maining walls indicate that there were originally three stories, as is  

shown in Coffin*s restoration drawing (in Hewett 1936:182). Fisher 

(in Hewett 1936:159) estimates that 100 people once lived in the pueblo.

Excavation

The first scientific excavation of the ruin was begun in 1934 by 

the New Mexico State Museum under the supervision of Edward Ferdon, 

J r ., but only a few rooms and Kivas A and B were cleaned out, and no 

publication of the results has ever been released. During the period 

following Ferdon*s work there was some unrecorded testing in four of 

the Kin Kletso rooms, but no serious digging was undertaken until 1951 

when Gordon Vivian and Tom W. Mathews thoroughly excavated the site. 

A complete report of the excavations by Vivian and Mathews is  currently 

in preparation.

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

Four specimens were collected by Florence M. Hawley in 1931 

and numbered YH-1 through -4 . These specimens have since been re 

numbered CKK-1 through -4 . CKK-5 through -35 were collected by 

Gordon Vivian during the course of excavation in 1951. All of the speci

mens are now in the collections of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research.



FIGURE 32

Ground plan of Kin KLetsOo Courtesy National Park 

Service.
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Dating

The original YH-1 through -4  specimens were dated by Hawley, 

and at least one of them was checked by Douglass. Hawley1 s specimens 

were reviewed, and the other dates (Table 24) were derived by Bannister, 

with all specimens being checked by Ter ah L. Smiley. Because of the 

special significance of CKK-26-1 and -27-1, it was thought advisable to 

have a third party check them independently. This was done by Douglass 

in 1952.

TABLE 24

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMENS FROM KIN KLETSO 

The dates are presented in Form 6 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

Remarks

CKK-2 1047p-1124c PP sec Formerly YH-2 collected 
by Hawley. Provenience 
unknown. Same as YH-3.

CKK-4 1005p-1063v PP frag Formerly YH-4 collected 
by Hawley. Provenience 
unknown.

CKK-5 1000p-1076c PP sec Rm. 50, S wall, E side, 
1st story roof. Same as 
YH-1.

CKK-6 I029p-1076c PP sec Rm. 50, S wall, W side, 
1st story roof.

CKK-7 1028p-1123c PP sec Wall between Rms. 11 and 
12. 2nd story roof.
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TABLE 24— continued

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

Remarks

CKK-8 1066p-1124c PP sec Wall between Rms. 37. and 
50. 2nd story roof.

CKK-9 985p-1059c PP sec Rm. 32, S wall adjoining 
Kiva B. 1st story roof.

CKK-10 1063p-1124vL PP sec Wall between Rms. 36 and 
32. 2nd story roof.

CKK-11 1014p-1076c PP frags Rm. 21, E-W beam at N 
end of room set partially 
into N wall. 1st story rool

CKK*12-1 1031p-1100w PP ch frags Rm. 7, firepit at top of 
fill, SE corner.

CKK-12-2 1018-1108w PP ch frags Same as above.

CKK-12-3 1062-1112w PP ch frags Same as above.

CKK-15-1 1058-1117w PP ch frags Rm. 15, intentional fill.

CKK-25-1 1050-1088C PP ch frag Rm. 5, intentional fill.

CKK-26-1 1140p-1178v PP ch frag Rm. 24, ash lens 9-10 
inches above floor.

CKK-27-1 1145-1171w PP ch frag Rm. 24, from lowest fire- 
pit and ash layer 8-9 inch* 
above floor. Center of 
room.

CKK-27-2 1082p-1128c PP ch frag Same as above.

Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates 

Hawley (1934, Plate I) indicated one date from Kin Kletso at
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1123. This date almost certainly applied to her YH-2 and -3 which are 

from one original piece. The date has since been changed to 1124 by 

Bannister (see CKK-2, Table 24). The other 16 dates have been reported 

upon by Bannister (1953).

Discussion

A detailed analysis and interpretation of the Kin KLetso tree

ring dates have previously been given by Bannister (1953:17-35), so 

only a review will be presented here. Kin KLetso and Chetro Ketl, with 

its associated East Dump, are the only two Chaco Canyon ruins that 

possess both construction and non-construction dates in sufficient num

bers to be meaningful for interpretive purposes. Nine of the Kin KLetso 

dates, all of them from beam sections or parts thereof, can be considered 

construction dates. Only seven of these, however, are identified by pro

venience. Of these seven, four are from three first story rooms with 

the cutting dates 1059, 1076, 1076, and 1076, and three are from three 

different second story rooms with the cutting dates 1123, 1124, and 1124. 

The two construction specimens of unknown provenience date 1063 and 

1124. A reasonable inference from the tree-ring data is  that Kin Kletso 

underwent at least two building periods wherein portions of the first story 

were constructed about 1076, and some rooms of the second story were 

added about 1124.

In addition to the Kin Kletso construction dates there are eight
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pieces of dated charcoal that represent non-construction materials. 

These pieces are from fill, firepits, and ash lenses in four different 

rooms. Six of the dates range from 1088 to 1128, and two other speci

mens date at 1171 and 1178. The latter two dates are far and away the 

latest ones from any of the Chaco Canyon pueblos. In theory, at least, 

certain types of non-construction dates can be expected to fall later than 

construction dates in a single ruin since it is  evident that firewood, for 

instance, would be used in rooms after they had been built. There is  

always the chance, then, that non-construction dates, when compared 

with construction dates, will suggest a minimum period of occupation 

for the site. Using the Kin Kletso non-construction dates as an example, 

it is  seen that five of them fall earlier than the latest construction date 

of 1124, whereas three pieces, CKK-26-1, -27-1, and -27-2, date later 

than 1124. It should be pointed out, however, that these latter three 

specimens are all from the same room. The late dates suggest two 

possible interpretations: first, that the pueblo was lived in at least 

until 1178; and second, that the firepit from which the specimens came 

was used sometime after 1178 but not necessarily by the builders or 

permanent inhabitants of Kin Kletso.

x-
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Kin KUzhin 

Name

For variant names see Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al. (1937:

35).

Location

Kin Klizhin is  situated on a small tributary channel of the Chaco 

River about six  and one-:half m iles to the southwest of Pueblo Bonito 

(Fig.- 2).

Description

Kin Klizhin is  said by Hawley (1934:8) to be one of the smaller 

Chaco pueblos (Fig. 33). Figure 34 shows six  kivas and 18 ground floor 

rooms, and Coffin* s restoration drawing of the pueblo (in Hewett 1936: 

184) indicates four stories. Hewett 0.936:46) feels that the pueblo could 

have accomodated only a small community.

Excavation

There has been no reported excavation of Kin K lizh in .

Collections of Tree-Ring Specimens 

Florence M. Hawley, assisted  by Roy Lassetter, visited the



FIGURE 33

General view of Kin Klizhin, looking southwest. 

Courtesy National Park Service.
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FIGURE 34

Sketch ground plan (not to scale) of Kin Klizhin. 

After Hewett (1936:26).
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ruin in 1932 and collected five tree-ring specimens (Hawley 1933:204-5), 

The specimens are now in the collections of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring 

Research,

Dating

Hawley derived one date from Kin Klizhin (Table 25) which was 

checked by A. E. Douglass.

TABLE 25

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMEN FROM KIN KLIZHIN

The specimen came from the south wall of the room immediately
south of the tower.

The date is  presented in Form 3 (see Table 1).

Specimen Date A. D. From End Species Type
Number Inner-Outer Spec.

KK-1 1038-1084 end PP sec

Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

The Kin Klizhin date was first published by Hawley (1934, 

Protocol 1) along with the associated masonry type. The date and ma

sonry type were again published by Hawley (Senter 1938:6) and the date 

alone by Smiley (1951:19).

/
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Discussion

The one dated specimen from Kin KLizhin is  said by Hawley

(Senter 1938:6) to come from masonry described as "spalled blocks

with core”. This type of masonry is  dated by Hawley (Brand, Hawley,
•  •

Hibben, et al. 1937:88-9) at 1100-1116. If the specimen is  correctly  

dated, and the masonry type is  properly identified, then either the speci

men represents a reused beam, or the beginning of Hawley*s masonry 

period needs revision backwards in time. The date falls within the range 

of dated specimens from sim ilar, and presumably contemporaneous, 

Chaco Canyon pueblos.

Kin Ya-a 

Name
. - •

For variant names see Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al. (1937:

35).

Location

Kin Ya-a is  an outpost situated about 30 m iles to the south of 

Pueblo Bonito and a few m iles east of the town of Crown Point, New 

Mexico (Fig. 2).
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Description

Hawley (1934:8) describes Kin Ya-a as one of the three medium

sized Chaco pueblos (Fig. 35). According to Hewett (1936:46), the ruin 

is  known mainly for its tower kiva of several stories, which is  surrounded 

by a small number of living rooms (Fig. 36). The restoration drawing 

by Coffin (in Hewett 1936:184) shows four stories.

Excavation

Although stabilization work has been carried out at Kin Ya-a, 

there has been no reported excavation.

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

Florence M. Hawley, assisted by Roy Lassetter, visited the 

ruin in 1932 and collected about ten tree-ring specimens (Hawley 1933: 

204-5). All of the dated pieces are in the collections of the Laboratory 

of Tree-Ring Research,

Dating

Six dates were obtained by Hawley (Table 26), and A. E.

Douglass confirmed her results.



FIGURE 35

General view of Kin Ya-a, looking east. 

National Park Service.

Courtesy
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FIGURE 36

Ground plan of Kin Ya-a. North is  at the top of the 

plan. Courtesy National Park Service.
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BATED TREE-RING SPECIMENS FROM KIN YA-A

The dates are presented in Form  
3 (see Table 1).

TABLE 26

Specimen Date A. D. From End Species Type Remarks
Number Inner-Outer______________________ Spec.__________

KA-1 1038-1097 5-10

KA-2 1 1061-1103 1-5

KA-6 1061-1106 end

KA—7 1069-1106 end

KA-8 1060-1106 end

KA-9 1040-1106 end

PP 1/4  sec Ceiling pole, 2nd 
floor, room E of 
kiva.

PP 1/2 sec 3rd floor, tower 
kiva.

PP sec Ceiling pole, 2nd 
floor, room E of 
kiva.

PP sec Same as above.

PP sec Same as above.

PP sec Inside kiva, ce il
ing pole, 2nd
floor.

Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

The. dates were first published by Hawley (1934, Protocol 1) 

along with the associated masonry type. The range of dates with ma

sonry type has been given by Hawley (Senter 1938:6), and Smiley (1951: 

18) also listed  the range.
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Discussion

Taking into account the number of rings that Hawley has esti

mated to be missing from the outside ofKA-1 and KA-2, the six  Kin 

Ya-a dates form a tight cluster about the year 1106. When it is  realized, 

however, that four of the dates (KA-1, -6 , -7 , and -8) represent ceiling 

poles from one room, the clustering is  not surprising. It is  interesting 

to note that KA-2 and -9, from the third and second floors, respectively, 

are roughly contemporaneous, a fact which indicates that the tower kiva 

was built in one stage. All of the specimens are said by Hawley (Senter 

1938:6) to be from "spalled blocks with core" masonry, a type which she 

has dated at 1100-1116 (Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al. 1937:88-9). Thus, 

the dates from Kin Ya-a agree with the temporal placement of Hawley7s  

masonry period.

Leyit Kin 

Name

This ruin is  also known as Mound No. 24, according to the 

Wilson Chaco Canyon Survey, and as Mound No. 26, according to the 

Fisher Chaco Canyon Survey (Dutton 1938:11).

Location

Leyit Kin is  situated on the south side of Chaco Canyon,
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upstream from Pueblo Bonito and le ss  than a mile to the southeast of it 

(Fig. 3).

Description

Leyit Kin is  described as a small house ruin, although it is  said 

to contain some 27 rooms and at least four kivas (Dutton 1938:12, 61; 

Figs. 37, 38). Dutton (1938) makes no mention of more than one story.

Excavation

Excavation of Leyit Kin was carried out in 1934 and 1936 by 

Bertha P. Dutton under the auspices of the School of American Research 

and the Museum of New Mexico (Dutton 1938:11-2). Dutton (1938) has 

published a complete site report on Leyit Kin.

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

All of the tree-ring material from Leyit Kin was collected by 

Dutton during the course of excavation. This material is  not a part of 

the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research, and its present location is  un

known.

Dating

All tree-ring specimens were submitted to Florence M. Hawley 

for dating. Hawley obtained 18 dates (Table 27) from specimens that



FIGURE 37

General view of Leyit Kin, looking north. Courtesy 

National Park Service.
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FIGURE 38

Ground plan of Leyit Kin. After Button (1938, Fig.
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were found below the bench level of Kiva A, and Emil W. Haury con

firmed her results, with the exception of CM-604 through -608, inclu

sive, which he did not have the opportunity to examine (Dutton 1938:78, 

Note).

TABLE 27

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMENS FROM LEYIT TON

All specimens are from below the bench level of Kiva A. 
The dates are presented in Form 3 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A.D. 
Inner-Outer

From End Species Type
Spec.

CM-1 975-1017 far Pnn ch

CM-6 986-1011 end Pnn ch

CM-10 1009-1039 near Pine ch

CM-11 999-1039 end Pnn ch

CM-13 1016-1039 end Pnn ch

CM-14 996-1039 end Pine ch

CM-15 1006-1039 end Pnn ch

CM-16 999-1036 near Pnn ch

CM-17 1004-1039(40?) end Pnn ch

CM-20 995-1038 near Pnn ch

CM-21 1003-1028 far Pine ch

CM-22 994-1029 far Pnn ch

CM-2 6 991-1035 end(?) Pnn ch
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TABLE 27— continued

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

From End Species Type
Spec.

CM-27 . 999-1025 far Pnn ch

CM-604 1016-1042 3—6 Pine ch

CM-605
/

1020-1045 end Pine ch

CM-607 990-1039 3-6 Pine ch

CM-608 998-1039 3-6 Pine ch

Previous Publication of Tr ee-Ring Dates

The lis t  of Leyit Kin tree-ring dates was published by Dutton 

(1938, Tables XXVII, XXVIII), and the range of dates was given by 

Hawley (Senter 1938:6).

Discussion

With 18 dates Leyit Kin ranks seventh in number of dated sp e d  

mens from a Chaco Canyon pueblo. Although the specimens were col

lected below the bench level of Kiva A, Dutton (1938:23) at one point in 

her report very definitely assumes (because of the size of the pieces, 

the even distribution of the charcoal, and the absence of associated  

sm all beds of ashes) that the specimens represent roof remains and, 

consequently, construction dates for Kiva A. At a later stage in her 

report, however, Dutton (1938:79) modifies her viewpoint somewhat by
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stating:

The dates represented by single specimens, running 
from A.D. 1011 to 1038, might indicate the use of odd 
timbers cut during that span of time — perhaps the reuse 
of timbers. Or they might represent firewood burned in 
the kiva.

Unfortunately, this latter statement seem s to introduce unnecessary 

complication into the interpretation of the tree-ring evidence, and it 

must be said that this is  because of a partial misunderstanding by Dutton 

of the tree-ring data. Apparently, Dutton has misinterpreted the mean

ing of the column headed "From End" (Table 27; Dutton 1938, Table 

XXVH), for she refers to the dates of CM-1, -6 , -16, -20, -21, -22, 

-26, and -27 as cutting dates (Dutton 1938: 78) even though, according 

to Hawley* s  analysis, only CM-6 is  definitely a cutting date, and CM- 

26 is  possibly one. By interpreting Hawley*s analysis correctly and by 

utilizing the theory of tree-ring date clusters, a strong argument can 

be made for the existence of two periods of tree-felling which preceded 

the construction of the roof of Kiva A— one period concentrated in the 

year 1039 and the other a few years later, about 1045. Only one piece 

is  left with a proven cutting date before 1039, namely, CM-6, dated at 

1011. Judging by the indications shown in other Chaco Canyon pueblos, 

this specimen is  in all likelihood an example of a reused timber. Al

though the above remarks do not significantly alter Dutton*s main con

clusion that Kiva A was built about 1040 (Dutton 1938:79, 93), they do 

illustrate how tree-ring evidence can be misinterpreted through an
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improper understanding of the presented, data.

In her conclusions Dutton (1938:91-4) distinguishes three build

ing periods for Leyit Kin: Unit I, dated 800-950 on the basis of stratig

raphy, masonry, and pottery; Unit H, begun about 1040 or 1045 with the 

construction of Kiva A and occupied presumably until the first quarter of 

the 12th century; and Unit m , a later reoccupation by Mesa Verde peoples. 

If the tree-ring and archaeological evidences are correctly interpreted, 

it would indicate that Unit n, the principal building period of Leyit Kin, 

was initiated at a time when other Chaco Canyon pueblos were similarly 

experiencing active periods of construction (see "Discussion" under 

Chetro Ketl).

Mound No. 20 

Name

This site is  also known as Mound No. 21, according to Fisher's 

Chaco Canyon Survey, and as Mound No. 27, according to Wilson's Chaco 

Canyon Survey (Senter 1938:7). Since the ruin Kin Chinde is  also thought 

to be F isher's Mound No. 21, the two names— Mound No. 20 and Kin 

Chinde— probably both represent a single structure (see "Name" under 

Kin Chinde). Nevertheless, since Florence M. Hawley, who originally 

dated the specimens, felt that Kin Chinde and Mound No. 20 were separate 

sm all pueblos, they are also treated individually in this report, even
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though the writer believes the two names apply to only one site.

Location

Mound No. 20 is situated in a rincon on the south side of Chaco 

River within one-half mile to the south of Pueblo Bonito (Fig. 3).

Description

If Mound No. 20 is the same site as Kin Chinde, then it can be 

described as a small masonry structure with probably not more than 

five rooms (Gordon Vivian, personal communication).

Excavation

There is  no reported excavation of Mound No. 20.

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

There is  no information available regarding the collection of 

tree-ring specimens from Mound No. 20, and the present location of 

the pieces is  unknown.

Dating

Four dates were derived by Hawley and checked by A. E.

Douglass.
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Dates

There are four dates ranging from  1039 to 1045.

Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

The only previous reference to the Mound No. 20 dates is  by 

Hawley (Senter 1938:7).

Discussion

There is no information available on the four Mound No. 20 

dates other than their range. Consequently, it is  not known whether the 

two dates making up the extremities of the range represent cutting dates, 

or whether there is  any clustering of the four dates. The site is  described 

by Hawley as Pueblo HI (Senter 1938:7), and the dates as given fall well 

within the range of dates from other, and presumably contemporaneous, 

Chaco Canyon pueblos.

The two dates from Kin Chinde, 1019 and 1042, agree reasonably 

well with those from the Mound No. 20 pieces.

Pen as co Blanco 

Location

Penasco Blanco is  situated on the south m esa overlooking the 

Chaco River about three m iles downstream from Pueblo Bonito and
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northwest of it (Fig. 3).

Description

Hawley (1934:8) lis ts  Penasco Blanco as one of the six  most 

extensive of the Chaco Canyon pueblos (Fig. 39). Figure 40 indicates 

approximately 153 ground floor rooms and nine kivas, and the restora

tion drawing by Coffin (in Hewett 1936:184) shows three stories. It is  

estimated by Fisher (in Hewett 1936:159) that Penasco Blanco originally 

housed 1200 aboriginal occupants. Perhaps the most unusual feature of 

the ruin is  that all of its exterior walls were curved, the ground plan 

being in the shape of an ellipse.

Excavation

Frank H. H. Roberts, J r ., while employed with the Pueblo 

Bonito Expedition of the National Geographic Society, conducted exten

sive excavations in the refuse mound on the east side of Penasco Blanco. 

These excavations formed the basis for a large part of his doctoral dis

sertation at Harvard University (Roberts 1927).

There has also been a considerable amount of unrecorded digging 

at Penasco Blanco, presumably done at the time of the Hyde Exploration 

Expedition of the late 1890* s, and several of the earlier period rooms 

have been cleared to a depth of two and one-half to three stories.



FIGURE 39

General view of Penasco Blanco, looking southwest. 

Courtesy National Park Service.
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FIGURE 40

Sketch ground plan (not to scale) of Penasco Blanco. 

After Hewett (1936:28).
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Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

There have been at least five occasions when tree-ring speci

mens were collected systematically from Penasco Blanco, but only 

four of the collected groups have yielded dates. In 1922 Neil M. Judd 

collected two specimens which are included in the JPB series, and in 

the same year A. E. Douglass took several samples for the DPB's. In 

1923 the F irst Beam Expedition collected two specimens in the BE series, 

neither of which has yielded a date. Florence M. Hawley, assisted  by 

Roy Lassetter, made extensive collections from Penasco Blanco in 1932 

(Hawley 1933:204-5). And finally, Deric OrBryan visited the ruin in 

1946 to collect for Gila Pueblo. All of the dated specimens, with the 

possible exceptions of PBL-6 and -15, are in the collections of the 

Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research.

Ming

DPB-10 (Table 28A) and the two JPB specimens (Table 28B) 

were dated by Douglass. The 14 dates in the PBL series (Table 28C) 

were derived by Hawley and checked by Douglass. O7Bryan did the 

dating on the 30 GP specimens (Table 28D).
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DATED TREE-RING SPECIMENS FROM PENASCO BLANCO

TABLE 28

A. The dated specimen was a post from one of the center 
rooms in the north row of the ruin. The date is  

presented in Form 2 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. Estimated Species
Inner-Outer Cut. Date

Type
Spec.

DPB-10 957-1056 1056+10 PP sec

B-. The dates are presented in Form 2 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. Estimated Species Type . Remarks
Inner-Outer Cut. Date Spec.

JPB-103 1063-1087 1087 PP sec NE section, outer
tier.

JPB-121 976-1057 1057 PP VC NE section.

C. The dates are presented in Form 3 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

From End Species Type
Spec.

Remarks

PBL-1 773,996 far PP sec On surface.

PBL-2 977-1061 end PP sec Ceiling pole in 
room on N side, 
loose on surface.

PBL-3 1027-1061 end PP sec Same as above.

PBL-4 1009-1060 end PP sec Same as above.

PBL-5 1004-1062 end PP sec Same as above.

PBL-6 965-1061 end sec Exact provenience 
unknown.
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TABLE 28C— continued

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

From End Speciesi Type 
Spec.

Remarks

PBL-8 901-940 end PP sec 3rd floor, N side.

PBL-10 998-1051 end PP l /2  sec Exact provenience 
unknown.

PBL-13 927-1055 end PP 1/2 sec Late log in early
masonry—repair 
log. Exact pro
venience unknown.

PBL-15 914-943 end sec Exact provenience 
unknown.

PBL-21 860-916 end PP sec 3rd floor.

PBL-23 871-915 end PP sec 3rd floor.

PBL-24 850-898 end PP sec 3rd floor.

PBL-25 861-898 end PP sec 3rd floor.

D. The dates are presented in Form 1 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

Remarks

GP-2223 ©1022-1079+ W edge of site, in situ 
(projecting from"!alien 
wall).

GP-2225 976-1019+ Pine ch sec Inside room NW side of 
site. Loose (burned 
out).

GP-2226 1000-1056 Pine ch sec Inside room NW side of 
site. In fill (burned 
out).
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TABLE 28D— continued

Specimen
Number

Date A. Do 
Inner-Outer

Species Type 
Spec. •

Remarks

GP-2230 ©1023-1051 Charred, loose beam; 
fill outside room, NW 
side of site.

GP-2231 ©1017-1060 Charred, loose beam, 
fill outside room. NW 
side of site. Date is  
described as "doubtful”.

GP-2234 ©1028-1088 Lintel (charred off) N 
outside room.

GP-2235 822-1046+ Viga in situ, 2nd room 
from outside, N part of 
site.

GP-2238 ©1045-1088+ DF ch frag In fill, 2nd room from 
outside, N part of site.

GP-2239 ©976-1061 N part of site, 2nd room 
from outside.

GP-2240 ©1031-1078+ Loose stick just N of N 
kiva in compound.

GP-2241 ©1031-1078+ frag Same as above.

GP-2242 ©982-1055+ frag Loose stick inner room, 
NW part of site.

GP-2243 ©1008-1049+ frag Same as above.

GP-2244 ©976-1017+ frag Loose stick, 2nd room 
from outside, NE part 
of site.

GP-2245 900-947+ frag Loose stick, 2nd room 
from outside, 2 rooms S 
of N kiva in compound.
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TABLE 28D— continued

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

Remarks

GP-2246 ©965-1060+ Loose stick, 2nd room 
from outside, 1 st room 
S of N kiva in compound.

GP-2248 ©977-1053+ Loose stick, 4th room 
from outside, 1st room 
W of GP-2243.

GP-2250 987-1060+ Loose stick, near E 
compound kiva.

GP-2251 980-1057+
; v / ■ -

", • "• ' :5 : * ■ '
Loose stick, near E 
compound kiva.

GP-2252 1046-1079+ Loose stick, room S of 
GP-2245, E part of site.

GP-2253 ©983-1022 Same as above.

GP-2255 998—1050+ Pine ch frag In fill of burned room 
2nd from outside.

GP-2256 , 987-1064+ ch frag Same as above.

GP-2257 1015-1038 DF ch sec Same as above.

GP-2260 ©1023-1081 -- - . .  .. Viga in burned room, 
E part of site.

GP-2261 ©1048-1086 Stick in burned room, 
E part of site.

GP-2263 941-1070+ Same as above. .

GP-2264 1062-1086 Pine frag Same as above.

GP-2265 ©1060-1083 1 • - f ' sec Loose stick in room 
NW of GP-2225.

GP-2266 ©1016-1048 DF 1/2 sec Same as above.

/
/

/
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Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

The history of the publication of Penasco Blanco dates is  beset 

by the difficulties frequently encountered in this type of report. Douglass 

(1935: 51) listed five dates from Penasco Blanco: 1056, 1057, 1069,

1084, and 1087. Although Douglass did not give the individual specimen 

numbers, it is  fairly certain that the 1056 date applies to DPB-10, and 

that the 1057 and 1087 dates apply to JPB-121 and -103, respectively.

This leaves two dates, 1069 and 1084, unaccounted for, and a search of 

the records in the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research has revealed no 

clue to their correct identity. It was thought at first that the two speci

mens collected by the F irst Beam Expedition may have yielded the dates 

in question, but a review of these specimens shows that this is  not the 

case. Several years later Douglass (1938:13) again referred to five 

dates from Penasco Blanco with a range of 1056-1087, which reference
x "

in all probability was based on his earlier article. Smiley (1951:19) 

listed 18 dates for Penasco Blanco, a figure which included the 14 dated 

specimens in the PBL series, the two dated JPBTs, and the DPB. A 

check of Smiley* s working notes, however, revealed an over count of 

one, which still leaves unsolved the mystery of Douglass* two unidentified 

specimens.

The 14 PBL specimens were published individually along with 

associated masonry types by Hawley (1934, Protocol 1), and later their
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range was given by her in three groups according to masonry type (Senter 

1938:6). The specimens dated at Gila Pueblo have not been previously 

published.

Discussion

Penasco Blanco ranks third in number of dated tree-ring speci

mens from a Chaco Canyon pueblo. Included in these dates is  a very 

early cluster which represents the earliest dated construction period in 

the large Chaco Canyon masonry pueblos. Along with a group of speci

mens from Kin Bineola, Pueblo Bonito, and Una Vida, seven of the 

Penasco Blanco pieces (PBL-8, -13, -15, -21, -23, -24, and -25) were 

found incorporated in a type of masonry described by Hawley as "unfaced 

slab" (Senter 1938:6) and dated by her at 945-1030 (Brand, Hawley, 

Hibben, et al. 1937:88-9). PBL-13, however, is  said by Hawley to be 

a repair log, and, considering the large time differential between the 

date of this specimen and the other dates from similar masonry, her 

deduction is  probably correct. The remaining six  early PBL dates range 

from 898 to 943, and, although the exact provenience of PBL-15 is not 

known, it is  assumed that all of the specimens in question came from 

the same section of the ruin. One additional specimen, GP-2245, falls 

close to the same early time range, but since this piece is  not a cutting 

date, and since the associated masonry type is  not known, it can not be 

considered along with the others. .
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An analysis of these early dates suggests two points of major 

interest, The fact that five of the six  specimens are known to have come 

from the third floor indicates that at least a three story pueblo was en

visioned by the builders at this early date. There is , of course, the 

theoretical possibility that these early dates represent reused timbers, 

but, considering the overall clustering of dates from the same type of 

masonry in Kin Bineola, Pueblo Bonito, and Una Vida, such an interpre

tation seem s remote. ;

The second inference to be drawn from an analysis of the early 

Penasco Blanco dates is  that the beginning of Hawley*s "unfaced slab” 

masonry period is  too late. Considering all of the Chaco Canyon dates 

definitely associated with this type of masonry (six cutting dates from 

Penasco Blanco with the range 898-943; four cutting dates from Kin 

Bineola with the range 941-943; 11 dates from Pueblo Bonito with the 

range 828-935; and six  dates from Una Vida, four of them cutting dates, 

with the range 847-950), it is  apparent that a period of construction ex

tending from before 900 to about 950 is  suggested by the tree-ring evi

dence alone. It may well be that there is strictly archaeological evidence 

to support Hawley*s 1030 terminal date for the period, but, judging by 

her discussion of early Chetro Ketl building periods, her main thesis is  

that beams dating in the range 945-1030 were found in later types of ma

sonry at Chetro Ketl, suggesting the presence of the "unfaced slab" type 

of masonry yet to be discovered in unexcavated portions of the site
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(Hawley 1934:21-2)*. Until Hawley's "unfaced slab” type of masonry is  

actually found containing tree-ring specimens which date later than 950, 

her proposed terminal date of 1030 for the period must remain pure .. 

speculation (see "Discussion” under Chetro Ketl, Kin Bineola, Pueblo 

Bonito, and Una Vida).

PBL-2, -3, -4 , -5 , -6 , -10 are described by Hawley (Senter 

1938:6) as coming from "fine wide banded with core” masonry, a type 

that she has dated at 1062-1090 (Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al= 1937: 

88-9). The range of these specimens, all cutting dates, is  1051-1062, 

with five of the six.clustering at 1060-1062. Thus, the tree-ring data 

agree with the date given by Hawley for the beginning of the "fine wide 

banded with core” masonry period.

The remaining 34 dates have unknown associations with ma

sonry types, and the original specimens were scattered throughout the 

ruin. They range from 947 (GP-2245) to 1088 (GP-2238). There are 

no well-defined clusters of d a tes ,, although there does exist some con

centration around 1055-1057, 1060-1061, 1078-1079, and 1086-1088. 

These slight concentrations, however, may be a function of duplication 

of dates from single original timbers and of the inclusion of non-cutting 

dates in their make-up. The only solid conclusion is  that Penasco Blanco 

was undergoing construction activity at the same time as the other major 

Chaco Canyon pueblos.
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Pueblo Bonito 

Location

Because of its central location in Chaco Canyon, the position 

of most of the other sites within the area are given in term s of distance 

and direction from Pueblo Bonito. The ruin is  situated on the north side 

of the Chaco River at approximately 108 degrees West Longitude, 36 

degrees North Latitude in the Southwest quarter of Section 12, Township 

21 North, Range 11 West, San Juan County, New Mexico (Figs. 2, 3).

Description

Pueblo Bonito is  generally described as the largest and most 

important ruin in the Chaco Canyon (Fig. 41). Hawley (1934:8) lists  it 

among the six  most extensive of the Chaco Canyon pueblos. The ground 

plan of Pueblo Bonito (Fig. 42) shows well over 300 first floor rooms, 

and it is  variously estimated that there were originally four (Judd 1925: 

231) or five stories (Coffin's restoration drawing in Hewett 1936:171).

At least 32 kivas, including one great kiva of 60 feet in diameter, are 

incorporated within the main walls. Judd (1925:231) has estimated that 

the original compact village contained fully 800 rooms, and Fisher (in 

Hewett 1936:159) postulates an aboriginal population of 1200 people.



FIGURE 41

General view of Pueblo Bonito, looking south. 

Courtesy National Park Service.
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FIGURE 42

Ground plan of Pueblo Bonito, Courtesy National

Park Service,



tuto
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.Excavation

The first scientific excavation of Pueblo Bonito was that made 

by the Hyde Expedition for Explorations in the Southwest. Under the 

field direction of George H. Pepper 189 rooms (compare Judd 1954:16) 

were cleared in the north central section of the pueblo from 1897 to 

1899. From 1921 to 1927 Neil M. Judd largely completed the excava

tion of Pueblo Bonito under the auspices of the National Geographic 

Society. Additional studies of particular aspects of Chaco Canyon pre

history have since been undertaken at Pueblo Bonito as well as at other 

ruins (compare Brand, Hawley, Hibben et al. 1937:24-7), and a few 

rooms and at least one Mva have been excavated in more recent years 

(Vivian 1940). Numerous reports of the archaeological activities at 

Pueblo Bonito have been published, and the interested reader is  referred  

to the excellent bibliographies by Brand (Brand, Hawley, Hibbei^ et al. 

1937: 120-33) and Kluckhohn (Kluckhohn and Reiter 1939:175-6). The 

more important works are Judd (1923; 1925; 1926; 1927; and 1954) and 

Pepper (1920).

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

The principal collection of tree-ring specimens from Pueblo 

Bonito was made by Judd in 1922 and is  represented by the bulk of the 

JPB series. A few samples were also taken by A« E. Douglass in 1922
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for the DPB series. In 1940 Deric O'Bryan collected specimens (GP's) 

for Gila Pueblo. One piece, JPB-206, was sampled by Gordon Vivian 

in 1957. From time to time other collections have been made at Pueblo 

Bonito (principally by Vivian), but only the above groups have yet yielded 

dates. All of the specimens are in the collections of the Laboratory of 

Tree-Ring Research.

Dating

DPB-15 (Table 29A) and the JPB* s through JPB-130 (Table 29B) 

were dated by Douglass. JPB-206 (Table 29C) was dated by Bannister 

v and checked by C. W. Ferguson. O'Bryan derived the dates on the GP 

specimens (Table 29D) while at Gila Pueblo.

TABLE 29

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMENS FROM PUEBLO BONITO

A. The dated specimen represents a kiva pilaster support. 
The date is  presented in Form 4 (see Table 1).

Specimen Date A. D. Species ■ Type
Number__________ Inner-Outer ______________________________ Spec.

DPB-15 697p-1007w PP sec
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TABLE 29— continued

. B. The dates are presented in Forms 2 and 4 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Bate A. D. Estimated
Inner-Outer Cut. Bate

Species Type
Spec.

Remarks

JPB-1 856p-l050+w PP sec Room 245A, sub
floor chamber, S 
end.

JPB-2 1031p-1078c PP 1/2 sec Room 227; beam 
through S wall 
from Rm. 173 
(K9).

JPB-3 1010-1075v PP core Room 227; core 
from W end, middle 
E-W beam (K 8).

JPB-003 922p-1053+w PP core Room 227; core 
from beam through 
E wall from Room 
227-1.

JPB-03 977-1076vv PP core Room 227; core 
from beam through 
S wall from Room 
173.

JPB-4 992+-1073 1073+x PP ch sec Room 244A.

JPB-5 765p-1060+w PP sec Room 244A.

JPB-6 919p-1097+w PP ch sec Room 244A.

JPB-7 1014p-1078w PP ch sec Room 244A.

JPB-8 1000+p-1078v PP ch sec Room 244A.

JPB-10 960-1050+w PP ch frag Room 256A.

JPB-14 1040+p-1081c PP ch frag Room 257A; S side
wattled wall; above 
blown sand,

I
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TABLE 29B— continued

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer '

Estimated 
Cut. Date

%)ecies Type 
Spec.

Remarks

JPB—15 1058p-1124w PP ch frag Same as above.

JPB-16 947p-1047w PP ch frag Same as above.

JPB-17 1060p-1126w PP sec Same as above.

JPB-18 1015p-1080w PP ch 1/2  
sec

Same as above.

JPB-19 1035p-1083w PP ch sec Same as above.

JPB-20 819p-1055+w PP ch 1/2  
sec

Room 257A; N side 
wattled wall.

JPB-22 1002p-1064w PP ch frag Room 227-1.

JPB-23 969-1081w PP sec Room 227-1.

JPB-24 995p-1080+v PP ch frag Room 242-A.

JPB-25 988-1081v PP ch 1/2  
sec

Room 242-A.

JPB-27 1013+-1080w PP sec Room 268; rectangu
lar post.

JPB-37 925-1080w Jim sec Kiva J; pilaster No.
5.

JPB-38 879p-1120w Jun sec Kiva C; pilaster No.
8.

JPB-40 922p-1054w Jun sec Kiva H; pilaster No.
8.

JPB-42 876p-1063w Jun sec Kiva B; pilaster No.
4.

JPB-43 880-1055w Jun sec Kiva B; pilaster No. 
5.
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TABLE 29B— continued

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Estimated 
Cut. Date

Species Type
Spec.

Remarks

JPB-46 961p-1040w PP sec Room 264; ceiling 
beam.

JPB-48 960-1071V PP frag Room 57; beam sec
tion from N wall.

JPB-49 989-1083 1083+2 PP core Core from wall log 
between Rooms 55 
and 57.

JPB-55 890p-1073+v PP 1/4 sec Room 228; S wall. 
Same specimen as 
JPB-56 from E log 
N. wall.

JPB-58 883-1061v PP sec Room 228; W log S 
wall; behind masonry.

JPB-67 849p-920v PP sec Room 292.

JPB-68 866p-932v PP VC Room 292.

JPB-69 1000p-1047v PP sec Room 292.

JPB-70 979p-1061v PP VC Kiva L; roofing pole.

JPB-76 988p-1041v PP sec Unnumbered room N 
of Room 295.

JPB-79 985p-1061v PP sec S wall support; Rooms 
290-291.

JPB-81 997p-1047v PP sec Kiva L; roofing pole.

JPB-83 974p-1033v PP sec Room 305.

JPB-93 841p-1011w Jun sec Kiva L; pilaster log.

JPB-94 820+-1083 1083+x Jun sec Kiva L; pilaster log.
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TABLE 29B— continued

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Estimated 
Cut. Date

Species Type 
Spec.

Remarks

JPB-97 1012p-1088c Pine? sec Room 286; sub
floor kiva.

JPB-98 1029p-1091+c PP sec Room 286; sub
floor kiva.

JPB-99 730+-983w PP sec SE corner of W 
court.

JPB-104 802p-828w PP sec Room 317.

JPB-105 796p-859v PP sec Room 317.

JPB-106 854p-919w PP VC Room 325.

JPB-107 873p-919v PP sec Room 320A.

JPB-108 875p-919v PP sec Room 320A.

JPB-109 878p-919v PP sec Room 320A.

JPB-113 856p-919c
• - ..........

? sec Room 325; post 
supporting roof.

JPB-114 859p-935c PP sec Room 323; beam.

JPB-115 835p-935w PP sec Room 323; beam.

JPB-116 805p-919w PP sec Room 323; post 
supporting JPB- 
114.

JPB-117 823p-919v

-

PP sec Room 323; post 
supporting JPB- 
115.

JPB-122 987p-1034v PP sec Kiva X; beam.

JPB-123 1031,1078 1078 PP sec Kiva X; beam.
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TABLE 29B— continued

Specimen
Number

Bate A.D. 
Inner-Outer

Estimated 
Cut Bate

Species Type 
Spec.

Remarks

JPB-130 1008-1070v PP sec Room 261; roof 
beam.

C. The specimen was found as float material but is  thought 
to have originally been incorporated lengthwise in the north 

wall of the ruin at the third story level. Species of the 
specimen is  probably either Abies concolor or Picea glauca.

Specimen Date A. D. Type
Number Inner-Outer Spec.

JPB-206 965p-1049v sec

D. The dates are presented in Form 1 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

Remarks

GP-.2273 842-1032+ Pine core Loose beam now outside
center W wall, original 
provenience unknown.

GP-2274 ©1059-1100 Pine 1/4  sec Loose beam; now one of 
pile S of Kiva A, E of Room 
150. Original provenience 
unknown.

GP-2282 ©1034-1102 Pine sec In situ —corner W outside 
Room 97 (corner E Kiva R).

GP-2284 ©953-1029 Pine sec In s i t u — corner W outside 
Room 3 (corner NE Kiva R).

GP-2288 01014-1044 DF sec Loose piece in Kiva Q (prob
ably from kiva, may be drift).
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TABLE 29D— continued

Specimen
Number

Bate A.D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

Remarks

GP-2289 01022-1043 BF sec Same as above.

GP-2290 01018-1048 Pine sec Same as above.

GP-2291 1009-1062 Pine 1/4  sec From banquette, SW side 
Kiva F.

GP-2297 ©1015-1067+ BF core Room 97, 11th rafter from 
W (upstairs).

GP-2298 ©988-1092 Pnn core Room 97, 12th rafter from 
W (upstairs).

GP-2299 01037-1073 Pine core Entrance Room 97, 2nd 
rafter from N (upstairs).

GP-2303 ©1007-1071 Pine core Room 97, 12th rafter from 
W (downstairs).

GP-2304 01015-1057 BF core Room 97, 16th rafter from 
W (downstairs).

GP-2305 ©954-1026 Pine core Entrance (from N) Room 97, 
upper stringer (downstairs).

GP-2306 911-1057 Pine core Room 119, 2nd viga from E, 
original provenience unknown.

GP-2307 976-1046 Pine core Room 119, 5th viga from E, 
original provenience unknown.

GP-2308 0987-1039 Pine core Room 119, westernmost viga, 
original provenience unknown.

GP-2309 814-1078 Pine core Room 105, 2nd viga from W, 
original provenience unknown.

GP-2310 ©944-1078 Pine core Room 105, 3rd viga from W, 
original provenience unknown.
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TABLE 29D— continued

Specimen Bate A. D. Species Type Remarks
Number Inner-Outer____________ Spec.__________________

GP-2312 ©984-1044 Pine core Room 300, southernmost 
rafter.

GP-3313 ©992-1029 Pine core Room 300, 6th rafter from S.

GP-2314 ©993-1040 Pine core R oom 300, 10th rafter from
8.

GP-2315 1002-1047 Pine core Room 300, 12th rafter from
So

GP-2317 ©1015-1056 BF sec Loose beam, Room 209, 
probably once a binder in 
outside E wall.

GP-2319 1020-1077 Pine core S stringer, Room 227 (SW 
corner of site).

GP-2320 983-1077 Pine core Central viga, Room 227, 
(SW corner of site).

GP-2321 01029-1079 Pine core N stringer, Room 227 (SW 
corner of site).

GP-2322 893-1074 Pine sec Viga, Room 228 (SW down
stairs compartment).

GP-2323 1018-1105+ Pine 1/2 sec Viga, Room 228 (SE down
stairs compartment).

GP-2324 ©995-1067 Pine sec Loose beam in outside com
partment SW of Kiva B.

GP-2325 1012-1093+ Pine sec Loose beam SE Kiva C 
(northernmost section of 
outside compartment).

GP-2326 1070-1105+ Pine sec Same as above.

GP-2327 0977-1064 Pine sec Loose beam, NE Kiva B
(outside compartment).



TABLE 29D—  continued

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

Remarks

GP-2328 ©1023-1096 Pine sec Loose beam, center room 
S of Kiva E.

GP-2329 978-1074 Pine core Viga in situ N of Kiva D 
(outside compartment).

GP-2330 0950-1061 Pine core Viga in situ E of Kiva D (SI 
outside compartment).

Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

Douglass (1935:51) listed 65 dates for Pueblo Benito, and, al- 

though the individual specimen numbers were not given, it can be safely 

assumed that the dates represent mainly JPB*s. A few of the specimens 

listed, however, probably came from Pueblo Bonito Cliff Supports, Hyde 

Kitchen, and Wether HP s Block House (see "Previous Publication of Tree- 

Ring Dates" under these sites). The date for JPB-105 was given individ

ually by Douglass (1936:34). On the basis of his 1935 publication, but 

with the addition of two newly dated specimens, Douglass (1938:13) gave 

the range of 67 Pueblo Bonito dates. Smiley (1951:19) listed the range 

of 70 dates. His notes show that five specimens from Pueblo Bonito Cliff 

Supports, Hyde Kitchen, and Wether ill's  Block House were included. In 

addition, study of the specimens by Smiley and Bannister after Smiley's 

report had been published showed that four specimens were actually
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duplicates of others, and that DPB-15 had erroneously been recorded on 

its file card as dating at 807 rather than 1007. This latter correction 

would change the range of dates as given by Smiley from 807+-1130 to 

828-1130. JPB-206 and the GP series have not been previously pub

lished.

Discussion

With 98 dates Pueblo Bonito ranks next to Chetro Ketl in num

ber of dated specimens from a Chaco Canyon masonry pueblo. Whereas 

the bulk of the Chetro Ketl specimens are recorded by room, floor, and 

masonry type, most of the Pueblo Bonito pieces are known only by their 

room numbers, although it is  believed that the designation "A" immedi

ately following the room numbers given under "Remarks" (Table 29B) 

refers to first floor rooms (Judd 1954:17). Some of the GP specimens 

are also distinguished by provenience as ’’upstairs” or ”downstairs”.

On the whole, however, it is  impossible to differentiate floor by floor 

construction at Pueblo Bonito. Nevertheless, some of the rooms appear 

to have been constructed at different times. Among the earliest are 

Room 317 with dates at 828 and 859, Room 325 with two dates at 919, 

Room 320A with three dates at 919 (these specimens may be from one 

original log), and Room 323 with two dates at 919 and two dates at 935. 

All of the rooms mentioned are in the northwest quarter of the ruin within 

that section which Judd (1954:19) describes as the original nucleus of the
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larger pueblo. It is  of interest to note that the masonry used in this 

part of the ruin is  Judd's Type 1 (1954:19, PL 5), which corresponds 

to the "unfaced slab" type of masonry as defined by Hawley (Brand,

Hawley, Hibben, et al. 1937: 88-9). This fact reinforces the suggestions 

concerning the period of construction of this type of masonry made in 

the ’'Discussions" under Chetro K etl,, Kin Bineola, Una Vida, and, par

ticularly, Penasco Blanco. Two other early dates, 920 and 932, were 

associated with the later date of 1047 in Room 292. This room does not 

appear either on Judd's map (Judd 1954, Fig. 2) or in Figure 42, but, 

judging from its number, it probably is  located in the northeast quarter 

of the ruin.

Later rooms from which there is  more than one dated specimen 

include Room 227 with six out of seven dates between 1075-1079 (the 

latest four are cutting dates), Room 227-1 with the latest date at 1081, 

Room 228 with two out of four dates at 1073-1074 (one specimen, at 

1105, evidently represents a repair beam), Room 242-A with the latest 

date at 1081, and Room 244A with two out of five dates at 1078 (one date 

at 1097 may be from a repair beam). All of these rooms are in the south

east corner of the ruin, and, considering them as a unit, a construction 

period from about 1074 to 1081 is  strongly indicated by the tree-ring  

data. Room 300 in the extreme northern part of the pueblo was probably 

built about 1047.

The latest dates from Pueblo Bonito come from Room 257A in
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the eastern section of the ruin. There are two late dates from this room, 

JPB-15 at 1124 and JPB-17 at 1126, although these two pieces may well 

represent one original specimen. It was JPB-15 that gave the well known 

1130 date published by Douglass. When the specimen was reviewed by 

Bannister and Smiley it was found that the outer portion of the piece had 

been broken off and lost. Douglass1 date of 1130 was undoubtedly cor

rect, but the new date was assigned since there was no way of checking 

it. The specimens from Room 257A came from a wattled wall, which is  

presumably the partition wall across the room as shown in Figure 42.

The most reasonable interpretation is  that the.wall was built about 1083 

(three dates cluster at 1080-1083), and that repairs were made about 

1130.

Room 97 is  the only room with dates recorded as both ’’upstairs” 

and."downstairs”. Since Gladwin (1945:123-4) has expressed the belief 

that the latest dates from Chaco Canyon pueblos come from lower floors, 

and that reused beams went into the construction of the top floors, it is  

significant that the Gila Pueblo specimens, collected in 1940, from Room 

97 indicate that the ’’downstairs” was built first (compare "Discussion”

under Chetro Ketl). The dates are: 1026, 1057, and 1071 downstairs
■ ■ „ ,  . ■ . ' - • .

and 1067, 1073, and 1092 upstairs.

On the basis of the above discussion two main building periods 

stand out— the first in the early part of the 10th century and the second 

in the latter part of the 11th century. Minor construction seem s to have
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gone on continuously, and repair work was carried out until 1130 at the 

least.

Pueblo Bonito Cliff Supports 

Name

The Pueblo Bonito Cliff Supports were logs used by the aboriginal 

builders of Pueblo Bonito to brace up a large portion of cliff generally 

known as Threatening Rock (for variant names see Judd 1938:270).

Location

Threatening Rock was a standing, but detached, portion of the 

cliff behind and to the north of Pueblo Bonito (see Pueblo Bonito, Fig. 3).

Description :

The rock, which was about 100 feet high, 140 feet long and over 

30 feet thick, was detached from the main cliff, leaving a space ranging 

from three to 12 feet. The ancient builders of Pueblo Bonito were well 

aware of the danger that this huge m ass of rock might topple forward 

and hurtle thousands of tons of boulders onto their homes. To prevent 

continued erosion at the base of the rock and to help shore up the tremen

dous weight, the Bonitians built masonry buttresses and retaining walls 

beneath the overhangs at the front of Threatening Rock. In addition to
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the stone walls, vertical logs were built in beneath the overhangs to help 

take the stress. The tree-ring dates in this section are from these 

bracing logs. A compilation of reports and letters concerning the rock 

by Gould, Hamilton, Keur, Kittredge, H. M. Miller, T. C. Miller,

Pinkley, Taylor, and Vandiver is  presented in The Saga of Threatening 

Rock by Frank Pinkley (1938).

Following a heavy rainstorm, Threatening Rock finally fell on 

January 22, 1941. The aboriginal occupants of Pueblo Bonito were proved 

justified in their apprehension of this eventuality, for the resulting impact 

of the rock fall destroyed 23 ground floor rooms along with 123 feet of 

exterior wall (Vivian 1941).

Excavation

Exploratory excavation of the aboriginal construction at the 

base of Threatening Rock was carried out and reported upon by John Y.

Keur in 1933 (Pinkley 1938:352-61).

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

Two specimens were collected by Neil M. Judd in 1922 for the 

JPB series. In 1932 Florence M. Hawley took several samples (including 

duplicates of the JPB's) for the PB series. Finally, in 1940 Deric O* Bryan 

collected six  pieces for Gila Pueblo. All of the specimens, with the pos

sible exception of GP-2269, are now in the collections of the Laboratory
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of Tree-Ring Research.

Dating

The two JPB specimens (Table 30A) were dated by A. E: 

Douglass. PB-3 (Table 30B) was dated by Hawley and checked by 

Douglass. The six  GP dates (Table 30C) were derived by O'Bryan at 

Gila Pueblo.

: TABLE 30

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMENS FROM PUEBLO BONITO
CLIFF SUPPORTS

A. The dates are presented in Form 4 (see Table 1).

/

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

Remarks

JPB-156 890P-1057V1 PP sec Log No. 2.

JPB-157 841p-1004+w PP VC Log No. 7.

B„ Position of log unknown. The date is  presented in 
Form 3 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

From End Species , Type
Spec.

PB-3 946-1063 end PP core
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TABLE 30— continued

C. The dates are presented in Form 1 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

Remarks

GP-2267 01018-1072 Pine core 3rd upright from N. •

GP-2268 0960-1064 Pine core 4th upright from N.

GP-2269 0946-1061 Pine core Front-center upright.

GP-2270 935-1058 Pine core Northernmost upright.

GP-2271 ©890-10581 Pine sec 2nd upright from N.

GP-2272 0912-1073 Pine
■ ' V

sec Southernmost upright.

ljP B -156 and GP-2271 are probably from one original log.

Previous Publication of TreerRing Dates

The dates from JPB-156 and -157 were first published by Douglass 

(1935:51) in the lis t  of 65 dates from Pueblo Bonito. This lis t  probably ' 

also included the date from PB-3. In addition, it is  believed that the 

same three specimens were part of the 67 pieces whose range of dates 

was reported upon by Douglass (1938:13). JPB-156 and -157, but not 

PB-3, were included by Smiley (1951:19) in his range of 70 Pueblo Bonito 

dates. The six  Gila Pueblo dates have not been previously published.

Discussion

An examination of the listed provenience and inner and outer
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rings indicates that there is  some duplication in the given dates. JPB- 

156 and GP-2271 are apparently from the same original log. PB-3 is  

possibly the same as GP-2269, although the lack of provenience for PB- 

3 and the two year difference in supposed cutting dates cast doubt upon 

their being identical. Unfortunately, GP-2269 cannot be located for 

comparison. JPB-157 has an unknown number of rings lost from the 

outside, and the rest of the cutting dates range from 1058 to 1073. An 

analysis of the tree-ring data suggests, therefore, that the builders of 

Pueblo Bonito did the first cliff bracing about 1058-1064, and later added 

supports in the early 1070fs. This would indicate that the Bonitians did 

not take measures for holding back Threatening Rock until considerable 

portions of Pueblo Bonito had already been constructed (see "Discussion" 

under Pueblo Bonito). It is possible, of course, that the sampled speci

mens represent replacement logs for earlier and, perhaps, weakened 

cliff supports.

Ackerly House (Pueblo Bonito)

Location

Acker ly House was situated a few feet west of the southwest 

corner of Pueblo Bonito (Judd 1954, PI. 1; see Pueblo Bonito, Fig.. 3).
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D escription

The Acker ly House was the original Richard Wether ill residence 

and trading post in Chaco Canyon. Construction of the house was in

itiated in 1898, shortly after the Hyde Exploration Company was formed 

in 1896. It is  believed that most of the timbers used in building Acker ly 

House were taken out of Pueblo Bonito. There is  always the faint pos

sibility that a few of the logs may have come from Pueblo del Arroyo or 

Chetro Ketl, although very little, if any, excavation had been undertaken 

in these ruins before 1899. That most of the logs probably came from 

Pueblo Bonito, however, is  attested by several statements made by 8.

J. Holsinger, who conducted an investigation of the activities of Richard 

Wether ill and the Hyde Exploration Expedition in Chaco Canyon. Hoi- 

singer (1901:31) says:

There have been discovered in Pueblo Bonito about 
50 open and partially open rooms, all in the northwest 
portion of the building. By open rooms are meant such 
as are in perfect state of preservation and not broken and 
filled with detritus of the ruins. Of this number perhaps 
20 remain in virgin condition, the remainder having been 
deroofed and in fact entirely dismantled by the Hyde Ex
ploration Expedition.. . .  In some instances the roofs were 
removed in order to facilitate the work, but the Company 
(Hyde) assert that this was never done when the roof was 
in a perfect or tolerable state of preservation. This may 
be true but many sound timbers were cut off by them flush 
with the walls and removed.

Excavation

None. The house was demolished by the National Park Service.
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Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

Some of the timbers from the Ackerly House, upon its being 

demolished by the National Park Service, were sent for storage to Globe, 

Arizona, where sections were removed by Gordon Vivian and Bannister 

in 1957. These sections are now in the collections of the Laboratory of 

Tree-Ring Research.

Dating

Three dates (Table 31) were obtained by Bannister and checked 

by C. W. Ferguson.

TABLE 31

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMENS FROM ACKERLY HOUSE
(PUEBLO BONITO)

The dates are presented in Form 6 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

JPB-207 842p-1077+e PP sec

JPB-208 876p-1030+vL PP sec

JPB-209 938p-1031vL PP sec

Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

None.
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Since the original Pueblo Bonito provenience of the Ackerly 

House specimens is  unknown, the principal worth of the pieces is  in 

the ring chronology that they contain. The dates do, however, fall 

well within the range of dates from Pueblo Bonito.

Hyde Kitchen (Pueblo Bonito)

Location

The name Hyde.Kitchen refers to one of the modern rooms 

built by the Hyde Exploration Company against the north wall of Pueblo 

Bonito (see Pueblo Bonito, Fig. 3).

Description

It is believed that the beams used in the building of the Hyde 

Kitchen originally came from Pueblo Bonito (see "Description” under 

Ackerly House). An old photograph in the collections of the National 

Park Service shows the Hyde Kitchen under construction in 1896. The 

room was probably torn down, however, before Neil M. Judd started 

excavation at Pueblo Bonito, and it may be that the specimens were 

taken from a scrap pile.

D iscu ssion
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Excavation

None.

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

In 1922 a specimen was collected by Judd for the JPB series, 

and one sample was taken by A. E. Douglass for the DPB group. Both 

specimens are now in the collections of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring 

Research.

Dating

Both dates (Tables 32A, B) were derived by Douglass.

TABLE 32

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMENS FROM HYDE KITCHEN
(PUEBLO BONITO)

A. The date is  presented in Form 4 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

DPB-1 832p-1044v PP VC

B. The date is  presented in Form 4 (see Table 1).

Specimen Date A.D. Species Type
Number Inner-Outer Spec.

JPB-54 827-1035v PP core
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Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

It is  not known for certain whether the two dates were included 

either in the Pueblo Bonito lis t  of 65 dates published by Douglass (1935: 

51) or in the range of 67 Pueblo Bonito dates also given by Douglass 

(1938:13). The dates were included, however, in the 70 Pueblo Bonito 

dates published by Smiley (1951:19).

Discussion

Since the original Pueblo Bonito provenience of the Hyde Kitchen 

specimens is  unknown, the principal worth of the pieces is  in the ring 

chronology that they contain. The dates do, however, fall well within 

the range of dates from Pueblo Bonito.

Tannert s Garage (Pueblo Bonito)

Location

This building was situated between Pueblo Bonito and Pueblo 

del Arroyo, being somewhat closer to the latter ruin (see Pueblo Bonito 

and Pueblo del Arroyo, Fig, 3).

Description

The house was originally constructed by Richard Wetherill in 

1899 as a one-room dwelling with a porch at the east side. It was later
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remodeled into a garage. It is  thought that Wetherill used wooden beams 

from Pueblo Bonito in the construction of TannerTs Garage (see "De- 

scription” under Ackerly House), and there is  only a slight possibility 

that some logs may have come from Pueblo del Arroyo since very little, 

if any, excavation had been carried on in Pueblo del Arroyo by 1899.

■ - : ' • : : ; • T : ■ ; •.
Excavation

None. The building was demolished by the National Park

Service.

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

Two samples from the structure were taken by Deric O1 Bryan 

in 1940 for Gila Pueblo. The specimens are now in the collections of 

the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research.

Dating

Two dates (Table 33) were derived by 0 TBryan at Gila Pueblo.

TABLE 33

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMENS FROM TANNER'S GARAGE
(PUEBLO BONITO)

The dates are presented in Form 1 (see Table 1).

Specimen Date A. D. , : Type Remarks
Number Inner-Outer Spec.__________________________________ _

GP-2345 948-1065 core 2nd viga from S.
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TABLE 33— continued

Specimen Date A. D. Type Remarks
Number Inner-Outer Spec.

GP-2346 ©935-1065 core 3rd viga from S.

Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

None.

Discussion

Since the original Pueblo Bonito (or possibly Pueblo del Arroyo) 

provenience of the Tanner’ s Garage specimens is  unknown, the principal 

worth of the pieces is in the ring chronology that they contain. The dates 

do, however, fall well within the range of dates from Pueblo Bonito and 

Pueblo del Arroyo.

Wether ill’s Block House (Pueblo Bonito)

Location

The exact identification of Wether ill’s Block House is uncertain. 

The name may refer to Ackerly House (see Ackerly House) but this cannot 

be proved. In any event, the house was undoubtedly one of the structures 

erected by Richard Wether ill in the late 1890’s and was located near 

Pueblo Bonito (see Pueblo Bonito, Fig. 3). The wood used in the
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construction was probably from Pueblo Bonito (see MDescription” under 

Ackerly House).

Description

Unknown.

Excavation

Unknown.

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

Two specimens were collected by Neil M. Judd in 1922 for the 

JPB series. The specimens are now in the collections of the Laboratory 

of Tree-Ring Research.

Dating

Two dates (Table 34) were derived by A, E. Douglass.

TABLE 34

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMENS FROM WETHERILL, S BLOCK
HOUSE (PUEBLO BONITO)

The dates are presented in Form 4 (see Table 1).

Specimen Date A.D. Species Type
Number Inner-Outer Spec.

JPB-9 5 930p-1057v PP sec

JPB-96 928p-1062v PP sec
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Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

It is  not known for certain whether the two dates were included 

either in the Pueblo Bonito list of 65 dates published by Douglass (1935: 

51) or in the range of 67 Pueblo Bonito dates also given by Douglass 

(1938:13). The dates were included, however, in the 70 Pueblo Bonito 

dates given by Smiley (1951:19).

Discussion

Since the original Pueblo Bonito provenience of WetherilPs 

Block House specimens is  unknown, the principal worth of the pieces 

is  in the ring chronology that they contain. The dates do, however, fall 

well within the range of dates from Pueblo Bonito.

Pueblo del Arroyo

Name

For variant names see Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al. (1937:

35).

Location

Pueblo del Arroyo is  situated on the north bank of the Chaco 

River less  than one-fourth mile to the west of Pueblo Bonito (Fig. 3).
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Description

The ruin is  said by Hawley (1934:8) to be one of the six most 

extensive of the Chaco Canyon pueblos (Fig. 43). Figure 44 indicates 

16 kivas and more than 100 ground floor rooms, and Coffin's restora

tion drawing of the pueblo (in Hewett 1936:178) shows four stories.

Fisher (in Hewett 1936:159) estimates an aboriginal population for 

Pueblo del Arroyo of 800 people.

Excavation

From 1923 to 1926 excavation was carried out at Pueblo del 

Arroyo under the field supervision of Karl Ruppert as part of the First 

National Geographic Society Expedition to Pueblo Bonito. A preliminary 

report of this work was published by Judd (1926), and a much more com

prehensive monograph concerning Pueblo del Arroyo has recently be

come available (Judd 1959),

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

In 1922 A. E. Douglass collected several specimens from Pueblo 

del Arroyo for the DPB series, and Neil M. Judd made an extensive col

lection for the JPB series. Deric O'Bryan took samples (GPrs) in 1940 

for Gila Pueblo. All of the dated specimens are in the collections of the 

Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research.
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FIGURE 43

General view of Pueblo del Arroyo, looking south. 

Courtesy National Park Service.
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FIGURE 44

Ground plan of Pueblo del Arroyo. Kiva B and the 

string of rooms adjoining the south main wall of 

Pueblo del Arroyo (Rooms 1 through 7 and Room 

150) are considered to be part of the Tri-Wall Unit 

addition even though the room numbers assigned 

are part of the Pueblo del Arroyo series (see Tri- 

Wall Unit). Courtesy National Park Service.
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Bating

The DPB piece (Table 3 5A) and the JPB specimens (Table 35B) 

were dated by Douglass. Ten GP dates (Table 35C) were derived by 

O* Bryan at Gila Pueblo.

TABLE 35

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMENS FROM PUEBLO DEL ARROYO

A. The specimen is  listed as ’’float”.
The date is  presented in Form 2 (see Table 1).

Specimen Date A. D. Estimated Species Type
Number______  Inner-Outer Cut. Date________ ______  Spec.

DPB-2 1018-1086 ? PP VC

B. The dates are presented in Forms 2 and 4 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Estimated 
Cut, Date

Species Type
Spec.

Remarks

JPB-59 1014p-1102v PP sec Room 12.

JPB-60 1028p-1103v PP sec Room 12.

JP B -61 1007p-1103v PP sec Room 12.

JPB-62 1053p-1105v PP sec Room 8B1.

JPB-63 1059p-1101v PP sec Room 9B.

JPB-66 961-1098 1098 PP sec Room 16.

JPB-84 1047p-1102v PP sec Room 9.

JPB-85 1026p-1102v PP sec Room 9.
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TABLE 35B— continued

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Estimated 
Cut. Date

Species Type
Spec.

Remarks

JPB-87 1016p-1100v PP sec Room 9.

JPBt 88 914p-1092+w PP sec Room 9.

JPB-89 966p-1100v PP sec Room 9.

JPB-100 1033p-1096w PP sec Room 20.

JPB.101 995p-1095+v PP sec Room 20.

JPB-102 805p-1067+w PP frags Kiva C, pilaster 
log.

JPB-111 1017+-1092 1092+3 PP sec Rm. in S blk.

JPB-124 991-1064 1064+10 PP sec Beam from refuse 
midden in Rm. 39. 
(Probably from Rm. 
38.) .

JPB-125 866-1075 ? PP sec Rm. 34, beam.

JPB-126 996p-1074+v PP sec Rm. 43, beam.

JPB-129 851-1066c PP VC Rm; 44A, N beam.

JPB-131 945p-1072w PP sec Rm. 46.

JPB-132 973-1052 1052 PP sec Rm. 46, beam sup
port, N end.

JPB-133 984p-1066v PP sec Rm. 47, E-W beam 
cut off at kiva con
struction.

JPB-134 1004-1077 1077+2 PP frag Rm. 47, N-S beam 
above kiva and sup
porting 2nd story
wall.
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TABLE 35B— continued

Specimen
Number

Bate A .B. 
Inner-Outer

Estimated 
Cut. Date

Species Type
Spec.

Remarks

JPB-135-
2

1059-1086 1086 PP sec Rm. 47, pole 
from SW pilaster 
of kiva.

JPB-137 997p-1074v PP sec Log laid in wall to 
support 2nd story 
wall. W court wall.

JPB-139 1024p-1091v PP sec Roof log W wall of 
court, N of Kiva I.

JPB-146 1019p-1102v
•

PP sec Beam through wall, 
NE quarter of Kiva 
C Square, from 
room NE of Kiva C.

JPB-147 1057-1103 1103 PP sec Beam of razed roof, 
NE quarter of Kiva 
C Square.

JPB-148 1052-1117
" • V',

1117+1 PP VC
•

From 2nd story 
partition wall be
tween 5th and 6th 
rooms from NW 
corner, N tier.

JPB-149 1019-1101 1101+2 PP sec Same as above.

JPB-151 1053-1089 1089 PP sec Same as above.

JPB-152 979p-1101v PP sec 1st floor ceiling 
beam. 5th room 
in N tier from NW 
corner.

JPB-153 931p-1065v PP VC Ceiling beam room 
N of Room 53.

JPB-154 998p-1075v PP sec Ceiling beam 7 feet 
N of JPB-153.
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TABLE 35— continued

C. The dates are presented in Form 1 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Type
Spec.

Remarks ^

GP-2332 0963-1045 sec Kiva pilaster base now in Monument 
Museum. Said to have come from 
del Arroyo.

GP-2333 0905-1067 core In situ, S viga in room NW corner of 
S court.

GP-2334 ©844-1067 core In situ, N viga in room NW corner of 
S court.

GP-2335 813-978 sec W pilaster foundation, big kiva NW of 
S court.

GP-2336 943-1081 core Viga in situ, room immediately W of 
big kiva NW of S court.

GP-2338 0973-1040+ rot
frag

Center N wall, in situ.

GP-2339 01025-1100 core 3rd viga from N, W side long room.

GP-2340 01025-1103 core 5th viga from N, W side long room.

GP-2341 ©1018-1104 core Viga in situ, 2 rooms E from NW 
corner.

GP-2342 ©974-1067 sec N central part of site, ENE of 8 court.

Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

Douglass (1935: 51) listed  30 dates from Pueblo del Arroyo 

with a range of 1052-1103. Although the individual specimen numbers 

are not identified, the dates almost certainly represent JPB's and quite
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possibly the dated DPB. Douglass later published the range of 30 dates 

from Pueblo del Arroyo but this time gave it as 1052-1101 (Douglass 

1938:13). Smiley (1951:19) gave the range of 35 dates as 1052-1117. 

The specimens dated at Gila Pueblo have not been previously published.

Discussion

With 45 dated specimens,Pueblo del Arroyo ranks fourth in 

number of dates from a Chaco Canyon masonry pueblo. Although there 

are not enough dates to suggest floor by floor construction in the ruin, 

the dates do indicate that Pueblo del Arroyo was built in three different 

sections. In the words of Judd (1959:5-6): ,

Ten timbers from the middle section of the village show 
a range of from 1052 to 1090. Evidences of alteration and re
construction are more numerous here than elsewhere. Changes 
in Kiva E, it is  interesting to note, necessitated a new north 
wall in Room 46 but left one of the original ceiling beams un
disturbed. That beam, dated 1072, was propped up, at the 
time the change was made, with another log cut 20 years 
earlier. In the south wing, where 17 beams gave cutting 
dates between 1067+x and 1103, it is  noteworthy that 11 were 
felled during four years, 1100-1103. Five timbers from the 
unexcavated north wing bear dates of 1065, 1075, 1101, 1101+2, 
and 1117. Our 31 [s ic ]tree -r in g  dates suggest, therefore, tEat 
Pueblo del Arroyo was built when the Mancos-McElmo culture 
flourished north of the San Juan. That carriers of this culture 
came to dwell in Pueblo del Arroyo is  proved both by the pre
dominance of their characteristic pottery and by the presence 
of an adjacent, uncompleted Me Elmo Tower [s e e  Tri-Wall 
Unit]. No Chaco group could have made that pottery, and none 
would have undertaken construction of a building so foreign to 
its established architecture as a triple-walled tower.

The additional dates presented in this section but unavailable to 

Judd (mainly the GPrs) tend to substantiate the evidence that the central
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portion of the pueblo (Rooms 33 through 81, Fig. 44) was essentially 

completed by 1090, and that the north and south wings were added on in 

the 1090fs and early 1100rs.

Perhaps the most significant feature of the dates is  that 17 of 

the 45 are 1100 or later, and that 23 of them (more than half) fall.after 

1090. In fact, there are only four dates from Pueblo del Arroyo that 

are earlier than 1065, and these very likely represent reused timbers. 

Consequently, it can be said on the basis of tree-ring evidence that 

Pueblo del Arroyo was almost certainly one of the last of the major 

Chaco Canyon masonry pueblos to be constructed. Kin Kletso was also 

a late pueblo, and some of the other ruins, such as Kin Ya-a and Tzin 

Kletzin, appear to be late, but these latter ruins have not yielded enough 

tree-ring dates to make their temporal placement definitive. In addition, 

there are portions of other structures, such as Pueblo Bonito, Chetro 

Ketl, and Kin Bineola, that date in the 12th century, but these ruins all 

show evidence of earlier construction as well.

Tri-Wall Unit (Pueblo del Arroyo)

Location

The Tri-Wall Unit is  directly associated with Pueblo del Arroyo. 

The structure is  built against the back (west) side of Pueblo del Arroyo, 

with at least one row of rooms extending around the corner and along the
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south side (see Pueblo del Arroyo, Fig. 3).

Description

The ruin is  dominated by a circular, triple-walled building 73 

feet in outside diameter (Fig. 45), It is  joined with various rooms and 

kivas which once extended to the south for at least 115 feet and thence 

to the east along the south side of Pueblo del Arroyo for some 90 feet 

(Figs. 44, 46). Surface erosion and extension of the main Chaco Arroyo 

in side cutting have removed large sections of this southward extent. 

Judging by the size of rooms that do remain, the original house-block 

attached to the tri-wall structure probably contained 70 to 80 rooms.

Excavation

In conjunction with the National Geographic Society Expedition 

to Pueblo Bonito, Karl Ruppert excavated the south annex (Rooms 1 

through 7 and Kiva B) in 1923 and the tri-w all structure in 1926. RupperVs 

work has been reported upon by Judd (1959:96-119). In 1950 the National 

Park Service excavated the remainder of the site and stabilized it for in

terpretive use. The tri-w all building was completely cleared along with 

11 rooms and five kivas of the associated house block. A report on this 

project will shortly be available (Vivian, in press).



FIGURE 45

General view of main section of the Tri-Wall Unit, 

looking south toward the "Gap". Courtesy National

Park Service.
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FIGURE 46

Ground plan of the main section of the Tri-Wall 

Unit. Outside diameter of the triple wall struc

ture is  73 feet. For southern section of the east

ern extension see Figure 44. Courtesy National

Park Service.
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Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

Specimens were collected by Gordon Vivian in 1957 during the 

course of repair work. The pieces are now in the collections of the 

Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research.

Dating

One date (Table 36) was derived by Bannister and checked by 

Terah L. Smiley.

TABLE 36

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMEN FROM TRI-WALL UNIT 
(PUEBLO DEL ARROYO)

The specimen is  from the east wall of Room 1 in the Pueblo 
del Arroyo room number series (see Fig. 44).
The date is  presented in Form 6 (see Table 1).

Specimen Date A.D. Species Type
Number Inner-Outer Spec.

JPB-205 1058p-1109c DF(?) sec

Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

None.

Discussion

Even though JPB-205 gives a cutting date, there is  little that
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can be said on the basis of one specimen. Because of pottery associa

tion and architectural features it is  believed that the Tri-Wall Unit was 

built after Pueblo del Arroyo (Judd 1959:172; Gordon Vivian, personal 

communication), although there is  archaeological evidence that the Tri- 

Wall Unit and Pueblo del Arroyo were, in part, occupied contemporan

eously (Judd 1959:108).

The one Tri-Wall Unit date at 1109 is  slightly later than all but 

one of the dated specimens from Pueblo del Arroyo (see Table 35, Pueblo 

del Arroyo). The one exception is  the 1117 date from JPB-148, which 

came from a second story partition wall and probably represents a very 

late repair job to the original structure. Thus, the tree-ring evidence 

does, indeed, suggest that the Tri-Wall Unit was built later than Pueblo 

del Arroyo, but, since there is  only one date, which might represent a 

reused timber, the question of how much later is  still unanswered.

Pueblo Pintado 

Name

For variant names see Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al. (1937:

35).

Location

Pueblo Pintado, situated on the south side of the Chaco River
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some 17 m iles east and slightly south of Pueblo Bonito, is  the most east

erly of the major Chaco Canyon pueblos (Fig. 3).

Description

Hewett (1936:46) describes Pueblo Pintado as a large ruin (Fig. 

47), and, as indicated in Figure 48, there are an estimated four kivas 

and 60 ground floor rooms. The restoration drawing by Coffin (in Hewett 

1936:184) shows four stories. Fisher (in Hewett 1936:159) estimates an 

aboriginal population of 800 people.

Excavation

There has been no reported excavation of Pueblo Pintado.

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

Florence M. Hawley, assisted by Roy Lassetter, visited the 

ruin in 1932 and collected four tree=-ring specimens (Hawley 1933:204-5). 

Deric O*Bryan also collected from the ruin in 1946 for Gila Pueblo. All 

of the dated pieces are in the collections of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring 

Research.

Dating

Two dates for Pueblo Pintado were derived by Hawley (Table 

37A), and the results were confirmed by A. E. Douglass. The .Gila

/



FIGURE 47

General view of Pueblo Pintado, looking northeast. 

Courtesy National Park Service.





FIGURE 48

Sketch ground plan (not to scale) of Pueblo Pintado. 

The drawing is  probably by R. G. Fisher. Courtesy

National Park Service.
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Pueblo specimens (Table STB) were dated by O'Bryan.

TABLE 37

BATED TREE-RING SPECIMENS FROM PUEBLO PINTADO 

A. The dates are presented in Form 3 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

From End Species Type Remarks
Spec.

PP-2 1016-1060 end PP sec Small log in
debris of N side.

PP-4 1009-1060 end PP sec Exact provenience 
unknown.

B. The dates are presented in Form 1 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

Remarks

GP-2186 ©1010-1060 Pine sec SW corner of site, 
broken beam in recently 
fallen outer wall.

GP-2187 949-1061 Pnn sec W central part of site, 
2nd row of rooms from 
outside.

GP-2188 ©1039-1061? Cot sec W central part of site, 
in position next to GP- 
2187. Questionable date.

GP-2192 ©1014-1053 Cot sec NE corner of site, 2nd 
row of rooms from out
side.
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Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

Hawley (1934, Protocol 1) first published the PP series of dates 

along with the associated masonry type. The same dates with masonry 

type were again given by Hawley (Senter 1938:6), and later the two dates 

were presented by Smiley (1951:19). The Gila Pueblo derived dates have 

not been previously published.

Discussion

The six  Pueblo Pintado dates show a remarkably tight cluster 

at 1060-1061, considering that the original specimens came from scattered  

parts of the ruin. Only one of the six, GP-2192, is  outside of the cluster. 

There are three possibilities that could explain this unusual feature: (1) 

the specimens represent duplication in sampling; (2) Pueblo Pintado was 

built entirely within the span of a few years; and (3) since there are only 

six dates, it is  merely coincidence that five of them are within a year of 

each other. The first possibility, duplication in sampling, can be largely 

ruled out by an examination of the species and of the provenience of the 

specimens. Since the provenience of PP-4 is  unknown, it could theoret

ically be a duplicate of either PP-2 or GP-2186 but not both. An examina

tion of the three pieces in question, however, shows that they all came 

from different originals. GP-2187 and -2188 are definitely not duplicates 

since they are of different species. This leaves, then, five different
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specimens from as many as four parts of the ruin with cutting dates 

within a year of one another. The second possibility, that Pueblo Pintado

was built within a span of two years, can not be eliminated on tree-ring
■ ; ■ '

evidence alone, but it is  highly improbable that such a large ruin could 

have been built in such a short time, even though the pueblo appears to 

be homogeneous in its construction (Gordon Vivian, personal communica

tion). The final possibility seem s to be the most acceptable. It is  quite 

likely that coincidence alone explains the clustering of dates. GP-2187 

and -2188 were in position next to each other, so it is  not surprising that 

they are contemporaneous. PP-2 and -4 are known to have come from  

the same type of masonry— ’’fine wide banded with core" (Senter 1938:

6); hence, their identical dates are easily accounted for. Apparently, 

then, it is  merely by chance that the tree-ring dates fall so closely to

gether in time.

The dates of PP-2 and -4 fall just prior to the beginning of 

their associated masonry period, as W ed  by Hawley at 1062-1090 

(Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al. 1937:88-9). GP-2188 and -2192 repre

sent two of the three known dates from cottonwood in the Chaco Canyon 

area (see GP-2215, Table 41).

Shabikfeahchee Village 

Location

Shabikreshchee Village is  situated on the edge of the south mesa
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overlooking the Chaco River, about seven m iles upstream from Pueblo 

Bonito and approximately southeast of it (Fig. 3).

Description

The village originally consisted of 18 pithouses. a small court,•I - ' - - • ’ • - w . . . „ - • w

a large ceremonial structure or kiva, and 48 storage bins (Roberts 1929:

10).

Excavation

The entire village was excavated for the Smithsonian Institution 

in 1927 by Frank H. H. Roberts, J r ., and a complete site report is  - 

available (Roberts 1929).

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

At the time of excavation Roberts sent a quantity of charcoal to 

A. E. Douglass for study, but ho dates were ever released. In 1940 

Deric O'Bryan collected specimens from the site for Gila Pueblo. All 

specimens are now in the collections of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring 

Research.

The 13 dates (Tables 38A, B) were established at Gila Pueblo 

by either O'Bryan or J. Denison.
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TABLE 38

BATED TREE-RING SPECIMENS FROM SHABIK?ESHCHEE
VILLAGE

A. The dated specimens were wall uprights on the south and 
west sides of the Great Kiva.

The dates are presented in Form 1 (see Table l) .

Specimen
Number

Date Ac D. 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

GP-2461 672-747+1 Jun ch frag

GP-2462 652-734+ Pirn ch frag

GP-2463 698-749+ Pnn chfrag

GP-2464 672-752+1 Jun ch frag

GP-2465 0655-750+ Pnn ch frag

GP-2469 578-746+ Jun ch frag

GP-2471 606—751+ Jun ch frag

GP-2473 672-751+ Pnn ch frag

GP-2477 677-753 Pnn ch frag

1GP-2461 and GP-2464 are probably from one original log.

Bo The dated specimens were wall uprights from House Ho 
The dates are presented in Form 1 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A. Do 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Speco

GP-5872 ©638-736+ Jun ch frag

GP-5874 ©638-748+ Jun chfrag

GP-5875 0628-753+ Jun ch frag
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TABLE 38B-—contimed

Specimen Date A. D. Species Type
Number Inner-Outer • Spec.

GP-5876 ©652-757 Jun ch frag

Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

There has been no publication listing the individual dates, but 

Gladwin (1957:121) gave the range of dates as 736-757= Actually, ac

cording to the Gila Pueblo records, the earliest date from Shabikreshchee 

Village is  734. Evidently, a misprint is  responsible for Gladwitfs say

ing later in his book that the Shabik?eshchee dates fell about 775 (1957: 

348).

Discussion

Shabik*eshchee Village, Judd's Pithouse No. 2, and Half House 

are the only dated pithouses and related structure in the Chaco Canyon 

area. At Shabik'eshchee Village the dates from the Great Kiva and Pit- 

house H show excellent clustering qualities for charcoal fragments. From  

the Great Kiva, for instance, eight non-cutting dates (734, 746, 747, 749, 

750, 751, 751, and 752) form a succession of dates that become more 

concentrated the nearer they approach the cutting date 753. Similarly,

but to a lesser  degree, the same phenomenon is  apparent in the dates 

from House H, that is , three non-cutting dates (736, 748, and 753) lead
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up to the cutting date 757. On the basis of this feature, then, it would 

seem that 753 and 757 may well represent the construction dates of the 

Great Kiva and House H, respectively. A note-of caution must be ex

pressed, however, for in all probability there is  a good deal of duplica

tion in the specimens. Since many of the pieces were originally surfaced 

by the sandblasting technique, it is  quite impossible today to read the 

ring chronologies, and, consequently, an examination of the specimens 

fails to reveal the suspected duplication, with the exception of GP-2461 

and -2464, which are almost certainly from one original log.

Star Lake 

Name

In the site survey system of the Laboratory of Anthropology at 

Santa Fe this site is  identified as LA:1063. It is  also believed to be the 

same ruin as CM-139 in the Chacra Mesa survey of Gwinn and Gordon 

Vivian.

Location

- • • ' -
The original Laboratory of Anthropology specimen card indicates

the site is  about 10 m iles west of Star Lake and two or three m iles south 

on the Buck's Store road through the canyon which divides Chacra Mesa. 

This description fits very well with the location of CM-139, which is  a
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little le ss  than five m iles south of Pueblo Pintado (see CM-139, Fig. 3).

Description

LA:1063 is  said to be a Gobernador type ruin. If the site is  

the same as CM-139, then it can also be described as a fortified Mesa 

Verde ruin which was reoccupied by Navajo-Refugee Pueblo peoples. 

Only one room of the original Mesa Verde pueblo is  visible, but there 

is  a considerable area of ruin mound evident. The Navajo-Refugee 

Pueblo complex is  made up of one forked stick hogan, one masonry 

hogan, and some protective walls. The hogans are sim ilar to those 

reported at CM-4.

Excavation

None.

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

The dated specimen from Star Lake (LA:1063) was collected by 

H. P. Mera in 1932. Other, but undated, pieces were taken from CM- 

139 by Gwinn and Gordon Vivian in 1957. All specimens are now in the 

collections of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research.

Dating

One date (Table 39) was derived by W. S. Stallings prior to
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1937 and has since been checked and slightly modified by Bannister.

TABLE 39

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMEN FROM STAR LAKE

Specific provenience of the specimen within the site is  unknown. 
The date is  presented in Form 6 (see Table 1).

Specimen Date A, D. Species Type
Number Inner-Outer Spec.

RG'-SSS 1640p-1739c Pnn sec

Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

The date was first published as 1740+1 by Stallings (1937:3) 

and was later listed at 1739+ by Smiley (1951:17).

Discussion

Since the specific provenience of the single dated specimen is  

unknown, there is  little interpretation that can be made. The date, 

however, seem s to fit the general pattern of Navajo-Refugee Pueblo 

occupations as seen at CM-18, CM-38, and CM-150.

Talus Rock Shelter :

Location

The Talus Rock Shelter site is  located at the base of the cliffs
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just behind and to the northwest of Pueblo Bonito. It is  near the ancient 

stairway that ascends the cliff in back of Pueblo Bonito (see Judd 1954:

10) and not far from the tent camp ground used by the University of New 

Mexico Archaeological Field School in 1932 (see Pueblo Bonito, Fig. 3).

Description

Although not referring directly to the Talus Rock Shelter, Hawley 

(1934:8) speaks of similar caves at the base of the cliffs r im m ing the 

Chaco Canyon. These are described as sm all caves that were walled up 

to form rooms which may have served for storage or, perhaps, for 

diminutive dwellings. The Talus Rock Shelter itself was walled in at 

the back and on one side with crude masonry (Hawley 1934:63).

Excavation

Hawley (1934:63) reported that the floor of the Talus Rock 

Shelter was cleaned of debris, revealing the remains of a fireplace 

marked by ashes and fragments of charcoal.

CoUection of Tree-Ring Specimens

Two specimens were collected by Roy Lassetter in 1932. Both 

pieces are in the collections of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research.
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Dating

The specimens were dated by Hawley (Table 40) and checked 

by A. E. Douglass.

TABLE 40

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMENS FROM THE TALUS ROCK SHELTER

The specimens came from a fireplace on the floor of the cave.
The dates are presented in Form.3 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A, D. 
Inner-Outer

From End Species Type
Spec.

CK-371 1038-11011 end Pnn ch sec

CK-N372 1029-11011 end Pirn ch sec

1Both specimens are from one original branch.

Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

Hawley (1934, Protocol 1) published the dates of the two Talus 

Rock Shelter specimens along with the dated Chetro Ketl pieces. On a 

previous page of Hawley8s report (1934:63), however, the dates are 

given as 1103, which is evidently a misprint. Hawley (Senter 1938:6) 

also published them as a unit, distinct from the Chetro Ketl dates. 

Smiley (1951:19) included the two dates in his range of 150 dates from 

Chetro Ketl.
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Discussion

An examination of the two Talus Rock Shelter pieces shows such 

similarity in ring chronology and structure that they are almost certainly 

from one original branch and, consequently, must be considered as one 

date. The provenience of the specimens is  given as a fireplace on the 

floor of the cave, and it is  thought that these charcoal fragments are the 

partial remains of the last fire in the hearth (Hawley 1934:63). Since 

the specimens represent one cutting date of 1101, Hawley is  undoubtedly 

correct in saying that the cave was used contemporaneously with the 

nearby large pueblos (Hawley 1934:8).

Talus Unit No. 1 

Name

This ruin is  also known as Talus Site 1 (Hawley 1934, Protocol

i)-

Location

Talus Unit No. 1 is  situated on a talus mound at the base of the 

cliffs behind and to the northwest of Chetro Ketl. The ruin is  le ss  than 

one-half mile due east of Pueblo Bonito (Fig. 3).
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Description

Woods (1937:321) describes Talus Unit No. 1 as a small house 

site (Fig. 49), and Hewett (1936:106) estimates that it probably contains 

about 30 rooms. The restoration drawing by Coffin (in Hewett 1936:107) 

indicates two stories and at least three discernible kivas (compare Fig. 

50).

Excavation

The excavation of Talus Unit No. 1 was begun in 1933 by Paul 

Walter, J r ., of the School of American Research and was continued in 

1934, 1935, and 1937 by Margaret Woods as part of the excavation 

program of the University of New Mexico Archaeological Field School. 

No complete excavation report for the ruin is  available, but several 

preliminary reports have been published by Woods (1934a, 1935, and 

1937).

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

One group of tree-ring specimens (CE? s) from Talus Unit No.

1 was probably collected by Florence M. Hawley between 1930 and 1934. 

The present location of these specimens is  unknown. A second group 

(GPfs) was collected by Deric O'Bryan in 1940 for Gila Pueblo. These 

specimens are now in the collections of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring

Research.



FIGURE 49

General view of Talus Unit No. 1, looking north. 

Courtesy National Park Service.
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FIGURE 50

Ground plan of Talus Unit No. 1. 

is  in feet. After Woods (1934b).
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Dating

Nine dates (Table 41 A) were derived by Hawley and checked 

by A. E. Douglass. The ten dates listed in Table 41B were obtained 

by O’Bryan of Gila Pueblo in 1946. Previous work on the specimens 

had been done by J. Denison.

TABLE 41

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMENS FROM TALUS UNIT NO. 1 

A. The dates are presented in Form 3 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A. D. 
Inner-Outer

From End Type
Spec.

Remarks

CK~600 996=1024 end sec Room 3, Floor I.

CK-602 982-1032 end sec Room 3, Floor I.

CK-603 998-1029 1-5 sec Room 3, Floor 1.

CK-604 978-1030 1-5 sec Room 3, Floor 1.

CK-605 962-1019 10-20 sec Room 3, Floor 1.

CK-606 958-1032 end sec Room 3, Floor 1.

CK-607 856-1018 10-20 sec Room 3, Floor 1.

CK-608 959-1076 1-5 sec Room 2, Floor 1.

CK-609 998-1066 5-10 sec Room 2, Floor 1.
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. TABLE 41— continued

B. The dates are presented in Form 1 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Bate A, Do 
Inner-Outer

Species Type
Spec.

Remarks

GP-2213 ©82i«10184- f ; sec:

/ • -

Log section, now in 
Monument Museum, 
believed to have come 
from N part of site.

GP-2214 968-1065 core Viga in unexcavated 
room, center of site.

GP-2215 ©1003-1040? Cot sec In situ (lintel over 
shelf), room between 
Nos. 1-2.

GP-2216 ©1005-1052 sec Outside room NE cor
ner, lintel in situ.

GP-2217 996-1059+ sec Loose piece, SE back.

GP-2218 ©1033-1072? rot frag W end of same room as 
GP-2217, probably in 
situ.

GP-2219 ©1015-1058+? rot frag Room S of central kiva, 
rafter in situ.

GP-2220 ©970-1041 core •SW corner of E block oi 
rooms, N part, lintel.

GP-2221 ©1036-1082+ rot frag Viga in situ (fallen on 
floor) room N No. 1.

GP-2222 980-1008+? rot frag Rafter in situ (fallen on 
floor) room N No. 1.
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Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

The nine CK*s were first published along with associated ma

sonry types by Hawley (1934, Protocol 1) as having come from Talus 

Site 1. The range of these dates, again with the associated masonry 

types, was later listed under Talus Site 1 of Chetro Ketl by Hawley 

(Senter 1938:6). Dates from five of the Gila Pueblo specimens were 

given by Gladwin (1945:93), but all of these were later revised by 

O'Bryan.

Discussion

In spite of the relatively small size of Talus Unit No. 1 in com

parison with some of the other Chaco Canyon pueblos, the ruin ranks 

sixth in number of dated tree-ring specimens. This fact assumes special 

significance since, along with Be 50 and Be 51, the ruin is  a type site for 

Gladwin's Hosta Butte Phase in the Chaco Canyon (Gladwin 1945:93), and 

with there being only two dates from Be 51 and one date from Be 50,

Talus Unit No. 1 provides the basic chronological control.

Hawley's CK series represents two first floor rooms of differ

ing masonry type. Specimens.CK-600 and CK-602 through -607 were 

found in "narrow banded with core" masonry (Senter 1938:6), a type 

Hawley has dated at 1030-1070 (Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al. 1937: 

88-9), Taking into account the number of rings that Hawley has esti

mated to be lost from the outside of some of these pieces, the group as
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a whole shows a strong cluster in the 1030-1040 decade, which fact 

agrees well with the beginning of Hawleys masonry period. Only one 

specimen, CK-600, is  earlier than the main cluster. CK-608 and -609 

came from "inferior wide banded with core" masonry (Senter 1938:6) 

which is  dated by Hawley at 1100-1116 (Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al. 

1937:88-9). Even considering the estimated number of rings lost, these 

two specimens are much earlier than Hawley^s dated masonry period.

The GP specimens were scattered throughout the site and, as 

might be expected, exhibit a greater range of dates than the CKfs. Nor 

is  there any observable clustering of dates. Considering all of the 

specimens together, the only inference to be drawn, based on the tree

ring data from Talus Unit No. 1, is  that the pueblo was probably built, 

occupied, and repaired during the 11th century.

Tzin Kletzin 

Name

For variant names see Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al. (1937:

36).

Location

' Tzin Kletzin is  situated on the mesa overlooking the Chaco 

River almost two m iles due south of Pueblo Bonito (Fig. 3).
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Description

Hewett (1936:37) describes Tzin Kletzin as a small ruin (Fig. 

51), and because of its central location to other Chaco Canyon pueblos, 

he suggests that it may have been used as an ancient signalling station. 

Figure 52 shows four kivas and 57 ground floor rooms, and Coffin's 

restoration drawing (in Hewett 1936:171) indicates three stories. Fisher 

(in Hewett 1936:159) postulates an aboriginal population of 800 people.

Excavation

There has been no reported excavation of Tzin Kletzin.

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

Florence M. Hawley, assisted by Roy Lassetter, visited the 

ruin in 1932 and collected two tree-ring specimens (Hawley 1933:204-5). 

The specimens are now in the collections of the Laboratory of Tree- 

Ring Research,

Dating

Hawley dated both specimens from Tzin Kletzin (Table 42),

and A. E. Douglass confirmed her results.



FIGURE 51

General view of Tzin Kletzin, looking northwest. 

Courtesy National Park Service.
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FIGURE 52

Sketch ground plan (not to scale) of Tzin Kletzin. After 

Hewett (1936:26).
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DATED TREE-RING SPECIMENS FROM TZIN KLETZIN 

The dates are presented In Form 3 (see Table 1).

TABLE 42

Specimen
Number

Date A, D. 
Inner-Outer

From End Species Type 
Spec.

Remarks

T -l 1040-1111 end PP 1/4  sec 1st floor«

T-2 1075-1111 end PP sec Exact provenience 
unknown.

Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

The Tzin Kletzin dates were first published by Hawley (1934, 

Protocol 1) along with the associated masonry type. The dates with 

masonry type were published again by Hawley (Senter 1938:6) and the 

dates alone by Smiley (1951:19).

Discussion

Hawley (Senter 1938:6) lis ts  the two Tzin Kletzin dated speci

mens as coming from "spalled blocks with core" masonry. This type 

of masonry has been dated by her at 1100-1116 (Brand, Hawley, Hibben, 

et al. 1937:88-9), and the two Tzin Kletzin dates fall within this period. 

Judging by the tree-ring dates, Tzin Kletzin contains rooms built in the 

latest dated period of construction among the Chaco Canyon pueblos, but 

there are not sufficient dates to definitely place the ruin as a whole in

time
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Una Vida 

Location

Una Vida is  on the north side of Chaco Canyon between Hungo 

Pavi and Wijiji and at a distance of a little more than three m iles up

stream from Pueblo Bonito and southeast of it (Fig. 3).

Description

Hawley (1934:8) lis ts  Una Vida as one of the three medium^ 

sized Chaco Canyon pueblos (Fig. 53). The sketch map in Hewett (1936: 

28) indicates approximately 100 ground floor rooms and six  kivas (com

pare Fig. 54). Coffin*s restoration drawing (in Hewett 1936:178) shows 

four stories on one main wing and six  on the other. Fisher (in Hewett 

1936:159) estim ates an aboriginal population of 700 people.

Excavation

No reported excavation has yet been undertaken at Una Vida.

Collection of Tree-Ring Specimens

Florence M. Hawley, assisted  by Roy Lassetter, visited Una 

Vida in 1931 and 1932 to collect tree-ring specimens. The bulk of 

these specimens, including all of the dated pieces, is  in the collections 

of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research.



FIGURE 53

General view of Una Vida, looking south. 

Courtesy National Park Service.
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FIGURE 54

Ground plan of Una Vida. Courtesy National Park

Service.
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Dating

Hawley derived eight dates from the Una Vida pieces (Table 

43), all of which were checked by A. E. Douglass.

TABLE 43

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMENS FROM UNA VIDA

The dates are presented in Form 3 (see Table 1).

Specimen
Number

Date A.D. 
Inner-Outer

From End Species Type 
Spec.

Remarks

UV-2 947-987 end PP sec SW corner room, 
reused beam.

UV-3 904-950 aid PP sec Room near front, 
ceiling beam.

UV-7 904-950 end PP sec 2nd floor, SW cor
ner room. Tie 
log.

UV-8 897-950 end PP sec SW corner roan, 
tie log.

UV-12 895-945 1-5 PP sec Ceiling pole from 
room near rear.

UV-18B 807-861 aid PP sec In high room near 
oldMva, central 
back section.

UV-20 821-847 5-20 PP sec In high room near 
old kiva.

UV-24 884-1048 10-30 Jim sec Kiva pilaster sup
port in W section.



Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

Hawley (1934, Protocol 1) published the dates of the individual 

specimens along with the associated masonry types. The date of her 

Specimen Number 18B, however, is  apparently a printing error (Hawley 

1934, Protocol 1); the correct date, as determined by Hawley, is  given 

in Table 43. The dates with masonry types were again published by 

Hawley (Senter 1938:6), although six of the eight were represented as 

a range of dates. Smiley (1951:19) also gave the range of dates.

Discussion

The Una Vida dates are significant in that they represent one 

of the earliest clusters of tree-ring dates from the Chaco Canyon ma

sonry pueblos. Along with a group of specimens from Kin Bineola,

Pueblo Bonito, and Penasco Blanco, six of the Una Vida pieces (UV-3,

-7, -8 , -12, -18B, and -20) were found incorporated in a type of ma

sonry wall described by Hawley as "unfaced slab" (Senter 1938: 6) and
*

dated by her at 945-1030 (Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al. 1937:88-9).

Four of these six  specimens (UV-3, -7 , -8, and -12) coincide with the 

very beginning of Hawley’s masonry classification, but UV-18B and -20 

(as well as 11 of the Pueblo Bonito specimens, six of the Penasco Blanco 

pieces, and four of the Kin Bineola pieces) are too early for the associated 

masonry type, even when Hawley® s maximum estimated number of rings
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lost from the outside of UV-20 is  taken into account. In view of this 

lack of agreement, and assuming that the specimens are correctly dated, 

and that the associated masonry type is  properly identified, the only 

logical conclusion is  either that the two specimens represent reused 

timbers or that the beginning of Hawley*s period for "unfaced slab" 

type of masonry needs to be extended backwards in time. Considering 

the Kin Bineola, Penasco Blanco, and Pueblo Bonito dates, the latter 

alternative would seem  preferable (see "Discussion" under Kin Bineola, 

Pueblo Bonito, and, particularly, Penasco Blanco).

UV-2, with a cutting date of 987, was imbedded in masonry 

described as "spalled blocks with core" (Senter 1938:6), a type dated 

by Hawley at 1100-1116 (Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et ah 1937:88-9).

Since the date is  a cutting date, and since there is  such a wide discrep

ancy involved, Hawley draws the apparently correct inference that the 

beam has been reused.

UV-24 was found in "fine wide banded with core" masonry 

(Senter 1938:6) which is  a type dated by Hawley at 1062-1090 (Brand, 

Hawley, Hibben, et al. 1937:88-9). The estimated 10 to 30 rings said 

by Hawley to be lost from the outside of this specimen would serve to 

reconcile the tree-ring date with the period of the masonry type from

which it came.
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Wijiji

Name

For variant names see Brand, Hawley, Hibben, et al. (1937:

36).

Location

'Wijiji is  located on the north side of Chaco Canyon some two 

and one-half m iles east of Una Vida and about five and one-half m iles 

upstream from Pueblo Bonito and approximately southeast of it (Fig. 

3).

Description

Hawley (1934:8) describes Wijiji as one of the smaller Chaco 

Canyon pueblos (Fig. 55). A sketch map in Hewett (1936:26), however, 

indicates 92 rooms on the first floor along with two kivas, and a ground 

plan by Chauvenet (Fig. 56) shows approximately the same number of 

rooms. A restoration drawing by Coffin (in Hewett 1936:178) pictures 

three stories. Fisher (in Hewett 1936:159) estimates an aboriginal 

population for Wijiji of 600 persons.

Excavation

There has been no reported excavation carried out at Wijiji.



FIGURE 55

General view of Wijiji from top of cliff, looking 

southeast, Courtesy National Park Service.
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FIGURE 56

Sketch ground plan of Wijiji drawn by Chauvenet, 

The scale given is  in feet. Courtesy National 

Park Service.
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Collection of Tree-Eing Specimens

Flor ence M. Hawley, assisted  by Roy Lassefter, collected 

tree-ring specimens from Wljiji about 1931. Most of the pieces are 

now in the collections of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research.

Dating

Hawley was able to obtain one date (Table 44), which was con

firmed by A. E. Douglass, hi 1959 the dated specimen was re-examined  

by Bannister and put into Form 6. ■

TABLE 44

DATED TREE-RING SPECIMEN FROM WLJIJI

The exact provenience of the specimen is  unknown.
The date is  presented in Form 6 (see Table 1).

Specimen Date A. D. Species Type
Number Inner-Outer Spec.

W-10 967p-1027v PP sec

Previous Publication of Tree-Ring Dates

The date from Wijiji was originally published by Hawley (Senter 

1938:6) along with the associated masonry type, and later Smiley (1951: 

19) published the date by itself.
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Discussion

With only one date from Wijiji, there is  little that can be in

ferred from the tree-ring evidence. This is  particularly true since the 

exact provenience of the specimen is  unknown. Although Hawley de

scribes the specimen as coming from ’’fine wide banded with core’’ ma

sonry (Senter 1938:6), a type dated by her at 1062-1090 (Brand, Hawley, 

Hibben, et al. 1937:88-9), the earliness of the date in respect to the 

masonry type is perhaps explained by the fact that it is  not a cutting 

date. Otherwise, about all that can be said is  that the date falls within 

the range of dated specimens from sim ilar, and presumably contem

poraneous, Chaco Canyon pueblos.



CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Dendrochronologists have derived a total of 818 tree-ring dates, 

representing 46 different sites , from the Chaco Canyon region of north

western New Mexico. "With a few minor exceptions, each of these tree-  

ring dates is  presented individually in this report, and, whenever pos

sible, the species, type of sample, and site  provenience of every dated 

specimen are stated. In addition, the 46 sites  are discussed with re

spect to name (if more than one name is  in common use), location, de

scription, and excavation; also an accounting is  given of the collection 

and present location of the tree-ring specimens, the people responsible 

for the dating, and any previous publication of the dates. Finally, each 

site treatment incorporates a discussion of the dated specimens and their 

relationship to the ruin from which they came.

Compilation of the dendrochronological data has served two 

fundamental purposes. First, all of the tree-ring dates from the Chaco 

Canyon region are now available in a readily accessible form, and, con

sequently, they can more easily be used as a temporal foundation for any 

future archaeological synthesis of the area. Second, the presentation of 

the dates on an individual site basis has made it possible to establish a
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chronological framework for each dated ruin and, in so doing, to illus

trate the principles of interpreting tree-ring dates.

It has been shown that the correct archaeological interpretation 

of dates depends upon the satisfactory solution of two basic problems:

(1) the time relationship that exists between the date of the specimen and 

the archaeological manifestation being dated, and (2) the complicating 

factor introduced by the possibility of lost exterior rings on a dated tree-  

ring sample, An additional requisite for correct interpretation is  a 

thorough understanding on the part of the archaeologist of the meaning 

of the symbols used by dendrochronologists in presenting tree-ring dates. 

Since the Chaco Canyon region dates have been derived by a number of 

persons at various institutions, it has been necessary to describe in de

tail all of the different forms of presentation used in this report.

* *  *

It would be presumptuous to assume that a comprehensive re

construction of the prehistory of the Chaco Canyon region could be estab

lished on tree-ring evidence alone. Tree-ring dates by them selves can 

only place events in time, and, generally speaking, they give no indica

tion of cultural changes unless they are integrated with the total archaeo

logical environment, Nevertheless, the data compiled in this paper 

afford a unique opportunity for delineating periods by means of site  

clusters, periods necessarily defined through geographical and temporal
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considerations rather than archaeological dynamics.

Two limiting factors inherent within the dendrochronological 

method of site clustering are apparent. F irst, periods determined by 

this method are based upon only those sites which have yielded datable 

specimens and, hence, are partially a function of the extent of tree

ring sampling carried out within the area. Second, the periods defined 

are likely to be relatively gross since material changes cannot be de

tected from tree-ring evidence alone, and, therefore, the periods are 

particularly subject to internal refinement. In spite of these limiting 

factors, however, any correspondence between a historical reconstruc

tion established through a purely dendrochronological approach and one 

based only upon archaeological findings would serve to substantiate the 

essential validity of the interpretation, while differences between the 

two system s would act as an heuristic device and imply the need for 

additional investigation.

An analysis of all the tree-ring dates from the Chaco Canyon 

region reveals four broad occupational periods, with a fifth period dis

tinguishable mainly on the basis of archaeological evidence (Fig. 57). 

Although there may be a legitimate doubt that each of the periods repre

sents a cultural homogeneity, the chronological unity in four of the five 

periods is  self-evident, The five periods, representing a span of 13 

centuries of prehistory and history for the region, are as follows:

Period I— Pithouse Sites. The dates range from 644 to 777.



FIGURE 57

The range of dates from Chaco Canyon region sites. 

With the exception of CM-100, the sites are arranged 

according to the latest tree-ring date from each ruin. 

Dates from Ackerly House, Hyde Kitchen, TannerTs  

Garage, and WetherilPs Block House are combined 

with those from Pueblo Bonito, and, sim ilarly, the 

Chetro Ketl East Dump dates are incorporated into 

the body of Chetro Ketl data. Mound No. 20 and Kin 

Chinde are treated as one site, whereas Pithouse H 

and the Great Kiva of Shabik* eshchee Village are 

presented individually. The diagrammatic forms 

used to indicate clustering of dates are subjective 

in composition.
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Three of the dated structures are pithouses, and the fourth is  the Great 

Kiva at Shabikfeshchee Village in direct association with Pithouse H.

The range of the dates is  slightly misleading since the only significant 

date from Half House is  the cutting date of 691, and the latest date of 

777 from Judd's Pithouse No. 2 is  not a cutting date. The structures 

of this period have usually been described as Basketmaker in , and the 

clustering of the sites in time tends to confirm their cultural homogeneity. 

No earlier cultural horizon has yet been found in the Chaco Canyon re 

gion; therefore. Period I represents the first known occupation of the 

area,;

Period H— C lassic Chaco Sites. The dates range from 828 to 

1178. This is  the period of classic Chaco culture, and the dates show 

an unbroken continuum from the earliest Una Vida cutting date of 861 to 

the Pueblo Bonito and Kin KLetso dates in the 1120's. A 50 year hiatus 

exists between the dates of the 1120's and the two charcoal fragments 

from Kin KLetso which date in the 1170's. Although the ruins (and their 

substructures) of Period H have traditionally been assigned to Pueblo I 

through Pueblo HI classifications, the dated structures as a whole show 

a temporal unity within the 13 centuries of occupation of the area and, 

hence, can be considered as belonging to one broad period, The pro

gression from sm all house units to great pueblos that is  generally as

sumed to have taken place during Period H is  partially substantiated by 

tree-ring evidence, but the issue is  not as clear-cut as one might expect.
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Two possible sources of error in the interpretation of the in

ternal arrangement of the sites of Period n  as shown in Figure 57 need 

to be emphasized. First, it should be realized that the ranking of sites  

was determined by the latest date from each ruin. Since the range of 

dates for a given site is  in part a function of the amount of sampling, 

the larger pueblos, which in general have been more assiduously col

lected from than the smaller ruins, tend to rank later, even if the two 

sites are contemporaneous. Second, it must be remembered that the 

fewer the dates from a ruin, the le ss  secure its temporal placement.

It is  highly unlikely, for example, that Wijiji (with one date) was built 

nearly a century before Be 59 (with three dates), or that Casa Rinconada 

(with one date) was constructed nearly two centuries earlier than Be 59.

Even though the representation of date clusters in Figure 57 is  

somewhat subjective in concept, their formulation being based upon 

relative principles, a study of the Period II clusters reveals informa

tive relationships and gives r ise  to several matters for speculation.

For example, five sites, Pueblo Bonito, Kin Bineola, Penasco Blanco, 

Hungo Pavi, and Una Vida, all have early clusters between 898 and 950. 

With four of these sites (information concerning Hungo Pavi is  lacking) 

the early clusters are associated with Hawley's "unfaced slab" type of 

masonry. The presence of the clusters clearly indicates that widespread 

building activities were being undertaken in the Chaco Canyon during the 

first-half of the 10th century. Seemingly, there was then a decrease in
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construction until around 990, at which time renewed building was in

stigated at Chetro Ketl and Hungo Pavi. Date clusters throughout the 

11th century, some of them synchronous and others overlapping in time, 

suggest a period of continuous building activity. One of the more strik

ing relationships of the 11th century is  seen in the fact that the major 

Chetro Ketl cluster, extending from 1038 to 1054, is  immediately fol

lowed by the major Pueblo Bonito cluster of 1055 to 1083. The signifi

cance of this phenomenon, however, cannot be deduced from tree-ring  

evidence alone. A final surge of activity apparently took place from 

about 1100 to 1110,, with the last defined cluster occurring at Kin Kletso 

from 1123 to 1124.

Period m — Mesa Verde Sites. The one date is  1095. Unlike 

the other four periods under discussion, Period m  cannot be distinguished 

by tree-ring dates alone, although the lacuna existing between the end of 

Period n  and the beginning of PeriodTV suggests its temporal dimensions. 

Current, archaeological investigations, however, show that there is  a 

well-defined occupational horizon (divisible into three phases) following 

the abandonment of the Chaco Canyon proper (Gwinn Vivian, personal 

communication). : .  . : X : ,

The first phase began at a time when at least some of the 

remnants of the Chaco population, probably while following the receding 

forest border, moved eastward to higher ground on the Chacra Mesa. 

There they built many small crescent-shaped structures on the.mesa
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tops. The associated pottery is  primarily McElmo Black-on-white, a

type which was rapidly replacing Classic Chaco at the end of Period n  

in ruins such as Kin Kletso and the Tri-Wall Unit, and includes a 

scattering of Mesa Verde Black-on-white, Wingate Black-on-red,

Puerco Black-on-red, and St. Johns Polychrome trade wares. The 

presence of Mesa Verde pottery in the ruins of Period HI is  the reason 

they are often referred to as Mesa Verde sites. The second phase is  

marked by the construction of larger pueblos in the same area. These 

ruins probably represent a gathering-together of the peoples from the 

earlier small m esa top sitesj, and, significantly, they exhibit many de

fensive characteristics. By this time Classic Mesa Verde Black-on- 

white pottery of the Montezuma.Phase had been introduced, and, con

sequently, a date in the early to m id-1200*8 is  usually assigned to this 

type ruin. CM-100 is  a typical site of this second phase, but the one 

dated specimen associated with it yielded a non-cutting date of 1095, 

which cannot be considered as representative either of the phase or of 

Period HI. The final phase is  characterized by numerous, highly forti

fied, small sites scattered throughout the Chacra Mesa area. The as

sociated pottery, predominantly Classic Mesa Verde Black-on-white 

and including Pinedale Polychrome, Querino Polychrome, and late St. 

Johns trade wares, suggests that these structures were built by migrants 

from the general Mesa Verde and San Juan region in the late 1200*8 or 

possibly in the early 1300*s.
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; Period IV— Navajo-Refugee Pueblo Sites. The dates range

from 1350 to 1745. This is the period of the so-called  Navajo-Refugee 

Pueblo sites, a designation which presupposes a basic Navajo occupa

tion of the area. The ruins, consisting of both Navajo hogans and in

tensively fortified masonry structures, are sometimes associated with 

earlier- Mesa Verde remains. It has generally been assumed that such 

sites.w ere the aftermath of the Pueblo Rebellion of 1680. Presumably, 

Pueblo peoples, fleeing the Spaniards after 1680, moved into Navajo 

occupied country, built fortified sites, lived with the Navajo for awhile, 

and eventually returned to their original homes. It has been pointed out, 

however, that the bulk of the Navajo-Refugee Pueblo sites in northern 

New Mexico apparently date around 1730 or 1740, and that it is  difficult 

to reconcile the lateness of this interval with the rebellion of 1680 or 

even with the le ss  severe revolt of 1696 (Gwinn Vivian, personal com

munication). Even though the reasons for the building of the Navajo- 

Refugee Pueblo structures .may be in doubt, the ruins, nevertheless, 

tend to cluster in time and undoubtedly represent a single cultural com

plex. The given range of the period is heavily influenced by the CM-35 

dates, whose earliness and unusually large spread is  the result of un

known factors.

Period V— Navajo Sites. The dates range from 1772 to 1889. 

All of the dated sites in this period are Navajo structures— mostly 

hogans. In contrast to the dated sites of Period IV, however, these
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ruins have no Refugee Pueblo admixture. Actually, Period V may be 

said to extend to the present day and to represent the last Indian occupa

tion of the region.

In summary, the Chaco Canyon region was apparently first in

habited in the 7th century by peoples who lived in pithouses situated 

within or immediately adjacent to the Chaco Canyon proper. It was 

during the following period that the Chacoans progressed from small 

masonry houses to the huge multi-roomed pueblos which have made 

Chaco Canyon famous. Although the tree-ring dates show an unbroken 

continuity throughout this period, it can perhaps be subdivided into 

shorter units on the basis of material culture changes. The next period 

(also divisible into at least three parts) is  inadequately represented by 

tree-ring material, but archaeological evidence indicates that its be

ginning was marked by the Chacoansr leaving the canyon for the higher 

ground of the Chacra Mesa, and its ending presaged by the influx of 

migrating groups from other areas. The somewhat anomalous period 

that followed is  characterized by the Navajo-Refugee Pueblo complex 

found in many sections of northern New Mexico. And, finally, the re 

gion was populated by scattered Navajo fam ilies— a situation that still 

exists today.
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